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We're booked on the British Con~
corde test flight. Have been for
eight years - ever since we began
collaborating on her fuels and
lubricants research.
In that time, we've pulled out
all the stops to be ready.
Made sure thal our fuel can
meet all the new supersonic requirements.

And provided an entirely new
high temperature lubricam that
oould do the same.
So right now, we're rarin' to go.
But don't get the idea that we'll
be gening off at the other end.
Far from it.
With whole supersonic generations coming up, our joumey's
only just beginning.

Shell-Mex and a.p. Ltd. OP='ton in tlI<' U.K.
of tlI<' Shell and the a P Aviation Services.
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Slingsby Aircraft Company
Kirkbymoorside, Yorkshire, England
sincerely regret to announce the destruction by fire of their main
assembly plant, early in the morning of Monday, 18th November.
The fire destroyed many of the completed orders and all of
our main assembly work in progress. In addition our complete
store stock was lost.
However, we are proud to announce the recommencement of
production within a period of twenty-four hours on an alternative
site made available by an Associate Company, and delivery dates
are anticipated to be extended by not more than two months from
those previously quoted.
Material and parts restocking is immediately being undertaken
and normal enquiries may be confidently forwarded to us; in the
event of our not being able to supply, the customer will be
immediately informed of the expected delay involved.
Work is already being undertaken to completely rebuild and
re-equip the assembly plant.
The Directors and the Company wish to make clear their
intent to rebuild Slingsby Aircraft Company, to once more manu·
facture the successful new products we have introduced and to meet
the requirements of the gliding world.
We would emphasise our determination in the phrase "Business
as usual".
Finally, we wish to thank those many concerned for the
heartening messages of confidence in the Company.
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What else could your Chairman wish y.ou at this season but
a merry Christmas and a happy New Year. He could, and
of course does, wish you more specifically good soaring in
the winter waves and in the summer thermals thereafter.
More specifically still he wishes yaugood local soaring, good
cr,oss-counfry soaring, good soaring weather, few landings
"aux vaches" (and all of them perfect), good progress with
the development of your club and its facilities for flying
gliders, and all the best things that the sport of gliding can
provide. He wishes you more and more flying and less and
less frustration.
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During this festive season I can assure you that your
Chairman is a man of abounding goodwill. At the moment he
is preoccupied With cross-country flights of great 'length the annual arrival from Siberia of his other friends, the wild
Bewick's Swans, at Slimbridge. ('they are allowed to flap.)
But with the advance of Spring- if he can get a Permit
to Fly - he intendS to come back fighting, giving no quarter
and expecting none. Meanwhile, though, from Peter Scott -

~

j!}appp <!Cbristmas anb

..flew

~eat

to <l&ne anb
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·NATIONAL OPEN CLASS CHAMPIONSHIPS
By A. E. SLATER
HUSBANDS BOSWORTH
The nores on each day's weather, printed l"n italics, are contributed by the chief
meteorologist, Ron Cashmore.

PPROPRIATELY, the winner of
A
this year's Sports Class Champi:mships, lan Stracnan, set the tasks for the
Open Class, and his wife, SteIIa, became
Operations Controller. Both carried out
their duties in style. Whether this will
set a precedent for the future, now that
the Nationals are· divided in two, remains
to be seen-if it did. and the Sports
Class were won by a bachelor, he would
have to do something about it. Anyway,
the problem won't arise next year, as
the Open Class are having their Bing
first.
Among other officials, John Large was
Championships Director, Shelley Curtis
Chief Marshal and Pliil Banks Competition Secretary and Treasurer.
Openioc Ceremoay
This was perfonned by Mr. James
Robertson Justice, the film star, who
confessed that he had always been drawn
to the sport of ballooning, being so much
heavier than air himself. But this ambition never came to pass, and its place
had been taken by the sailplane, a kind
of artificial eagle without a beak, and
infinitely more amenable to tbe person
in charge. However, he had sampled
gliding only once. as the chairman's
guest, though it was. far from re~ssu.ring
to be winched up lIk:e a box kite in a
gale, unable to see anything but the
cockpit deck and his own Bat fect. However, no disaster supervened,. a f~ct
which had never ceased to astonlsb him.
Only because he had known Peter Scott
for many years did he entrust his carcase
to such a frail-looking job. But he found
the experience "a lovely impulse of
delight". to quote the Irish poet. IllS
own hobby, he said. was falconry.
In declaring the Championships open,
Mr. Justice wished good luck to all,
with "a special wish for Tom Docherty
-yesterday was the ann.ive~ary of
Wallace's murder: avenge him!
Saturday, 24th August
Quasi-stationary fr.ont Scilly-Shawbury-Scarborough. expected to harbour
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persistenr low stratus with thllndery Ollt·
breaks. To the sOl/th-east marked lowlevel stability in the dry Continental airmass promised only weak, blue. shallow
thermals. The task was selected to give
an opportunity of finding thermals of
moaerate dimensions and strength. Cu
dLveloped as forecast and competitors
left in good conditions with no relights;
but. at about 16.00, the increasing NE'ly
brought in much more stable air from
the North Sea. the entry of which caused
a sudden reduction of available lift.
The entry list contained 38 names, but
Philip Wills, though out of hospital and
able to visit the meeting, Was not yet
fit to fly h;s Dart 17R. George BUTton
turned up each weekend to fly hor.s
Goncours, but Anne Burns broke her
Orrus in a field landing during the first
weekend and retired from the contest.
Peter Scott, who owns two sailplanes,
flew the SS-I himself and let John
Williamson fly the HP-14.
TASK: Out-and-return with a choice of
three different turnin&-points, and make
up your mind--or change it--during
flight. All were between 59 and 64
miles distant, more or less downwind;

Chr;s Wills ill his Ka.6B.

The daily met. information was well presented. Photo by Anne Ince.
they were Malvern (95 km.), Cheltenham
(90.3 km.) and Cirencester (102.8 km.),
strung out in that order along a NW-SE
line.
Visibility was not too good, though it
was better in the valleys than on the
hills, Thermals were not too good either,
and made it difficult to progress against
the wind on the way home, as pilots
drifted so far back while climbing.
Nevertheless, oyer a dozen made part of
the way home, Ralph Jones doing best
with 92 miles altogether.
..
Although there was no handicapping
for the purpose of the competition,
handicap marks were nevertheless worked
out for use later in ~ompiling the Rating
List; when handicaps were applied, Chris
Wills came out top on this day.
LeadiDg ~ 24th AUKust
Pilot
Sailplane
Kms.
Pts.
Jones, R.
Cirrus
148.6 1000
Wills
Ka-6E
143.1
954
Delafield
SHK
142.6
949
Gough
SHK
140.1
928
Johnson
SHK
139.6
924
Oimock
Diamant-18
116.6
750
Burgess, Greaves and Smith were equal
7th, and Foot 10th.

Sunday, 25th Aqust
Still the NEly; the air now being
brought in. having sojourned for some
time over the North Sea. was very moist
and stable, and thick low straWs produced drizzle until mid-morning. The
stratus was forecast to break at 13.00,
pr<Jducing 2-3 kt. narrow, difficult ther-

mals, eroding quickly above 2,500 ft. by
mid-afternoon. Early drop-outs were all
adjacent to Edge Hill, due probably to
suspected rotor streaming.
TASK; Race via Wellesbourne Mountford to Bicester, 92.3 km. (57t miles).
The track was first downwind to the
SW and then across and slightly against
the wind to the SE. Humphry Dimock
not only won the task at 40.3 m.p.h. but
jumped into the overall lead, and Peter
Scou was less than a km.!h. slower.
Most people found it fairly straightforward, and 24 completed the course.
David lnnes was about to land at an airfield when Vie Carr. in a Dart, came
underneath him and began circling, so
both got away again.
In the handicapped scores Mike
Garrod won and Chris Wills shared the
overall lead with Andy Gough.
Leading Results, .25th August
Pilot
Sailplane
Km.! h. Pts.
Dimock
Diamant-18
64,9 1000
Scott
BS-I
64.2 -986
J ames
Diamant-18
61.5
930
Garrod
Dart 17
60.8
917
Diamant-16.5
56.1
828
Innes
WiIliamson HP-14
55.9
824
Followed by Withall, Gough, Smith,
Delafield.
Leading Ov.erall PJa<:UtP, 2 Days
1. Dimock
1750
6. James
1544
2. Gough
1698
7. Wills
1519
3. Delafield 1692
8.=Garrod 1449
8.=Smith
1449
4. Johnson
1613
S. Scott
1577 10. Innes
1427
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Monday. 26th August
The Continental airstr¥!(l1tl, now well
established, stroJlger, a little veered and
drier, the stratus broke mid-morning.
Thermals were expected to be no more
than 2 kt., narr;ow and distorted.
Arriving to see Husbands Bosworth
for the first time in daylight (the o~n·
ing ceremony in. 1965 had been held after
dark), I found an excellent organisation
with no flying to organise this day. An
adjoining field had been hired for a
caravan park, and I had the luck< 10 share
one with a first-class cook: (and raconteur) in the shape of "Pop" Fielden; its
owner, a club member, had moved into
a tent nearby. The only miscalculation
concerned t~ catering firm which laid
on excellent meals in a big marquee; few
people turned up to eat them, and most
of its income mUst 'have come from
"etevenses".
Tuesday, ~7th August
Still the NE'ly and the steady process
of development persists. At medium
level's instability is now becoming critical. There will be areas of medium cloud
which will delay and rl!!dt4ce the reliabil'ity of the time of dl!!arance of the
low cloud. Isolated thundery outbr,eaks
will occur latu in the day. At low level
also the moistllre content has increased.
the stratus is denser and will in any case
be later to clear compared with yesterday. Husbands Bosworth and the Cotswold ridge, especially the southern side.

are situated in the dellsest band of t,his
low cloud; the clearance here will be
slow, thermal:, will be weak and activity
confined to Q short period. ConditiplIs
will improve significantly N'ds. but to
progrl!!S$ directly so involves cross-wind
flilJht in therftUlls of only 2-3 kt. in a
wllld of 25 kt. at flying level. The stratus
is expecte.d to break at Husbands B'osworth about midday and by mid-afternoon wl"ll have become 5/8 shallow cu
with a base of 1,500 ft., rising northwards to 2,500 ft. TherftUlls will increase
to 4 kt. for a shallow depth in cloud.
At briefing, the Met. Man's, tape
rec,ordings from Wittering were played
b~ck at Husbands Bosworth, together
With Ian Strachan's further questions and
his replies. This procedure seemed to
satisfy ,everyone, though it prevehted
anyone cross-questioning Ron Cashmore
except when he turned up in person at
the weekend.
In view of the uncertain forecast, Ian
said pc didn't like setting tash early,
especially a "final resort to 'free distance", so he postponed the briefing to
12.30. A new tape recording from Ron
then said: "It's not good where you are
yet, but you could almost go in any
direction, though the direction I gave
(Severn Valley) is best." Another postponement to 13.30 and then a task was

set.

TASK: Race to Nympsfield, 117 km.
(73 miles). Launches from 14.00 hrs.,
aerotows to cloudbase, but scrub at

Pilots watch Don Snodgrass selecting his take-oU time.
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Official Organ of the British Gliding Association

Applications are Invited for the post of full-time

ASSISTANT EDITOR
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

Challenging and demanding position
for the right man or woman
Starting salary, according to experience
It is hoped that the successful
applicant will take over the
Editorship of the Magazine
in due course at a commensurate
salary.

Applications, wh~ch will be treated in confidence, to
be addressed to The Chairman, Magazine
Committee, British Gliding Association,
75 Victoria Street, London SWl
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THERMAL EQUIPMENT LIMITED
Due to increased postlll charges

"WINTER" 8arographs now cost
£50 12s. 6d.
(U.K. Import Duty, Packing and Post paid).

Delivery ex German Works 5-6weeks.
1588 Acre Rood.
Klngston-on-TIlames. Surrey.
Telephone, Kingston 1261

15.15 if no I:lider had left the site by
then.
L~unches, i~cluding re-lights, were
contmuous until 16.30. and still sporadic
after. that, as several pilots were still
hanging around the site. Not till nearly
7 p.~. (19.00) did news come of anyone
reaching Nyrnpsfield, where visibility, it
was reported, was less than half a mile.
Four got there. and at the other extreme
six landed back at HB, one of them be~
cause he had no radio, so couldn't get
away without going into clQud. All
convection had stopped by 18.40 (BST).
John Delafield, who won at 81.82
km./h. (51 m.p.h.), did so by going into
a single cloud and gliding it out from
7,000 ft., thus exceeding the next best
speed by 13 km./h. Like many others,
he found the lift weak below cloud (they
said 2 knots), but increasing to 8 knots
while climbing inside it.
Andy Gough achieved second best
speed by a very different technique;
although his flight included a cloud
climb to 5,000 ft., he spent much time
soaring in bowls along the Cotswolds
(the main line of the escarpment didn't
face the wind); he Was very Iow at Edgehill, and further along used Birdlip and
other bowls. His last bowl, on the
Nyrnpsfield ridge, just enabled him to get
over the t p and reach the airfield. While
doing this, he saw John WiIIiams-on, who
had taken the hil:h road. waving down at
him from above, as much as to say, "I'll
be in NYtnpsfield before ye."
Colin Greaves, the only other one to
finish, used a cloud to climb to 5,400
ft., experiencing the usual increase of lift
from 2 to 8 knots; he saw no one else
along the whole route.
Of those who didn't make it, Ralph
Jones went furthest with 110 km,; Colin
448

Donald made 106.5; and Bernard Fitchett 97, with tbe belp of a climb to
8,400 ft. near "X", 30 km. out. Ridden,
~nodgrass and Warminger failed to get
IOto cloud, yet made 89.5, 55.5 and 43
km. respectively. Brennig James, with
60.5 km., might have done more if be
had not been tempted many miles up·
wmd to a likely-looking cloud which
faIled to work when he reached it.
In the handicapped scores the first
five placinas were the same and Delafield likewise took the overail lead.
Leading Results, 27th August
Pilot
Sailplane
Km.1 h. PIS.
Delafield
SHK
81.82
846
Gough
SHK
68.82
818
WiIliamson HP-14
68.29
816
Greaves
Dart 17R
61.71
804
Followed by Jones, R., Donald, Fitchett,
Brownlow, Riddell, Redman.
I.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Leadinl Overall Placings, 3 Days
Delafield 2538
6. Greaves 2027
Gou&b
2516
7. Wills
1812
WilIiamson
8. lnnes
1836
2159
9. James
1807
Dimocl 2118 10. Jones, R.
Scott
2042
1784

Wednesday, 28tb AUlust
Again similar to the previous day
with the development proceSs more ad:
vaneed. Unstable medium cloud will be
more widespread. Thunderstorms will
~evelop extensively in the west and late
en the day areas of thundery rai/1 will
move into the country from the east.
Low cloud again is denser than yesterday and again Husbands Bosworth is
situa.ted in t~~ thickest stream, so that
soareng conditions are likely to be weak
and confined. to a. short period midafternoon which WIll remain marginal
f~r. ~a!mching safety with a maximum
VISIbIlity of 5 n.m. and ~/8 eu, base
I,~OO ft. Although thermals will be
f!eneral/y wea~, narrow and shallow, if
It .pn!ves poss.,ble to launch, conditions
WIll ImProve In any direction downwind
of the SIte.
Although the forecast seemed pretty
hopeless, lan ~trachan, remarkin~ "We
are here to fly , fixed a second briefing
for 1.4.00 hrs., a!l<l meanwhile a PilQts'
Meeting was laId OD to discuss the
future of the Nationals and whether the
Standard Class should have a cham-

pionship of their own, making three per
year. Views were aired but no decisions
taken.
At the second briefing the Met. Man's
tape recording was heard to express its
view that "I think I would certainly set
a task and get them to rii"; but its
advice fell on deaf cars and tlte day
was given over to club flying and an
evening film show.
Thursday, 29th August
The thundery low Qver Belgium has
now reached its maximum development
and will slowly decline, but significant
improvement in the present abysmal
conditions is not expected during the
day. There will be periods of rain and
drizzle througholl/ the daY, with dOl/dbase not risiJlg above 1.000 ft. alld a
N'ly wind of 15 kt.. gusting to 30 kt,
Those who went to briefing found the
marquee empty but for a blackboard
notice: "SCRUB. Ron says if you want
sun go ,to Cardigan Bay! Next briefing
10.00, 30th."
After a night and morning of continuous rain, the caravan park reminded
one of those prehistoric "lake villages".
~~~~~~
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The British Gliding Association's
Christmas Cards and Diaries are
now ready for sale.
For details - Please see order
form enclosed in this issue.
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Chris Simpson decided on a paTty and
filled his spacious Leicester home to
near burstini with friends and fellowpilots, the second category soon becoming mer&ed into the first.
Friday, JOih August
Prelude 10 change. The thundery low
over the Continent is now filling and Ihe
associated cloud sheet over Easl Anglia
will move away E'ds. A ridge extends
across the area from the sowh-west but
marilime air of a high moisture content
will be fed aroulld this a'S a froonlal sys·
tem approaches the coumry from Ihe
IVesl. Behind the eastern cloud sheet
there will be a clear lane in which
extremely good conditions will obtain.
Alas, the site again is poorly placed; 10
tak£ advantage of the very good COIlditiolls depends on a chance of leaving
the site before the Sc can thicken. Convection commenced al 10.00 but by
11.00 was already declining; the thicker
Sc was here to stay; this meant delay,
waiting for weak Ihermal$ to become
ample in iJrder to launch, with Ihe
promise lhat once away c,ondiJions
wOl/ld improve E'ds. with large gentle
2-4 kt thermals reaching 6-8 kt. in the
occasional cu at 4,000 ft.-6,ooo ft. Visibility excellent.
A lOS-km. tr,iangle race, via Olney
Church and Thrapston, Was tentatively
set at briefing, but throughout the
morning the sky was covered by a lowto-medium overcast, and at around
13.00 hrs. the task was changed on the
field without further briefing.
TASK: Race to Dunstable (London
G.C.) via Caxton Gibbet, 118 km. (73
miles). The Gibbet marked the pre-war
site of the Cambridge University G.C.
and was just over halfway along the
course, which ran first SE by E then
SW.

The cloud sheet had now become
typical strata-cumulus, but Ron Dunn
amived by road from the south and
reported he was in good soaring weather
as far as Northampton.
To enable competitors to glide
straight off in search of better things,
there was no starting line, and aerotowed launches were to 2,500 ft.
Though Northampton was south of
track. many made for its promised
improvement. Several reached it and
went on-earr Withall found a 3-lmot
449

John Cardiff (facing camera) and
crew members.

tlfermal there that took him to 3,700
ft. But not everyone reached it. George
Collins had glided down to 500 ft. when
he caught a weak thermal that lifted
him so slowly to 600 ft. that he calculated j.t would take another half-hour
to get him to 1,000 ft., and when David
lnnes joined him in it, he decided there
wasn't room for .two, and landed.
lJrennig James had to land beside a
burning stubble field because it failed to
produce the expected lift. Apparently
it look several such fields to make one
thermal: Peter Scatt saw about fOUT
stubble tires at the turning-point, all
,colltributing smoke to a single thermal.
He and Delafield nearly reached the
goal, landing at Streatley, north of
Luton.
Further north of Luton is a village
called Barton-Ie-Clay on the map, but
the compiler of the official handout
evidently thought he could improve
upon that, for he made out Tom lealley
to have landed at BartoD-in-Class and
Mike Johnson at Barton-in-Clag.
The sole survivor was Bernard Fitchett, the only competitor to reach the
goal. He did so at an average of 40.5
k~./h. (25:14 m.p.h.), by,t this availed
him nj) POIDts for speed as no one e1se
finishe.d. His lowest point on the journey
was 800 ft. at We11ingborough (where
several others landed) and be was saved
by a burning field; Gerry Burgess (Dart
IS) came in below him but failed to
contact. After that he had no further
real trouble and reached a maximum of
2,500 fl. a.s.1. On the second leg, under
complete cloud cover, he went for
450

wispy pieces of cumulus which gave 1to' I knot lift. At Luton he gained 400
ft.in his last thermal and left it, while
still climbing, to make his final glide at
80 knots. He arrived at Dunstable with
ISO ft. la spare.
For the first time with his Cirrus
Bemard Fitchett felt confident of outclimbins Ka-6's and SHK's. He thought
its glidmg angle only better than the
SHK at speeds above 50 or SS knots,
but considered that it climbed better in
scrMchy ~hermals tha,n any other
machine he knew.
On handicap points Fitchett won the.
day and Delafield led overall.
Leadiag Results, 30th August
Pilot
Sailplane
Kms.
Pis.
Filchett
Cirrus
118.0
870
SHK
106.5
736
Delafield
Scot!
BS-t
106.5
736
SHK
104.5
717
Johnson
104.5
717
Zealley
Ka-6E
Dart 17R
100.5
678
Greaves
Followed by Purdie. Kronfeld, Feakes,
Withall. Note that Delafield and Seott
shared 2nd place, and Johnson and
Zealley 4th place.
Leading Overall
I. Delafield 3274
2. Gough
3079
3. SCott
2778

Pladngs, 4 Days
4. Greaves 2705
5. Ditnock 2479
6. Innes
2365

Saturday, 31st August
Change taking jlace. The cold front
which has enure Ireland ,overnight is
now delayed by wave development· -the
wave is forecast to have moved t~ the

east of Scotland by midday, the front
then making steady progress behind it
and crossin/( Husbands Bosworth at that
time. Briefing is accordingly delayed unt;1 13.00 to allow the forecaster to enter
with a halo of sunshine. By mid-afternQon conditions will become very good,
with well-distributed, docile thermals,
strength 4-6 kt. below cloud. which will
be 4{8 cu, base rising to 4,000 ft.• tops
at aboUl 8.000 ft., thermals increasing to
a maximum in developing clollds of 12
kt. at 8,000 ft., above which level there
will be rapid erosion and moderate
amplitude waves. Some over-convection
will take place from 16.00 and thermals
will quickly decline from 17.00, but for
one hOllr conditions should be superb,
with unlimited visibility throughout.
To launCh befor·e or after the cold
front-tllat was the Question, and the
Met. Man's tape said' conditions were
unlikely to be 1I0od a'head of it. So
briefing was postponed and at 11.30 the
opportunity was ,taken of holding
another Pilots' Meeting, this time to discuss the next internationals, witll Vic
Carr in the chair.
The front arrived about noon, and
after a narrow gap' was followed by
another front-like belt. At the 13.00
hrs. briefinll, a flesh-and·blood Ron
Cashmore appeared in place of his disembodied voice on tape. and told us
that the front 'had finally left the site
27 minutes before.
TASK: Out-and-return race with a
choice of four turning-points, all about
37 miles away, spread over an arc of
45< between N and NE. They were:
Bourne, Grantham, Newton Airfield and

Sandiacre by a road junction. Total
distance assumed the same for all routes
-170 km.
Winds at first would be:
3,000 ft., 280·. 20 kt.
6.000 ft.. 270·, 25 kt.
9,000 ft., 250·, 35 kt.
But later they would back by 10' at all
heights and decrease at tile higher
levels; tllus for the return journey they
would be less favourable in direction
but more favourable in speed.
Of the 35 who flew, 23 got back to
HB. Lift was generally pretty 1I0od but
some of the downcurrents' were very
strong - "terrible", said one pilot.
Bernard Fitchett, who made .second best
speed, reported his first thermal as 4·6
knots, and felt confident in leavinll it
when it dropped to 3 knots. On tbe outward journey he used cloud streets
oriented 45· to his course, meanwhile
keeping well upwind of track.
Humphry Dimock arrived at his turning-point at 5,000 ft., then ran into 10
(knots?) sink, but completed the course.
More unfortunate was Mike Johnsoo,
who reached 6,000 ft. but then lost so
much in the downgping side of a wave
that he failed to get back. Some other
pilots reported waves, and it may well
be that these were the cause of other
encounters with strong sink, though
they were too far south to have been
set up by the Pennines. Chris Simpson,
for instance, in his final ~ide from
3.000 ft., got patches of sink over
Leicester and fell short of HB by 2·}
km., though calculation showed he
should have had 200 ft. to spaTe. .
At 16.33 the first competitor arnved
back, followed shortly by Peter Scott,

Putting the weather
on the map.
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Airtour CRP-8 Computer
The construction of the CRP-8 has been
reduced to the simplest possible method, very
light and very thin. It has been designed to
meet the requirements for the Glider Pilot and
Helicopter Pilot, both who require one hand
operation made possible by the wind arm. With
high and low speed scale.
Accuracy to the highest standard. £1 19•• &d.
Airtour PT·4 Protractor
The Tricolore Instant Protractor is designed for quick
reference to glider heading
and plotting on topOgraphical
charts, embodies nautical and
kilometer scales and quadran tal rule. This Protractor is
widely used and is especially
suitable for glider pilots. 10s.
KB-3 Glider Knee Board
Originally designed for the
World Championship, 1965.
They are now used extensively
for Glider Competition work
and cross ~ountry flights,
made of white P.V.C. with
valcro straps, pencil holders
and sharpeners supplied with
Glider Flight Log. £1 155.

BRITISH MANUFACTURERS

or; FLYING AND HA VIGATtONAL EQUIPMENT

"'IRTOlJ~ PRODUCTS -I;lISTRI8UTtD BY AI R TOURING SHOPS LIMITED - nSTREE AERODROME. BOREHAM
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Bunard Fitwtt ill the family Cirrus.
with Father (right) in altendance.

the day's winner. He was one of those
who chose to turn at the road junction.
but found no difficulty in recognising it
because of the proximity of the motorway. In fact. all but five of the finishers
turned at Sandiacre, and the rest at
Newton.
On handicap scores. Carr Witball was
the day's winner, and John De1afield
still led overall.
Leading Result" 31st AlIgust
Sai/olane
Km.{h. Pts.
Pi'lot
BS- i
75.83 1000
Scott
Fitchett Cirrus
953
73.09
Withall
Dart 17R
71.12
921
Diamant-18
66.76
852
James
Smith
Dart J7R
66.70
851
lnnes
Diamant 16.5
65.00
826
Followed by Carr, Williamson, Dimock,
Donald.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Leading Overall Pladngs, 5 Days
Delafield 4019
5. Dimock 3270
Gough
3837
6. Fitchett 3210
Seott
3778
7. lnnes
3191
Greaves 3366
8. Smith
3143

Sunday, 1st September
The clrange has eSlablishea itself
ratlrl!r too enlllllsiastical/y. A trough is
developing in the soutlr-west, which is
expected 1'0 pass through Husbands
Bosworth al 15.00. too late to produce a
useful clearance. The air is very unstable
and CII will develup quickly, becoming
Cb in afternoon, but there will be ex-

tensive masses of medium cloud of variable density, so that, although strong
thermals to great heights will exist in
places. there will qlso be large areas of
negative lift. Rain will be frequent
tlrroughout the day. often persistent and
sometimes torrential; heavy clear icing
will occur ill cloud accompanied by
sferic illumination. Surface winds will be
15 kt.. gllsting to 30 kt., with winds of
25-30 kt. at flying level. It is sllggested
tlUlt the expected conditions would //ot
prodllce fair competition.
A discussion on possible tasks gave
rise to the remark: "Not so much a
competition as a teach-in on tasksetting." But no task was actually sel.
However, in view of promised better
weather tomorrow and the chance of
replacing the prize-giving ceremony by
a good long task. nobody went home.

Monday, 2nd September
A good, clean, unstable day, the winds
perhaps a little too strong for comfort
but not for com~tition. CII will develop early and progressively, base rising
to 3,500 ft. by mid-afternoon. with maximum laps generally 15,000 ft.. but isolated Cb will occur with tops to 30,000
ft., and cloud lowering locally in heavy
ppn to 1.500 ft. Showers will commence
at 1,300 and isolated thunderstorms will
break out mid-afternoon. Thermals will
be strong, but distorted at low level;
however, no one should find himself at
low level. Thermal strength 5-6 kt. below clol/d, reaching a maximum of 16
kt. ill developing clol/d at 8,000 ft.;
above this level there will be heavy clear
icing. Surface winds will be 20 kt.,
gl/sting to 30 kt .. from 200 deg., veering
to 220 deg. Upper willds as describetl
generally 220 deg., veering 240 deg .. 30
kt. Visibility unlimited.
Sure enough, the weather improved,
and prize·giving was put off till next
Saturday at HB.
TASK: Race to Debden, 13 miles SSE
of Cambfid~. Distance 103 km. (64
miles) in a direction SE by E. The Met.
Man promised, among o~ber good
things, "odd cu-nim to 30,000 it.. not
violent and not more than frightening".
Forecast winds wefe: 6,000 ft., 230'240'; 9,000 ft_ 230', 20 kts. However,
the- wind at HBin the afternoon was
noticed to back from SW to SSW, and
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this evidently made it awkward for
some, as several landings were at Cambridge and other places to leeward of
track., but 14 got there.
Colin Donald won by a fair margin
at 52.06 km./h. (32.4 m.p.h.). Peter
Scott, with 36.68 km./h., calculated that
this might just put him in the overall
lead. as he heard that John Delafield
had landed at Cambridge, too far out
for a useful re-light. But Delafield had
really only gone a quarter of the way,
and got back fOf a re-light in time to
make second best speed to the goal;
although launched into apparently dead
air, he glided on course to a patch of
sunlight, got lift there, and went for a
big cloud which took him to 13,000 ft.
--enough to reach Debden.
Most of the competitors went on
home instead of returning to tell their
stories, but news of one incident found
its WIJIIf back to base-a collision in
cloud between "Max" Bacon and Alf
Warminger. Fortunately neither pilot

had to jump out, although both suffered
damage to their machines.
As Max Bacon would have bec:n
broadcasting on the RAF frequency, it
would seem that neither pilot could have
been aware of the other's presence in
the cloud.
Alf Warminger entered his cloud
about two miles north of St. Neots.
Before doing so, he broadcast full particulars of himself on 130.4 (his only
frequency), and continued to broadcast
his position at every 500 ft. during the
climb. Simon Redman, who had been
with him in the thermal, waited till
Warminger had gained 500 ft. bef<>re
entering cloud himself. Peter SCott had
also come up and waited at cloudbase
for Redman to gain height. Max Bacon
and another pilot had also been in the
thermal but. he said, had gone to
another cloud brewing over Bedford.
When Warminger had reached about
6,500 ft. a.sJ. (cloud base was at 4,500
ft.), and was climbing at 8-10 knots, a

FINAL RESULY5-0p"R Class (Figures in italics denote handicapped scores.
H'cap SaUp/mr.

Pilots

%

I. J. Delafield
2. P. M. Scon
3. A. W. Gough
4. C. M. Greaycs
5. H. R. Dimock
6. C. L. Withall
7. R. Jones
8. M. J-. Smith
9. D. S. Innes
10. B. Filchett
11. J. S. WiIliam.on
12. M. P. Garrod
13. T. S. Zeally
14. C. C. DonaId
15. D. B. James
16. V. C. Carr
17. B. Bro,"nlo,"
18. S. J. Redman
19. P. G. Burgess
20.=C. R. :jimpson
20.=R. Foot
22.=R. Feeke.
n.=p. G. H. Purdie
24. N. A. Wilkin.on
25. C. Wills
26. A. H. Warmingcr
27. M. W. Johnson
28. J. R. W. Kronfcld
29. G. MeA. Bacon
30. J. C. Rjddcll
31. l. Frank
32. D. C. Snodgrass
33. J. D. Jones
34. A. J. Stonc
35. T. P. Docherty
36. G. T. Collin.
37. Anne Burns

86
80
86
90
80
90
82
90
86
82
86
90
96
80
80
90
96
86
98
90
lOO
96
100
96
96
90
86
90
96
90
98
90
90
86
90
86
82
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SHK
SS-I
SHK
Dart l7a
Diam.18
Dart 17R
CimJs
Dart l7R
Diam.16.5
Cirrus
HP-I 4
Dart 17
Ka~6E

Diam.18
Diam.18
Dart I7Il
Olv.419
SHK
Dart I5
Dart l7a
SkI. 3F
Ka-6E
Ka·6CJ'
Ka-6E
Ka-6E
Dart 17..
SHK
Dart 17a
I<3-6E
Dart 17..
SkI.. "
Dart 17
Daft l7a
SHK
Dart 17R
Diam.16.5
Cirru.s

Day 2

Day 1

1000

1000

949(3)
591(22;)
928(4)
695(7"')
730(6)
591(22;)
1000(1)
696(7=)
599(20)
659(1 I)
519(21=)
532(25=)
549(24)
519(27;)
614(14)
604(15;)
601(19)
656(12)
696(7=)
593(21)
663(10)
519(27=)
532(2.5 = )

870(2)
495(30)

851(4)
682(8=)
6JJ(13)
583(20)

863(3)
682(8=)
555(25)
570(22)

483(31=)
517(26)
594~18)

43533)
574(29)
595(16=)
646(/1)
606(15)
762(6)
585(19)
746(7)
564(23=)

609(14)
604(15=) 649(10)
954(2)
1000(1)

369(35)
924(5)
604(15=)
519(27=)
281(37)
519(27=)
352(36)
519(27=)

374(35)
847(5)
595(16-=)
564(23=)
291(37)
580(21)
358(36)
5/5(28)

645(13)
424(34)
604(15=)

397 34)
523(27)

519(27=)

483(31)
635~/2)

1000
743(10)
986(2)
770(8)
527(23)
1000(1)
716(7)
105(32)
753(9)
828(5)
151(31)
824(5)
917(4)
633(16)
239(28)
930(3)
688(12)
589(19)
286(15)
583(20)
2~4(26)

686(13)
513(24)
612(18)
678(14)
565{2!)
625(17)
689(11)
168(30)

Day

1000

846

760(12)
9/8(3)

846(1)
46~1I ;)
8182)
804(4)
388(17)
211(23)
689(5)
271(20)
409(15)
577(7)
816(3)
0(26=)
0(26::;)
659(6)
263(21 )
431(14)
521(8)
491(10)
400(16)
465(11;)

788(10)

557(14)
931(2)
840(7)

81(33)
813(9)
848(5)
115( 1)

844(6)
1000(/)

727(15)
17;(29)
868(4)
739(13)
669(18)
359(20)

616(17)
23/(25)
837(8)
571(22)
732(14)
785(11)

639(21)
667(19~
704(16
152(30)

-(3~=)
-(36)
39(34)
46(34)
196(29)
200(28)
90(33)
88(32)
262(27)
229(26)
557(22)
566(23)
4(35)
17("35)
272(25)
222(27)
(withdrawn)

0(26=~

0(26=
319(19)
9(25)
353(18)
112(24)
0(26=~
0(26=
465<11=)
512(9)
-(26;)
220(22)
0(26=)
0(26=)
0(26=)
0(26;)

-

sudden shadow crossed from riaht to
l~ft, followed by' a loud reJK!rt and jarring of the sailplane. Looktng to the
left, he saw that 3 or 4 ft. of the leading
edge back to the main spar was missing,
6 ft. out from the fuselage. He

straightened out and found that the
controls stiIl functioned satisfactorily,
but the drag on the port wing necessitated a certain amount of crossini of
the controls. He broke cloud about 7
minutes later and eventually landed in
a 40-50 acre field.
Warminger heard no other pilot on
the radio but Redman, who was keeping 500 ft. below. Radio traffic was
heavy.
Leadinl Results, 2nd September
Km.! h. Pts.
Pilot
Sailplane
Donald
Diamant-J8
52.06 1000
Delafield
SHK
46.19 915
45.71
908
Dimock
Diamant-18
Jones, R. Cirrus
45.18 901
Withall
Dart 17R
40~3
839
Dart 17R
836
Greaves
Followed by Feakes, SCot1, BUfiess.
Peter Scott, at the morning's briefini,
lutd expressed the thanks of all to the
organisers for their work in makin& the
meeting such a success.

Figures in bracket. denole daily placing•.)
DO)14

3
897
897(1)
4]](16)
86W)
85 4)
352r9)
24522)
(475)
307(20)
417(18)
543(10)
866(3)
29(27)
0(28=)
598(7)
239(23)
469(14)
6/5(6)
497(13)
498(12)
504(11)
39(26)
0(28=)
420(17)
56(25)
432(15)
144(24)
0(28=)
0(28=)
554(8)
553(9)
-(28=)
254(2J)
0(28=)
0(28=)
0(28=)
0(28=)

870
736(2=)
736(2=)
563(12)
678(6)
351(21)
582(10)
543(14)
572(11)
529(16=)
870(1)
0(27=)
481(18)
7J7(4=~

832(4)
753(9)
641(15)
818(6)
369(21)
707(/2)
577(19)
696(13)
604(16)
920(1)
0(2.9=)
59J(18)
919(2)
89(25)
0(29=)
0(29=)
712(11)
0(29=)
314(24)
469(20)
750(10)
821(5)
917(3)
596(17)
0(29=)
651(14)
810(7)

8685 )
7=)
0(27=)
548(13)
0(27=)
197(24)
375(20)
529(16=)
620(9)
659(n
438(19)
0(27=)
53<4(15)
717(4=)
654(8)
790(8)
226(23)
337(23)
0(27=)
0(29=)
245(22)
374(21)
15(27=)
0(27=~
0(27=
15(27=)
0(21=)
0(29=)
19(26l
59(26)
.0(27=)
0(29=)

-

Doy 6

Day 5

920

1000
745(13)

LOOO(I)

758(12)
651(17)
791(9=)
921(3)
624(19)
851(5)
826(6)
953(2)
813(8)
765(11)
684(16)
791(9=)
852(4)
823(7)
708(15)
726(14)
175(3<4)
334(24)
313(25)
210(32)
13«35)
209(33)
279(27)
648(18)
246(29=)
288(26)
274(28)
523(23)
565(21)
540(22)
219(31)
246(29=)
576(20)

--

1000

1000
760(13)
933(2)
714(12)
704(17)
745(14=)
1000(1)
608(20)
921(3)
844(6)
9J9(4)
83J(7)
823(8)
784(1/)
745(14=)
800(10)
889(5)
816(9)
740(16)
J86(34)
3J0(25)
330(24)
215(31)
J52(35)
2/3(31)
281(215)
690(/8)
217(29=)
269(28)
277(27)
547(23)
643(19)
567(21)
206(33)
217(29=)
607(21)

TolO/

1000

964(3)
915(2)
779(12)
799(8)
395(24=) 336(26)
836(6)
967(2)
908(3)
908(6)
902(7)
839(5)
9/6(5)
901(4)
445(20)
493(19)
399(23)
339(25)
257(29)
325(27)
460(/8)
547(16)
820(9)
774(11)
748(12)
813(10=)
1000(1)

1000(1)

402(22)
469(17)
41(32)
813(10=)
89~8)
7S J3)
58J(15)
5~3(15)
921(4)
823(7)
427(21 =) 452(/9)
749(14)
703(14)
475(16)
481(20)
276(27)
296(28)
0(33=) 0(33=)
395(24=) 360(23=)
427(21 =) 427(11)
202(30)
210(30)
69(3/)
29(31)
273(18)
292(29)
395(24=) 360(23=)
0(33=) 0(33=)
0(33=) 0(33=)

530(17)
522(18)
4(32)
784(10)
794(9)
723(13)

--

Points

4934
4577
4232
4202
4178
3920
3862
3536
3590
3535
3519
3469
3331
3295
3189
3068
2971
2943
2845
2754
2754
20.85
2685
2641
2532
2584
2576
2109
1911
1565
1554
1494
1395
1322
124.5
696
604

5083
4587
4157
4587
39J6
4277
3692
3864
3607
3324
3484
3790
3837
3042
2823
3161
3519
30/5
3327
1855
3283
3092
3282
3048
2828
2802
2578
2166
2159
/639
1866
1555
1325
J266
/3/8
6/9
523
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FOR QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE

FL.Y

SCHEIBE------~:

SCHEIBE SF 258 FALKE

2-seat Powered Glider - will taxi unaided.
Powerful VW engine - short take-off roll.

SCHEIBE BERGFALKe III

Full
Facilities
Servi(e
2-seat Advanced Sailplane- nearly 1,000 built.
Potent for Aerobatics - safe for Students.
We also stock "WINTER" BAROGRAPHS and INSTRUMENTS
Sole U.K. Agents:

DONCASTER SAILPLANE SERVICES
YORK ROAD, DONCAST.ER.
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Telehone: 0302-65381

BEING A PRIVATE OWNER IS DIFFERENT
By RHOOA PARTRIDGE

TO start with, it hurts. It hurts all the
~ time like the rheumatics or toothache.
I couldn't make out what it was at first.
Then I realised t!lat it was caused by
being broke. Not the "one of these days
I'll have to give up smoking" sort of
broke. Debts, and thank heavens they've
closed the debtors' jail at Newgate, and
a bang on the door, and is it the bums
(sorry, bailiffs) come to distrain?
(Doesn't it sound uncomfortable?) This
pain will only cease with death or selIing
the glider. "You just have to learn to
live with it, dear." It's absolutely fatal
to work out what your flying costs you
per hour. To stay sane you convin~
yourself that the longer you stay aIrborne the cheaper it becomes, even if
you've been plugging up and down the
ridge for three hours at 500 ft. and your
toes have gone dead and nature calls.
Then there's that thing of being hated.
When you. were a club member you
hated I'rivate owners and that was fine.
It's no use hating club members because
you have to ask them to help you rig.
When I was a club member I used to be
directed to a wing-tip whe.re I'd go up
and down and backwards and forwards
in obedience to central grunts. Now I'm
SUPPQsed to do the central grunting and
I'm brought face to face with ~he
superiority of men. They have thIS weIrd
control over Things. Women have soft
fingers and Things just won't. After tearing finger·nails and cutting soft, weak
fingers for a while, I turn and beg for
help from some man who has been
watching with a delighted sneer. He puts
out a large finger and whatever it was
that wouldn't, promptly does.
Why did I buy a glider? By mistake,
actually, but let's not go into that. It
was partly because for the last three or
four years there had been about ten
wickedly keen pilots flying the club 463s
and we would invent any cut-throat
ploy to leave: our friends on the ground
(and none cutter-throater tbaR 1). Most
of us have sunk exhausted into syndicates
now, and the present 463 pilots can
thank their lucky stars that we have. It
was also partly because of what Jane

said. "The trouble with flying club gliders
is that an hour isn't long enough to find
out what the sky's doing, and you
develop a one-hour stamina." (This onehour thing isn't a club rule. It's what is
laughingly 'known as a "gentlemen's
agreement", but you knew that, if you
outstayed your hour, the other "gentlemen" would come thundering across as
soon as you touched down and have you
out of the cockpit and pegged out on the
nearest ant-hill before you could say
"Philip Wills".) "Nonsense," I said.
"we're jolly lucky to fly from the Mynd
where you so often can get an hour, and
anyhow I know what the sky's doing
after half an hour." She gave me a loolc.
and I went away and thought about it
and, of course, she's right. After half an
hour I think I know what the sky's doing
and after another half an hour of flying
accordingly I find out just how wrong I
was. After an hour in a club glider I'd
suddenly feel bored and tired and I'd
want my tea. Now, if I'm to be blown
to the east coast to achieve a startled
3DO-Jc.m. flight (and I'd dearly love it to
happen), it's no good feeling tired and
bored and wanting my tea after an hour.
As a private owner I can stay airborne
for hours and hours, thereby improving
my stamina and, in some obscure way,
saving money (see above). I suppose I
shouldn't want to fly in competitions.
But, apart from being alarmingly inept,
I'm not competitive by nature. I just
want to put an arm down each wing and
swan about up there, feeling intrigued
and poetic and faintly apprehensive.
After three heady weeks as sole owner
of by far the most beautiful Ka·6E the
Schleicher works ever turned out ("Just
an ordinary production model", my foot),
I decided that I'd have to form a syndicate and I read Wally Kahn's screed with
great attention. (Thank you, Wally, it's
most helpful.) He has this one dread
phrase: "Running a syndicate is akin to
marriage." Well, everyone knows that
this is the most difficult of all human
relationships,
and
anticipating
tbe
anguish of divorce and who would be
granted custody of the artificial horizon
457

nearly pot me off alt0gether. I decided
to try it the other way and take partners
for a year and stand the depreciation
myself (just like an extra-marital relatiooship). As a result we're absolute!y
charming to each other because it's only
for a year and we decided en 1st April,
if we want to continue the arrangement
al).d still own tile glider (actually the port
wing, the canopy and the all-flying tail
belong to Martins Bank).
Disadvantages of being a private
owner. Penury. Guilt at owning such a
useless and expensive toy. The responsibility of looking after the beautiful thing
alarms me, but it's fun and one learns
a lot (one had a lot to learn). People

expect private owners to be classy pilots
and this makes me a bit uneasy. I get
more bad tempered and frustrated than
ever if it's a super day and I can't go
and fly. As well as the delight mi,ssed,
I'm losing money (see above).
Advantages. Just to know she's there.
Gleaming in her trailer, everything·wor.king. Ready to curl herself snugly into a
6-knot thermal or go whispering dreamily
up in wave.
Conclusions? Absolutely none. Crazy,
broke, blissful.
Hey, I've just thought. I may be a
private owner but I'm still a club
member. Now isn't that odd? It feels
quite different.

THERMALS

very rapidly in the first 1,000 ft. by
between 4's°oS'C. during the ascent.
Thereafter it cools more slowly at less
than the dry adiabatic lapse rate closely
following the environmental lapse rate.
Differences in thermal strengtb were Dot
detectable by cbanges in the temperature
excess. In fact. I could find no correlation between the temperature increases
measured on flying into a thermal, and
the lift encountered in it. These facts
answered one ,of my questions-a thermal is just warmer than the surroundin.g
air-but immediately made me ask another. I now wanted to know what determined the strength of a thermal. By this
stage I had tracked down two good
articles.. Grant 0'96S) and Woodward
(1962) described measurements they had
made of thermals, and both show that
the thermal has a tem,perature structuTe
such as I have described. Ho,wever,
neither explained what caused a strong
OT a weak thermal. I then turned to the
laboratory-reluctantly! However. I was
soon fascinated by the result. I piaced a
large board in a wind tunnel and heated
a small metal plate that was let into the
board. By inserting a smoke tracer on to
the board, I was able to watch the convective air currents formed over the
plate. The results are at present scientifically unproven, but as a gliding man the
convective formations I have seen could
explain the behaviour of many of the
thermals I have battled with. I will battle
with science later.

By PETER GOlDNEY

by MacCready's article pubI.' NSPIRED
li.shed in
&
(1962),
SAILPLANE

GUDING

I decided to look into the possibility of
using 'an infra-red detector to locate a
thermal. To do this, I had to know what
I was looking for, and it was this
question, and 'my inability to answer it,
that involved me in a study devoted to
measurWg, some of the vital statistics of
thermals.
Initially I could find very little factual
information. Most of the literature describes thermals in very general or
theoretical terms and gives a simple
description of how they are thought to
behave.
I finally decided to have a go myself,
and built a simple thermistor type thermometer 'Which I attached to the wing of
a sailplane. I carried out five flights and
measured the temperature excess of thermals, together with. the vertical temperature structure of the thermals and the
environmental ajr adjacent to them.
From these figores several interesting
points emerged. AQove 1,000 f,t. the
average excess temperature of all the'
thermals was only O.2"C, and this waS
nearly constant to the top of the thermal.
The vertical
temperature structure
showed that the rising thermal air cools
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Fig. 1

Fig. 2

No two thermals are exactly the same,
and it would be wrong to give the impression that the formations in the laboratory were clear-cut and identical. They
were Dot. However. they can be subdivided int.o five types. The sequence in
which they formed was as follows:
As the metal plate was slowly heated,
the air o~r the plate became turbulent
and seemed to form into a dome, one or
two inches high (Fig. J).
As the temperature: increased. the
dome broke up into thin stream (Fig. 2).
Further increases in plate temperatul'e
caused the "plume" to stand mote Ul'right, but it maintained a smooth flow
throughout its length (Fig. 3).
Further increasing the plate temperaturej;aused the "plume" to stand even
more upright, but at a critical tempera-

tl3re the tail of the plume began to
oscillate (Fig. 4).
As the plate heated up even more, the
column became more: upright and was
capped by a "cumulus-shaped cloud"
(Fig. 5).
All these increases in heating created
a greater vertical velocity.
At this stage: I increased the wind
speed and the formation shown in Fig. 6
developed. The individual "puffs" exhibited a vortex ri.ng behaviour and
seemed to be caused by the oscillating
"tail" of the plume. The area below the
puffs showed an irregular vertical motion.
Once again, provided the plate temperature was maintained, the plate produced
an endless succession of puffs which
drifted off down the wind tunnel, looking
exactly like a cloud street.

Fig. 3

Fig. 4
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Fig. 5

In an attempt to reproduce more
general surface heating, J heated the
whole board with an infra-red lamp. This
uniform heating over a large surface
created "dust devils" which formed in a
random fash:on over the board and

tbe height at which this strange figure
of O.2·C. first appeared. The ,larger the
plate the greater the height to which the
air rose before its temperature fell to
O.2·C.
There are still lots of ifs and buts, and
Whys and hows and maybe nonsense, but
having seen plumes and vortex rings and
twisters and cloud streets, I am prepared
to believe that the mechanisms may go
part of the way to explain what is occurring in nature. If this is the case, Figs.
1-3 would explain those weak thermals
low down which appear to be long and
thin and in which it is very difficult to
circle. Fig. 5 would ,explain why, on .days
when there is a strong wind, there can
be a few areas of strong lift---columns?
-near the ground which develops into
rough scattered lift, whkh in tum
changes, giving a smooth quick ride to
cloud base in-a vortex ring?
If noth:ng erse. 1 hope this article will
bring Harold Drew and Frank lrving
together in a two seater on a Windy ,convective day. I hope they will share the

Pig. 6

spiralled upwards, twisting at a higb rate.
Temperature measurements showed
that these models behaved in a similar
fashion to real thermals. The air cooled
very rapidly until it reached a temperature excess of about o.r-o.4°c. and then
maintained this value throughout the
height of the model. The vertical temperature structure was unaffected by tbe
plate temper,ature which seemed to oontrol the vertical speed of the 3rr only.
The dimensions of the plate appeared to
control the diameter of the plume and
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flying, each demonstrating his special
forte, showing that ooth plumes and
vortex rings make soating a most fascinating sport.
Meanwhile, back to the lab.
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MOTOR GLIDERS - Philosophy
By ANN WELCH
HE practical motor glider is now on
T
our doorstep. Whether anyone likes
it or Dot, it is here to stay-like the
motor car-and we need to learn to live
with it to our advantage.
Not every glider pilot is prepared to
accept the motor glid~r as not everyone
accepts, even now, the motor car~so in
an attempt to avoid profitless talk, it may
be worth having a think about philosophy.
People who want the motor glider do
so to reduce the frustration in training,
to get more glider-type flying if they are
short of time, to go looking for waves,
and to retrieve themselves instead of
waiting for a trailer. All tbis adds up,
fundameotally, ,to having more fun for
a reduced expenditure of that shrinking
commodity, time.
The opponents say that they do not
want the, purity of gliding ruined by
noisy engines, and above all they do not
want gliding diluted by hordes of
morons, who are not interested in gliding,
wanting cheap flying. These people have
a point; the attraction of gliding is its
quietness, and the inevitability of the
challenge in flying without an engine. It
is a unique sport combining skill, courage
and technology to a sophisticated extent.
Nevertheless, many people who have all
the qualities, and the desire, to fly pure
gliders are at the present time prevented
from doing so by shortage of time. Are
,those people, already iD gliding, reasonable in wanting to exclude those who for
many good reasons are short of time?
The answer is obviously no, and 0,11
getting down to a bit of thinking the last
thing any pilot wants is to exclude anyone who would enjoy gliding as much as
he does himself.
So what is to be done?
To my mind--and I am by no means
alone-the number one enemy is noise.
The scream of the fast revving little
engine which can be heard even before
the aircraft heaves over the horizon is
quite ufUlcceptable. Whether one is in
gliding, or a member of the public, the
great attractioQ of our sport is its marvellous quietness. The Volkswagan aero-

engine conversion, as in the Scheibe
Falke or the RF-4, is quiet, and we
should not accept production aircraft
which make more noise than this. A
single weekend's flying by a high-pitched
buzz-box could well put people against,
not only the motor glider, but the club
from which it is flown.
The number two problem, which I
believe to be a fear rather than an
enemy, is that gliding will be diluted by
hundreds of disinterested motor pilots on
the lookout for cheap flying. This possibility obviously requires careful thought.
The factors are these: By obtaining
legislation for genuine glider pilots to
operate gliders (self-launching) as a useful extension of pure gliding, motor
gliders can become part of the gliding
'scene without harming it at all; bringing,
in fact, only benefits. But what is to be
done about people who buy themselves
a motor glider with an ARB C. of A.,
and fly it on their own PPL-just as they
can, and do, now? Shonldone try to slop
them on the argument that they might
indulge in low flying and bring discredit
to gliding. or is one going to say that
tbey are aeroplane pilots flying under the
aegis of the flying clubs. or from their
own strips, and good luck to them? To
attempt to do the former could result
only in undesirably restrictive legislation;
anyWay, how many of tbese "outcasts"
are there likely to be? If, which is unlikely, some tIying club decided to reequip with two-seat motor gliders in
order to reduce the present prohibitive
GLIDER FINANCE
Finance for your glider or aircraft purchaN can be arranged by telephone
or write to COLlN OONALD ('.G.A.
In.sftudor).

BUlQbley Finance Company Ltd.
177 UNCOlN ROAD.

PETERBOROUGH
T.I.pho.... : '.teotlorough 61111
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cost of learning to fly, what is to be done
..bout it'? One gets back to the beginning again-the motor glider, which is a
type of aircraft anyone is free to develop
-is here to 'stay and we must learn to
use it to our advantage.
IT we look only at a ,gliding scene with
reasonably quiet motor gliders, and, if
we can get it. simple legislation because
motor gliders are gliders (self-launching),
it is then up to the clubs themselves to
ensure that their sport goes the way they
want it to go. They have this power now
-whether gliding expands or shrinks,
gains or loses in quality, changes or
becomes moribund, is in the hands of
pre~nt-day members, all of them. So let
us, for the moment, look at motor gliders
within the gliding movement, and see
how we can benefit. In training there is
everything to be gained; fewer people
required to hang about, better utilisation,
and the ability to tailor the lesson more
to the student pilot's needs, because the
freedom of height and manoeuvre is
greater. Over a period of () hours on a
recent non-soaring weekend, two"seater
car-towed gliders were obtaining a little
under two hours' airborne time, while
two-seater motor gliders were obtaining
between four and four-and-a-half hours.
The only essential is that the training
motor glider should have similar (or the
same) handling characteristics and view
so that the student can switch easily from
one to the other.
The case for the single-seater provokes
some argument, althou,gh to consider that
motor glider legislation should be obtained for two-seaters but not for singleseaters (as a few people do) does not
'stand up as a case for more than a
minute or so. However, discussion will
need to take place as to whether motor
gliders should be allowed to compete in
gliding championships, as they are in
Germany, or used for badge flights if the
engine can be restarted to avoid an
emergency. Perhaps the pilots who stand
to gain most from the motor glider
single-seater are those who live and work
far from their gliding club, and those
who are short of time who want to do
more flying in a year than is possible
With pure gliding. A motor glider, kept
at the nearest airfield or strip, may be
the only means by which the exiled pilot
can get any regular soaring. He can
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launch himself, switch off, and have a
couple of hours' fun before landing back
on the same field. If he lives on the coast
he can find himself sea breezes or cliff
soaring, without which he would have
little flying at all. If the gliding club is
within reach, the pilot short of time can
search out waves and use them, or soar
away on a short period of thermal
activity, and fly himself back to base
when it fails. These people will have
more interesting flying and soaring than
would have been otherwise possiblewhich is surely what all those Who ate
not dedicated competition-mongers want.
Of course, some people will misuse
the motor glider, as they misuse gliders,
aeroplanes, and in the future will misuse
spacecraft, but gliding clubs contain sensible people(!) and integrating the motor
glider satisfactorily with our movement
should be both straightforward and a
fascinating exercise-provided that we
d.o not lower our standards, under any
CIrcumstances, on noise. Commerce is a
wonderful thing; if we insist on motor
gliders of good performance, which are
quiet, we will get them.

THE FK·3
(Extracts from a report by Dieter Schmitt in Flug Revue. Translated
by Rika Harwood)

AN-MADE fibres, in connection
M
with the construction of highdeperformance sailplanes, have
~n

veloped to such an extent over the past
few years that the conventional combirtation of wood and metal has been
largely pushed to one side. It is therefore very interesting to see the introduction of this Open Class machine in
which metal has been used for its construction, and which by its shape alone
gives a very good impression.
The FK-3, of which at present only
the prototype exists, presents an interesting combination of a novel metal construction for the wings and a mixture of
metal and fibre for the very slim fuselage. The fore part of this consists of
a steel tube covered with a glass-fibre
shell to which a riveted light alloy tube
is fixed with four bolts. This narrow
diameter tube has neither spacers nor
ribs and is so slim that it could almost
be called a boom not a fuselage.
The Greif la and Greif 2, by the
same designer, also featured this narrow
construction rearward of the wing trailing edge and so there was a precedent
and experience available to ensure the
necessary rigidity. Due to the limited
space available, however, the housing
for the retractable sprung wheel, together with connections for control of

brakes, flaps and rudder, required considerable ingenuity of design. The lower
part of the fuselage incorporates a
rubbing strip to minimise damage in the
case of field landings.
The wing is built in an unusual
manner. The bending loads are carried
by a single spar. This double T spar
tapers into a U profile, the web being
only 0.5 mm. thick. Drag and torsion
loads are carried by a nose spar of
welded steel sheet transmitting these
loads into the fuselage fittings. The ribs
are a sandwich of light alloy and foam
and are spaced at 140 cm. intervals.
These support the 0.5 mm. light alloy
skin. and between the ribs a foamed
honeycomb (Conticell 60) gives additional support to protect the skin from
minor damage. The metal parts are
proofed against corrosion and should
therefore not be painted. The surface
finish is superb and should not be confused with ao ordinary metal wing.
Differential movement is embodied in
the ailerons and flap control circuits. By
full downward movement the two-piece
flap is depressed 15' for the inner
portion and 13' for the outer part while
the aileron moves 11'. As the wing is
built with no tip twist this differential
movement provides a desirable wash-out
at high lift coefficient. Similarly, re-
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The bare cockpit.
ducing the flap angles to zero reduces
the differential to 0°, while when the
flap is raised to -10° the differential is
inoperative.
Schempp-Hirth airbrakes are fitted
but probably involve a penalty of I or
2 points at high speed. Including flaps
and airbrakes, the total weight of each
wing is 75 kg. which is considered low
for an l8-metre class macbine. Fuselage
and tail unit weigh only 90 kg., thus
total empty weight is only 240 kg. which
includes the instruments. Space for 50
kg. of waterballast has been provided so
that one can still compete on strong
thermal days. The never-exceed speed
is 270 km./b.
I had a good look round the FK-3
and was briefed on the various technical
details, but on account of steady rain it
was not until 5 p.m. that flying was
possible. Rigging was easy, but there are
several loose parts which could get mislaid, while the tailplane requires the use
of a spanner.
Getting in is easy, as the large
canopy is removable except for a small
fixed portion in front The seat and
head-rest give a half lying position, but
404

Rearward view.
there is no adjustment except for the
rudder pedals which can be adjusted in
flight to any of six positions over a
range of 30 cm. For a large pilot the
cockpit would be cramped, but as the
front part of the fuselage is of steel
tube. this could be altered on. the productIon models, though at shoulder
height it would still be rather narrow
at 49 cm.
All controls are accessible and full
aileron travel can be obtained-which is
not the case with some gliders I have
Bown which had larger cockpits.
I Was towed up by a friend in a
Morane, the air was calm and there was
8/8 cloud COVe!. With +3° of flap the
FK-3 became airborne at 60 km./h. with
all controls fully operative. Visibility
through the cal)oPY was excellent, but
the foof-mounted ccmpass was an obstruction to the direct forward view.
While on tow the draught through the
open undercarriage was unpleasant but
disappeared at once on retracting the
wheel after release. It could, of eoUrse
be a way .of cooling of!. after waiting fo;
a launch ID hot sunshlDe on a competition day. Normal ventilation is by a tube

ft",om the nose which is adjustable for
flow and can be set in any position.
Tests il1dicatetl the following rates of
sink-at 0' flap, 87 km./h., 0.60 m.ls«:.
sink; at + 3' flap, 65 km.1 h., 0.50 m. /
sec. sink. These were steady rates and
are quite good. I reduced speed slowly
to just below 55 km./h. when a wing
tended to-<lrop, which was co.rrected with
rudder. There was no warning of the
stall. Spins could be induced with full
pro-spin rudder, and recovery was made
in a quarter-turn with forward stick
and full opposite rudder and a rapid
gain of speed.
I found the aircraft surprisil1gly stable
in circling flight. The turn was quite
steady with +5' of flap, banked at
30' and fiying at 75 km./h.; while with
0° flap, 45" bank md a,t 85 km./h. the
turn was equally steady. It is, of course,
necessary to have the flap sening in
harmony with the speed in order 10
achieve the best perfonnance. The rate
of roll from 45° to 45' at 90 km./h.
was 4 seconds, which is good for a large
machine.
The rate of sink in eaIm air at 160
km./h. was found to be a constant 2
m./sec. and the claimed gliding angle of
1: 42 at 88 km./h. is probably not
exaggerated. The air brakes arc powerful and provide a rate of sink of 9 m./
sce. at 90 km./h. and 6-7 m./sec. at 80
km./h. With flaps down the gliding
angle can be made extremely steep and
landing in very small fields should
present no difficulty, especially as the
sprung landing wheel gives good ground
clearance and the powerful internalexpanding wheel brake will bring the
aircraft to rest in a very short distance.
The brake is worked by a lever Qn the
centrol column and requires little pressure to apply it.
The FK-3 wit! be available for delivery as a production model in the
spring of 1969, and the pcice will be in
the neighbourheod of DM 26,000 (about
£2,800).

PLANNING?
Why rack your brains to plan the perfect club
lleel when Alexander Schleicher's have done
it for you. From the first impressionable flight
in a glider to the day you seriously aspire to
the World Championships. Alexander
Schleicher's range of g'liders provide a
complele ..nd logical step by step progression from the smooth and simple to the smooth
and sophisticated. Itangecol gtiders include:

ASK 13 Robust and docile performance
Iwo-sealer trainer.
K 8B
Training single-seater with very
good handling and performance,

Ka 6E
High performance Standard Class
single-seater.
ASW 12 Super high performance Open
Oass single-seater of fibre-glass sandwich
construction.
A'SW 15· Standard high performance
single-seater designed for competitive flying.
ASK 14 Single-seater powered sailplane
with excellent 'engine oH' glide performance.
Trailers for all our types can be delivered
on request with s~eCia] towing and brake
system.
Glider Dust and Glider All-weather Covers.
Spare parts .and construdion materials from
stock or short·term de1ivery.
Wrile for Brochure and Enquiries withoul
obligation to:

ALEXANDER SCHLEICHER
SEGELFlUGZEUGBAU
D-6461 PoppenhaUMn an der
W~5$erkup". West Germany

Technical Data
Span, 17.40 metres.
Wing section, Wortmann 62-K-I53.
Wing area, 148.54 sq. ft.
Empty weight, 529 Ibs.
A.V.W., 815 loo.
Min. sink at 35 kts., 98 f.p.m.
Glide ratio at 47 kts., 1 :42.

or

OUl

agent

LONDON SAILPLANES LIMITED
c/o J. Jeffries. Dunstable Downs.
BedfordPire
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THROW AWAY THE COMPUTER
By C. E. WALLlNGTON

of my article "Throwaway
THEthe titleslide-rule"
that appeared in
&
in the Dec., '64-

SAILPLANE

GLIDING

Jan., '65 issue appears to be out-dated.
Electronic computers are now in vogue
for World Championship scoring! This
is not quite the development I had in
mind, although with the old scoring
system still in force I don't blame any
scorer for demanding a computer facility.
The World Championships at Lesz_no
can be taken as another reminder that
the present seoring system should be
completely revised. This is not to say
that it produced unjust results. In these
Championships we were lucky in that
each contest day provided practically
equal opportunities for all pilots.
The large number of competing gliders
posed a serious prob.fem for the organisers. Generally, in a championship both
organisers and competitors want to have
as many good contest days as possible;
less than about four good days is
reckoned to be too few for a representative sample of competitive flying. The
organisers also want to give all pilots
equal opportunities on each contest day,
and the modern way of trying to achieve
this is to launch all the gliders in one
class as quickly as possible at a signal
given by the organisers. At Leszno the
practice of not opening a startin.e: line
until all or most gliders were likely to
be airborne was also used to even out
soaring opportunities. But, with about 50
gliders in each class, this meant hazardous local congestion in the air unless
thermals were plentiful and deep, and at
Leszno the organisers delayed launching
until they considered soaring conditions
good enough to prevent abnoITQal collision risks. This entailed wasting some
soarable weather, and the cancellation of
the Open Class contest on what would
have been a good day's Bying. But the
Polish organisers should not be blamed
for loss of soaring time; they were trying to steer a sensible course between
safety and the conoept of starting en
masse.

If this concept of starting en masse is
rigid1y adhered to, more time and days
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will be lost in future championships.
Although the concept is excellent for
good soaring days, we should recognise
that on some days competitive soaring
will be lost unless there is provision -for
take-off and starting times to be spread
over a longer period either by the organisation or by the unfashionable but nonetheless useful method of pilot-selected
launching times. This may well mean
that pilots will not have equal soaring
opportunities on a contest day, but if it
allows more contest days any daily luck
factors are more likely to be spread over
the championship. If, in addition, we use
the place scoring system that automatically minimises luck factors, it will not
matter very much whether take-offs are
en masst!! or spread out.
The mass start concept is also embodied in the rule that gliders must crass
a starting line at the beginning of the
day's course. At Leszno it was luc!>y that
the last contest day was not lost because
of this rule. The task was a ZOO-km.
downwind race. Just before the starting
line was open, convection cloud that had
developed early started to spread out.
For a period of about 20 minutes many
pilots who had drifted downwind had
difficulty in getting back to the upwind
side of the line, and a few even landed
for relights. Fortunately. conditions improved and became splendid for the
downwind Tace. But only a very slight
difference in the cloud structure could
have prolonged the overcast conditions
and left many or most pilots unable to
cross the starting line, though able to
make progress along the course. The
margin between a good contest day and
a. day. with either an unsuccessful or unsatisfactory task is often marginal, and
this rule that pilots must cross a starting
Ene can easily narrow the margin to a
razor's edge.
In all championship rules there are
clauses for discounting or devaluing days
which turn out to be unsatisfactory. At
Leszno the criterion for success of a race
was that at least three pilots cross the
finishing ~ine, while a successful <1istance
task required at least three pilots t@

reach a marking distance not less than
30 pet' cent of the greatest marking distance but in any case not less than lOO
km. Formulation of these criteria, however, was a retrograde step from the
1965 World Championships rules. This
1968 formulation brought back the risk
that too many points could depend -on
the flights of a few individuals on an unsatisfactory contest day, and the events
in Germany in 1960 should remind us
that this is a real risk, not just conjecture.
Tile Lesl,oo formula for devaluing a
day was new and rather peculiar. If a
race was not completed by at least three
pilots it became a distance task but the
winner's points were 1,000 multiplied by
the average of the marking distances of
the competing pilots divided by the
length of the race. This, of course, meant
that devaluation was a function not so
much of bad weather as of optimism in
task-setting. To see the effect let us
consider a hypothetical e~ample.
Suppose there were a day which provided each pilot with precisely .three
hours of good soaring, and suppose the
speeds attained by these pilots ranged
from 100 km.fh. down in uniform steps
to SO km./b. If the task were a distance
task, the winner would be awarded
1,000 points, while the last man would
get 375; the range would be 625 points.
If the task had been a 400-km. race it
would have been unsuccessful and devalued such that the winner would have
obtained 563 points while the last man
would be awarded 211, and the range
would be 352 points.
Graphs of these points plotted against
distances achieved are shown by the two
lines marked "Distance and 400 km.
Race" in Fig. 1. The diagram also includes graphs showing points that would
be awarded for other tasks that might
have been set. The steps in 250 and
2QO-km. race results, and the flat section
at the bottom of the ISO-km. race results,
arise from the formula for allocation of
speed and distance marks. The task that
would have been set is very much a
matter. of conjecture; no doubt all
competItion pilots remember occasions
when tasks turned out to be either much
too short or much too long.
These graphs illustrate a strange conflIct be~ween the scoring system and
task-settmg objectives. There is a fairly
o

widespread and reasonable view that,
provided it is feasible, a moderately long
task provides more representative. samples
of competitors' skill th.an a short task.
Yet the present scoring system tends to
rate short races higher than longer, more
testing tasks.
One of the faults of past versions of
the points scoring systems is that they
fail to take proper account of variations
in soaring conditions through weather
changes or from one leg of a course tQ
another. But with these 1968 rules even
when opportunities are absolutely equal
and uniform, the range of points on a
contest day can be inadvertently influenced by the task setters. Perhaps this
formula was another example of the ingenuity that is used before each World
Championship to patch up rather than
replace the outdated scoring system, but
surely it is a bad and unjustifiable
principle. The type or length of a task
should, of course, influence flying tactics
and have some effect on achieved sJI"ds
and marking distances, but points for
these speeds and marking distances
should not be influenced retrospectively
by the name or length of the task. In
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Poland two tasks (in the Open ClassED.) turned out to be uncompleted
r.aces, and were counted as devalued
distance tasks, but they were nonetheless
good contest days and did not deserve
devaluation. If an organiser were to
devalue a day arbitrarily, competing
pilots would protest, but arbitrary devaluation is no better by being wrapped
~inafu~~ili"d~nM~ope~

em.body good ca.\.l5e for devaluation. Ip
the placing system the points awarded
at the end of a day depend only on the
speeds and marking distances actually
achieved; they do not depend on what
the name ot length of the task happened
to be.
Fortunately, in Poland soaring conditions were such that this potential tasksetting influence on tne range of marks
was not very great. But let's have a look
at the slight \:hanges that would have
been made in the final placings if some
of the tasks had been different.
For this exercise we ar·e not concerned with each pilot's name or number
of aircraft, so col. I of Table I refers

to first, second, third, etc.., final !,laces
in the Open Class, The second contest
day at Leszno was an unsuccessful 2Z4km. race which was marked as a devalued distance task. If a distance task
had, in fact, been set on this day the
changes in marks would have produced
the final placings listed in col. 2 of the
Table; several places, including the 2nd
and 3rd, would have been changed. The
changes would have been mostly slight
although we can s'ee that tlue pilot in
16th place would have dropped to 24th;
this is because his aechievement on this
day was well Qelow the standard he
maintained during most other contest
days. If the second contest day had been
a 300-km. instead of a 224-km. race, it
would also have been unsuccessful as a
rac'e, but the range of marks would
have produced changes which, although
slight, woul'd have reversed the first and
second final placings. Col. 3 shows the
full list of placings if iliis day had been
a 300-km. race. Now the pilot in 16th
place would have gained three places in
the final results because this second day,

TABLE ONE
Col. I-Actual final places .at Leszno.
Col. 2~Final places if nay 2 had been called a distance task instead of a race.
Col. 3-FinaJ places if Day 2 had been called a 300 km. instead of a 200 km. race.
Col. 4--Final results if ~O per cent (inslead of 60 per cent) of the winner's speed had been the zero
of the speed marks scale.
Col. 5-Final results using the placing system described in S. & G., Augusl i"ue, page 296.
Col. 6-Final results using the placing system with a steeper s£ecd marks scale.
Col. 7-Final results using the placing system witba Sleeper istance marks ~caJe.
Col. 8-Actual final points.
Col. 9-Final points using the placing system corresponding to final placings in col. 5.
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which was a bad one for him, would
have been slightly more devalued.
Speed marks at Leszno were on a
scale that dropped to zero for pilots who
completed a course at 60 per cent, or
less, of the winner"s speed. At first sight
this scale appears to reduce speed marks
rather harshly from the top downwards,
but statistics of these and previous
championships suggest that on a good
race day when most pilots complete a
course the slowest speed is often abollt
50 per cent or 60 per cent of the winner's
speed. So on such a good day a value
of less than about 50 per cent or 60 per
cent for the zero of the speed mark
scale would virtually devalue the day.
HO\yever, on days wllen only a few pilots
complete a course it is a matter for
speculation what the speed scale should
be; too low a value for the speed percentage for zero speed marks gives all
pJlots who complete the course a bonus'
too high a speed percentage for zero
SJ?CCd marks gives a bonus to the slow
pilots and to those who fail to complete
the course. This is another reason why
the present points system should be replaced by the placing system in which

the marking scale is automatically adjusted 'by the results and thereby avoids
inadvertent or fortuitous bonuses.
As an exercise I re-calculated the 1968
Open Class championship using 50 per
cent instead of 60 per cent for the zero
in the speed marks scale. Col. 4 in the
Table shows what the final results would
have been. The second and third places
are among the 28 changes from the
actual final placing5-

Ymal results with the placing system
The Leszno results were also computed
using the placing system described in my
article "Competition scoring", S. & G.,
August, 1968, page 296. They are listed
in col. 5. Naturally, these results differ
slightly from the actual placings, but the
first eight are unchanged and the
difference between cols. 1 and 5 is not
significant according to c:::rtain statistical
tests that can be applied.
The placing system could be modified
slightly to make the speed scale steeper
than the distance scale. Although I think.
it unsound and unwise to let these two
scales differ, I thought that it would be
interesting to see how much some arbi469

trary differences in these scales would
affect the results. Thc speed scale could
be steepened by increasing the difference
in mark.s between adjacent places for
pilots who complete a task; for example,
the difference between thc marks of two
pilots who complete a course and who
are alonc in adjacent places in the order
of merit could be, say, 2 + S instead of
2, S being a fixed speed bonus. Col. 6
shows the results when S = 1. They are
insignificantly different from the normal
placing results in col. 5. Results were
also calculated for S = 2 and S = 3, but
they, too, were not signficantly different
from coL 5 and they are not shown in
thc Table.
The distance scale of marks could be
made steeper than the speW scalc by increasing thc difference in marks awarded
to adjacent places by, say, some fixed
value O. This gives more weight to
<Iistance days, but the completed results
for 0 = I, 2 and 3 were not markedly
different from the normal placin& results.
Col. 7 shows the results for D = 1.
The placing system could also be
modified by changing the critcria for tied
places and the maximum number of
pilots counted in a tie. The criteria of
30 seconds and 2 km. tor ties and four
-or more pilots to be counted as only
three in a tie have been based on trials
of the placing system over several years.
It was apparent from calculated results,
not shown here, that slight variations in
these criteria did not produce significant
changes in the final placings.
Although the differences between the
columns of results are statistically insignificant, a few changes call for more
detailed inspection.. Table 2 shows the
most noticeable differences between the
actual and placirtg system results, together with the actual positions of these
pilots on each contest day.

Inspection of this Table suggests that
pilots who would have gained by the
pla<:ing system are those wh-o had one
or two bad days compared to their
average performance. The pilot in 13th
actual place, for examplc, had a bad
Day I, but did moderately well in the
remainder of the championships. The
pilot in 17th actual place did well except
for a mediocre Day 1 and a disastrously
poor Day 5. Lower down the list similar
but not so strong characteristics appear
for the two pilots who gain five places
in the placing system.
Thc pilots who would havc gone down
a few places in the placing system are
those who appear to have one or two
good days compared to their avcragc
performance.
It appears that, in the placing system,
a pilot must give good performances on
at least several days to attain a high
position in the final order of merit; one
good day will not ~ enou~ to raise him
far from an otherwIse medIOcre level. On
the other hand he will not be penalised
heavily by one bad day in an otherwise
good daily record. Thus the placing
system demands of the pilot a fairly sustained effort throu~out a championships
but it is not so harsh on one day's
failure.
As the placing system deals in tens
rather than hundreds of points per contest day it is pertinent to enquirc whether
it gives enou~ resolution for champjonship scoring. Col. 8 of Table 1 shows the
actual points totals for the Open Class at
Leszno, while col. 9 lists the total points
that would have been awarded with the
placing system. Fig. 2 shows these two
sets of scores plotted against the corresponding final placings. By comparisort
with the actual SC{)re curve the placings
curve traces out a slightly more direct or
straighter path from top to bottom. In
the actual points curve 50 per cent of the

TABLE TWO
Actual
final
posilion
Col. 1

PlacinJl
system
position
CoL. 5

Change

10
13
15
17
24
30
31
36

14
9
20
10
28
25
26
41

_4
"*4
_5
+7
_4
+5
+5
-5
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Actual position on each contest day
Day I

Day 2

--- --17
47
10
26
22
28
40
31

10
9
27
7
24
33
28
29

Day 3

Day 4

Day 5

Day 6

------ ---33
34
15
13
14
7
38
1I
24
37

I
35
9
32
13
8
38

7
27

46

25
16
17
37

I

Day 7

--7
3
5
6
12
37
44
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I
21
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range spans only 13 per cent of the
places-the six lowest places. Thus i~
appears that the placrng system does not
need as much resolution as is attempted
in the points system.
In the placing results two pilots have
444 points, but their .final places can
easily be resolved by the method I
suggested in "Throwaway the sliderule". In effect this method says: These
two pilots were so well matche<i that the
main system did nQt detect any <iifference
between them; therefore let us reexamine their daily performances to
decide (according to the rules) who
should be awarded the better final place.
In the actual 1968 results, two 'pairs of
adjacently placed pilots ha-d differences
of only three between their total points,
and two @ther pairs were separated by
only six and nine points. The present
points system says, in effect: Thank
goodness enough points have been
thrown into the scoring stew to .avoid
final ties; these are the rules and that is
the end of the maUer. This is perfectly
all right, provided that rules committees
do not delude themselves into th~nking
that the fine-scale resolution in the
prc:sent points system represents real preCISion in measuring flying skill.
CObClusions
The Championships at Leszno have
proVided good material for comparing
the presen~ points system with the proposed placlO~s method of scoring. I think
that the results substantiate my claim
tha1 the placing system produces tbe type

of results that orianisers, rutes committees and most ,competing pilots appear to
be striving for. 1t also has several dear
advantages over the ppints system. It
needs fewer arbitrary par.ameters,and
the placing results are not so sensitive
,to slight changes in these parameters. It
does not allow points to be influenced
retrospectively by the name or length of
a task. It does not confliet with tbe view
that feasible but long tasks should have
as much weight in .the final results as
very short one-day failures in an otherwise good record, nor does it over,rate
one day's success in an otherwise pii)or
record. Final ties are resolved by reexamination of pilots' daily places rather
than by a false resolution in the main
system; this gives an additional inducement for a pilot to win on each day and
not just be content with a good average
position. The placing system is also much
easier to understand, use and check.
But by far the most imp()J'tant reason
for changing to the placing system is
that, as was predictable several years
ago, the present marking system is
having an increasing and Utldue influence
in the task-setting and launching decisions that have to be made. Organisers
and task setters are fearful of producing
unfair tasks, and allowing the present
scoring system to amplify uneven soaring opportunities. The placing system
can cope not only with good soaring conditions, but bad days, too. Even if the
weather forecast is wrong. even if the
condi,tions vary considerably from place
to place or tIme to time, even if the
launching cannot be completed .quickJ¥,
and even if the task is poorly chosen,
the placing system adjusts the day's
points to the actual achievements, thereby allowing th'e task Setters and organisers more freedom to use Whatever
weather turns up rather than wait for
perfect conditions. Such waiting !tas already led to soaring time and days, being
lost or marred, and unless the present
Doints scoring system is repfaced it will
lead to more loss of contest days..
Furth.ermore, international task-setters
may well tend to restrict tasks to -races in
very good oonditions only; they will be
reluctant to use mediocre: or uncertain
days (which may nonetheless be good
contest days) for fear of inadvertently
introducing too much luck i,nto the final
results.
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ITALIAN NATIONALS
Rieti 2nd to 13th August
By ROLF SPANIG

UGUST is the national holiday
A
month in Italy, and even the
hardest-working business man is forced
to partake. While the masses from the
towns depart to the coastal resorts, the
glider pilots from Varese, Milan, Como,
Bergamo, Turin, Bologna, Cremono and
Rome meet at Rieti.
Whereas in Germany, during this time
of the year, good weather conditions are
scarce, the Rieti valley and surroundings
are normally blessed with excellent conditions for largish triangles of the order
of 300 km. or so, with doudbase between
2-3.000 m.
This year, however, the gliding weather
in this area did not rise above the
m~iocre conditions which were also prevalent over the rest of Europe. Depression after depression passed over central
Italy. The meteorological situations were
more miserable than they had been for
the previous 12 years; it was the first
time that Rieti produced only five contest
days.
Thirty-six pllots took part in the
Championships. Among these Giorgio
Orsi, the driving force of Italian gliding,
National Champion, 1966, had entered
on a Cirrus. His wife, Adele, also flew a
Cirrus; she is the holder of all national
feminine records. On the last day of the
practice wee\!; she flew a new record
()ver a lOO-km. triangle at 90 km. 1ft.
Jochen von Kalckreuth flew an SHK;
it was he who had flown the first Soo-km.
goal in Italy and has often set ()ut across
the Alps in the direction of Innsbruck,
ZeJl-am-See and Aigeo. Roberto Manzoni (SHK) and Attilio Pronzati (Phoebus) had both represented Italy in the
recent World Championships at Leszno.
From France came Rantet and Somin
with a M-2oo: as last year, they showed
excellent pilot's performances. The designerof the M-series (M-lOO. M-WO,
M-3(0). Professor Piero Morelli, Technical High School, Turin, flew a Skylark
4.

The German guests were WaIter
Neubert on a Standard Libelle and myself flyins the new :FK-3. My experience
412

(Translated by Rika Harwood)

on this all-metal sailplane was about ten
hours.
The scoring was done according to the
older World Championships formula, oat
with the high scoring for speed. The
turning points were always manned with
observers (with markers and radio) and
photographic evidence was also allowed
as the height for turning was not fixed.
In Italy Summer Time is in force; times
given here are sun times.
Bad weather prevented flying on the
first two days, and the first faY. was set
on the 4th Augnst.
TASK: ISO-km. out-and-retum-cnaldo Tadino.
WEAlHER: The air was very m()ist up
to 3,000 m., 6/S cumulus over the mOUntains with some top cover. The air would
dry out towards evening. Base, 1,200 m.
Wind NW. 10 knots. Temperature 24'.
The start-line opens at 13.00 hours and

CROSSFELL ELECTRIC
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Inexpensive.
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since 1959.
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wi thout Audi 0 •
Agents throughout lM World.

eras.fell Variometers
10 Borrowdale R.oad,
Malvern, worc:s..

JDcla nd •

cloud base is around 1,000 m. TJ.lere is
hardly 200 m. between the< mountam tops
and cloud base and it is not easy t~ get
out of the basin and over the plal~ of
Spoleto (4() Icrn.). I have started relatIvely
late and try to keep as high as possible
during the whole flight so that I have a
good safety-height margin. I have. therefore, to pU! up with the stronger head·
wind at height and I am un~ble to use
the iOod ridge effects. Pronzatl (Phoebus)
flew the route more eXpediently (he
hardly went above 1,000 M.) and completed the task J 5 mins. faster than ~e,
and Giorgio Orsi (Cirrus) was 4 mms.
ahead. WaIter Neubert, having started
very early, lost time at the beginning of
the flight.
.
8TH AUGUST:
17o-km. triangleMeggiano, Mt. Christo. Ri~ti. .'
WEATHER: Post-frontal SituatIon after
the passage of a cold front from north
to south. Conditions along the course
very variable, with patches of altostratus aloni the route. Cloudbase 1.500
m. Wind WSW, 10 knots. Temperature
26°.
.h
Y~sterday pilots had started Wit .out
reference to what others were dOing;
today most of them were lurking behind
the start-line, as everyoDe wanted to
cross last. The start-line was open from
13.30 and as the time of the strongest
heating had long since gone by, I set
course ahead of the previous day's
leaders. The critical moment, jumping
out of the valley-basin, was just right.
Cloud base at Gran Sasso (which is 3,l?QO
m. high) was 2,000 m., and the tummg.
point, a large car 1>3:rk, was 1,~00 m.
a.s.l., but the conditIons were In my
favour and I got home without any
complications.
Giorgio Orsi, one of yesterday's
leaders had left his start a bit too late
and had been pushing the stick to make
good time. He got caught in one of the
patches of stratus and had to land.out,
and in doinll so he broke off the tall of
his Cirrus.
Having won this day, I wa~ now S8
points overall ahead of I>ronzatI.

1O'rn AUGUST: A double out-and·
return-Assisi, Rieti, Foligno. Rieti:
total distance 265 km.
WEATHER: The airmassaround Rieti
was again very moist with, a,t first, very
low cloud base. Also the amount of cloud

VHF VALUE
ONLY
13
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FLIGHT 3

VHF aircraft and glider
band, FM and AM broadcast bands.
Price inclUdes battery, ear piece and

case.
Or FLIGHT 2, without FM band, just
10 gns.

Air Aids

33 Chester Road, L,ondon, E.11.

varied somewhat. Wind NW,baeking to
West, 10 knots. Temperature 27°.
.
Again there is reluctance to start untIl
I make a crossing, which seems to set the
ball rolling. After a second crossing together with Neubert and Kalckre~th .we
hit a 4-m. thermal and are clImbmg
quickly out of the valley-basin. Things
go well as far as the. birthplace of St.
Francis, and by the time I am ~ack at
Rieti I have a 10 mins. lead. LeaVing the
basin for the second time, the weather
begins to deteriorate, and after turning
Foligno I meet up with Kalckreuth
again. We climb toKtther high enough to
be certain before we start our final
glides. The wind has backed to SW and
one can expect strong downdraughts on
the run·in. To make matters worse, a
shower is lying across the course.
Suddenly we see Pronzati about ISO m.
below us shooting past at about ISO
km·/h. in the direction of Rieti.. He had
started quite a bit later, and by the time
he gets back he should ha\t~ about 18
minutes' lead-a fabulous tIme! However, 15 km. before the finish h.e gets.
lilc,e us,. into the lee of the mountams and
the rai,n. Ten metres below a power cable
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which hangs across to the last mountain,
he has to turn away. Kalckrcutb, Neubert and myself reach the finillh line with
some difficulty and then we wait for tbe
Pboebus, but to no avail.
Kalck,reuth wins the day and I am
noW lOO points ahead ,in overaU position.
11rn .AUGUST: The weather is getting
worse and the original choice to send us
into the mountains is changed to an outand-return to Foligno, 116 km_
WEATHER: Showery with a lot of cloud
and very low base. Wind light and variable. Temperature 25°.
The start-line is open from 13.30. The
difficulty is to /let out of the valley-basin
and over the plain of Spoleto; cloudbase
is only 1,200 m. and there are patches of
g /8 cover, while after having rounded
Foligno it started to rain.
Manzoni (SHK) wins the day, followed
by KalclUeuth, myself and Neubett.
l2m AUGUST: The only possible task
under the present weather conditions is
another out-and-return to Foli/loo, 116
km.
The weather 4> no better than yesterday; unstable wIth a tendency to overdevelopmel'lt and showers. Wind l()..fS
knot WSW. Temperature 27·.
The first 15 launches land again in the
same order as they took off. The FK-3

is, the first machine to stay airborne, and
I ma.ke for the starHine at once from
800 m. as it is mining over base. I use
all the height to reach the ridge, which
was lying in the suo, and find some~de
cent lift. But conditions remain very
poor over the Spoleto plain" and several
have to land near the turninJ/; point, inclUding Manzoni and Lamera. PrQnzati
completed the COUI>e, and this was
enough to make him the Italian Champion. I was first for the day and overall,
folk!wed by Neubert, who won the Standard Class. For his first visit to Rieti he
had flown outstandingly well.
Although these championsliips did not
produce long tasks and high cIoudbases
as in previous years, it left behind a full
m,easure of' many unforgettable ·impressions in hard-fought but friendly competition in the holiday paradise of the
Sabine mountains.

Frost leading results open Oass
Splinig (Germ.)
FK-3
Neubert (Germ.
Std. Libelle
Pronzati
Phoebus
v. Kalckreuth
SHK
Manzoni
SHK
'SWldard

aass

Neubert (Germ.)
Pronzati
Zanetti

Pts.
4851

4~09

4214
4,191
4009

Pts.
Std. LibelIe
Phoebus
?

4509

4214
3741

GLASS-FIBR'E AND THE PHOEBUS
By PETER HEARNE

a rel:»nt visit to Germany,
. URING
D
the BOlkow Company werelcind
enough to anow me to view, in some
detail, the manufacture of the 'Phoebus
Standard and Open Class sailplanes a'nd
to fly the IS-metre version.
Here in England the glass-fibre sailplane is still viewea with a (jegree of
ignorance, tinged with SUSl'Jicion. That
one can build aircraft structures with no
ribs seems, to say the, least, to imply
blasphemy, the omission of spars is
heresy of the very worcst kind, and to
expect such a structure to withstand the
vicissitudes of many years' operation by
private owners and gliding <clubs seems
474

to imply an alienation of faith from
laws of gods and men.
Nevertheless, despite the disbelief in
England the undoubted fact is that the
German glider manufacturers and the
German gliding movement are firmly
basing their respective futures upon the
construction and operation of glass-fibre
structure sailplanes. Not only dQ such
sailplanes offer performance characteristics well in advance of those hitherto
achieved by conventional wood construction, but their maintenance, strength and
freedom from min~r damage appears to
offer a ,welcome rehef to the many hours
of fetthng so dear to the: heart of many

Series prodlletlon in progress at the Bolk@w works.

club members.
Today. in 1968. we are at the beginning of an era of sailplane' perfonnance
which, as Brennig James"s recent 500-km.
trian.gle has shown. will be even more
rewaroing of achievement to keen soaring
pilots than anyt.hing which has gone
before.
The birth of this new era has come
about because of the pioneering work
carried out by the various Genna:J
Akaftiegs at different technical high
schools into the chemistry and mechanics
of g1ass·fibre construction. Over the
years the various new problems associated with this construction have been
suocessfully solved until, today, the production of a very large number of new
German gliders is based exclusively upon
the glass-fibre technology.
That glass-fibre technology and the
understanding of its problems is now
finnly established is no longer in doubt;
the only question in the British g']iding
mo.vement's mind. should be when will
it establish itself in Britain?
In an attempt to understand some of
the problems and solutions involved, I
spent some time on the Phoebus production line. The Phoebus is derived from
the earlier Phoenix glider and is the
creation of Dip!. lng. Eppler, Nagle and
Lindner. The Phoenix is now a ten"yearold design and was optimised more for
thennal climbing perfonnance than high
cross-country speeds. It does, however.

offer the most convincing proof to the
doubting Thomases as to the durability
of glass-fibre gliders.
To all my questions. whether to Bolkow
or to some German gliding dubs. as to
the life and deterioration qualities. ol
glass-fibre gliders, the standard answeT
was "Look at the Phoenix. It has been
flying for ten years and is still as good
as new."
The Phoebus first made its appearance
in the U.K. at. South Cerney in 1965 and
this was. in fact. the actual aircraft which
fonned the subject of the flight test
described in this article'. Originally a
15-metre Standard Class machine it has
since been developed first with a retractable wheel and also as a 17-metre aircraft
which has a generally superior perfonnance over the speed range.. In passinll. it
seems that the 15-mctre class of glassfibre aircraft have tOday reached a
plateau of 1: 37-38 max. liD whereas
the 17-18-metre aircraft are within the
I : 42 and I : 45 plateau. Over 100
Phoebus have peelil bui.Jt to date and production is. running at some 6 per month.
a rate which allows a reasonable delivery
lead time of around four to five months
at time of writing. At present, 90 per- cent
or so of deliveries are of the 17'metre
type.

How It's Done
The basic ingredients of the Phoebus
a,r·e ~imple. Glass-fibre cIoth. liberal coats
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of resin and balsa wood make up the
principal structural elements.
Construction starts with the use of a
number of female moulds. These moulds
can be produced in various methods but
the most economical is to manufacture
them in glass-fibre using a balsa or hard
wood male form of tbe sailplane as the
master.
After putting in a stripping agent to
ensure the easy withdrawal of the
finished part from the mould, the ingredients of the outer epoxy finish are
laid in. Following the epoxy finish the
initial layers of glass-fibre cloth are laid
in and resin applied. On to this is put
the balsa core and the inner layers of
glass cloth which are also resinated. The
strength ami stiffness of the structure is
dependent upon the properties of the
resinated glass-fibre whose shell thickness and hence stability is augmented
with the minimum of weight by the
inner balsa core.
This baisa core is made up of 3 in.
wide by
in. thick balsa strips which ar·e
grooved at t in. width intervals to rna)c,e
them easy to bend to the aircraft wing
and body profiles. The strips are, in fact,

n-

glued together to form a large sheet from
which the particular outline of wing,
tail-plane, etc., is cut out using a basic
two-dimensional template. The fuselage
structure core is manufactured by using
the male fuselage pattern in the same
way as a dressmaker uses her dummy
figure.
The combination of liberally applied
resin together with the glass-fibre and
balsa core gives an extremely stiff and
strong structure. Each wing, fuselage
and tail surface is manufactured in two
halves and is then glued together. In the
wing the structure is further stiffened
by the addition of two span-wise diaphragm webs between top and bottom
skins, built up from glass-fibre cloth with
balsa core which provide an effective
way of maintaining the stability and
shape of the wing structure, in which
bending is taken in the skin along the
length of the span. They also provide a
pleasant and efficient sop to traditionalists who believe that a spar of some
sort is ·esseDti~ for the pilot's peace of
mind. At points of high stress such as
aileron hinges, the wing root fittings and
the fuselage/wing pick-up points, sub-

PHOEBUS
FL Y THIS HIGH PERFORMANCE SAILPLANE IN 1969
•

Full German and FAA Certification

•

Proven airframe Ilfe

•

Fully strength tested to 12 G loading

•

Ease of maintenance and repair

•

4 to 5 months delivery

15 metre: Max. LID 1 in 37 at 49 kt. Price £2,080 (ex-works)
1"7 metre: Max. LID 1 in 42 at 46 kt. Price £2,550 (ex-works)
Write to:

P. A. HEARNE, The Limes, Wateringbury, Kent. Tel. 385
476

stantial pieces of laminated wood with
the laminations varying according to
tbe stress are rigidly booded into the
glass-fibre structure and partially or
wholly covered with an eltternal layer(s)
of glass-libre cloth. Metal fixtures such
as lugs, hinges, ete., are then affixed to
this strengthened wood insert using CODventional fastening methods such as
bolts, etc. Bonds between wood and
glass-fibre cloths both of which are cellular types of material seems a more
hygienic and compatible method of providing strengthening inserts than the
direct n~etal to glass-fibre bonding used
~n some other types of glider, but this
may, of course, be myoId-fashioned
engineering conventions showipg.
One attractive feature of the Phoebus
is the excellent detail design throughout.
The control runs consist of quite large
diameter push-rods, the push-rods being
supported throughout by wooden or
fibre fair leads moulded on to the structure at frequent intervals; control hinges
use such "goodies" as needle roller bearings. Over,all; these design features give
the most delightful ami light control feel.
A further feature which shows the attention to detail is the provision at the
optimum locations of moulded mountings for batteries, barographs, radio (inclUding even a loudspeaker), etc.
The club or private owner on buying a
Phoebus need not spend an agonising
time after delivery racing like mad to
build the various bits of equipment into
the aircraft so as to get in the air as
Soon as possible. One afternoon is sufficient to clamp them in place on to the'
excellent and well thought out fittings.

Can I Bend It?
The three major queries in British
clubs' minds are undoubtedly, in ascending order of importance: Streng.th, Airframe life and Resistance to deterioration
and Repairability.
As far as strength goes, the Phoebus
wing has been tested at German aeronautical research establishments to a
breaking load of 12 g. What is more,
the'Se tests were conducted at a temperature of 54-°C. since high temperatures
have tne effect of lowering the strength
of glass-fibre structures, although the full
strength returns when the temperature is
once again lowered. A temperature of
S4°C. is approximately 129°F. which is
unlikely to be encountered in flights at
any time either in the U.K. or the continent of Europe.
Airframe life tests have been carried
out on the Phoebus and other glass-fibre
gliders and these have shown safe airframe hours well in excess of those oormally flown during the total life of
British gliders. From the strength point
of view, therefore, there seems little to
worry about and the PhoebllS has held
the full German certificate of airworthiness for some time as well a~ recently
obtaining F.A.A. certification. Other
glass-fibre machines have experiem::ed -the
odd and terrifying piece of Butter but
this is generally thought by German
clubs to have occurred whflst flying
above their Vd which is easy to do with
the very low drag co-efficients of these
machines.
As far as resistance to deterioration
goes the Phoebus is the example always
qlloted. The Phoebus wbich I flew was
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over three years old and though as a
works machine was obviously well cared
for, its structure showed absolutely none
of the skinny horse effect which even the
best manufactured wooden aircraft are
subject to after a comparable I;'Criod of
time. Indeed, one of the malO problems with regard to airCrame life IS the
l.ack. of jobs to find to do at C. of A.
time. lo..the case of the Phoebus one is
almost entirely restricted to the removal
of the airframe control rods, which is a
matter of an hour at the most, general
inspection and greasing of fittings and an
overall surveillance of the structure.
One German gliding club official to
whom I spoke was emphatic that the
glass-fibre machines were much less susceptible to ground damage than wooden
aircraft and even went so far as to say
that landings in crops could generally be
carried out without damage to the aircraft, a happening which is further
helped by the T-tail. Positive proof of
this durability was shown by a Cirrus
which had carried out more than one
wheel-up landing with minimal damage
to the bottom of the fuselage.
It was suggested that it was advantageous to ensure that the structure was
dry before storing it in the trailer in
order t.() avoid expansion of moisture in
the mircopores in the the skin, caused by
heating or freezing. Other than that,
routine ventilation of trailers, such as is
normal with wooden gliders, was perfectly adequate for storage purposes.

CaoIMendlt1
Finally, with r:eg<lrd to repairs, the
general opinion both of manufacturers
and clubs was that repairs on glass-fibre
machines were at least as easy and usually easier than wooden aircraft. Indeed,
one club went so far as to say that glassfibre repairs were now SQ well established
and so simple that they used glass-fibre
to repair wooden aircraft as well, including such critical areas as D box repairs,
instead of replac:ing the wooden structure.
Basically, repairs come in three groups
as follows:
1. When the outer glass-fibre cloth only
is punctured the edges of the hole are
cut into some symmetric pattern and
scarCed down towards the core on a
1:4 angle. A patch corresponding to
the hole and similarly scarfed is then
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resined in place, painted ov.er and
sanded down to the structure profile.
Such a repair, which is the most common encountered, can be carried out
in the course of an afternoon, and
the aircraft be ftyable the next day.
2. If the core itself is punctured, in addition to the action carried out .above,
the core damage must be cut into a
regul.ar shape corresponding to the
outer patch and a balsa wood insert
glued in place on to the inner glassfibre section and also glUed in structural contact with the surrounding
core material.
3. If there is complete penetration of
outer skin, core and inner skin, the
following procedure is adopted.
First, the shape of the damage is
regularised. Secondly, the inner surface of the inner skin is scarCed as
above and an inner patch plate with an
internal cut-out is inserted from the
outside of the structure and held in
contact and resined on to the edges
of the damaged skin cut-out. After
resining the inner patch plate the
repair is completed by resining. in
glass-fibre and balsa wood core
material as in 1. and 2.
Matters are helped by the fact that
the glass-fi.bre shell thickness is determined by stability and stiffness
criteria rather than strength requirements. Consequently, there is no
particular need for doubts or worries
about the strength of the repaired
unit.

Riaioc

The Phoebus literally is one of those
aircraft tha! can be rigged in five minutes
with three men, as I found out when I
helped two BOlkow men to rig the ISmetre Phoebus A. After removing the
fuselage from the trailer one man holds
the fuselage upright whilst tbe other two
bring the port wing which has a large
forked root fitting. The root fitting extends completely across the fuselage and
when slid into the slot in the top of the
fuselage is sufficient to prevent the wing
twisting, thereby eliminating the need for
a trailing edge bod. Prior to, sliding the
wing right home, the spring-locked ball
and socket connections for the brakes
and ailerons are connected.
Two of the crew are sufficient to
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mount the other wing similarly, whose
single root fitting mates into the crutch
of the port wing's fork. A single long
shear pin locks wings and fuselage
together.
Finally, 30 seconds suffices to mount
the all-moving ta,il into a very elegant
spring locked fittiQg.

Cockpit Layout
The Phoebus has a ratber more sedentary cockpit than many modern aircraft.
The seating position is somewhat like the
most upright position on the Skylark
though it is itself not adjustable. Rudder
pedals and head-rest are, however, and
the cockpit dimensions are generous
enough to accommodate most large pilots
~ven of Genghis Khan dimensions. There
IS an efficient ventilation system which is
suprisingly noiseless. COntrols are in the
usual positions with the release lever,
not a knob, forward on the port side of
the seat. Trimmer is in a ratcheted slot on
the starboard side with the undercarriage
lever just above it. The canopy, which is
very well sealed, detaches.
Tak~Cf

Positive aileron control is established
early in the take-off run. Due to the small
wing/body incidence a definite pitch rota-

tion is needed to unstick the aircraft
which was made at around 37 kt.

Towed F1i&bt
During the tow the very positive con·
trol response made station-keeping with
the tug aircraft very easy and a great
improvement on some of the struggles
which sometimes occur with less manoeuvrable breeds. The very low drag of
the Phoebus evidenced itself in a slight
tendency to catch up on the tug aircraft;
a 107, also of Bolkow manufacture and
a descendant of the pre-wat Klemm
Swallow. However, this was easily controlled and as confidence was established
tug and sailplane were thennalIed up
quite tightly to release height. 3,000 ft.
above the field, in one of the few blue
thermals available.
Thermic conditions for the day were
sparse with the occasional blue thermal
or stubble fire lifting up to a very
tight inversion top at around 3,000 ft.
agL

Free F1i&bt
Release WaS in a thermal of about
I to It kt. indicated on one of the most
beautifully sensitive barometric variometers I have yet used. The most immediate impression was of delightfully light
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aileron controls with an almost instan·
taneous roll response at as high a rate of
roll as one wished to use. The claimed
4S· to 45' bank tilm of 35 sec. (4 sec.
for 17-metre) was easily met. Circling
speed was between 41 and 43 kt., which
was slightly high for the size of the
thermal on what was a very scratchy day,
but this would. of course, be lower on
the 17·metre version. The combination of
good ailerons with good directional
stability and little aileron drag made the
aircraft very easy indeed to centre in
thermals. The directional stability must
be markedly helped by the favourable
end plate effect of the all-moving tailplane on the very adequate fin and rudder. It certainly seemed to be of an order
better than most British gliders and no
concentration at all was needed to avoid
the wasteful skidrling which occurs in
aircraft with poor directi'Ollal stability. A
'step yaw impulse resulted in a well
damped yaw cum dutch rol1 oscillation
which "dead heated" in around It cycles.
Contrary to some pundits' predictions
of frightening pitch over·sensitivity at
high speeds due' to the all·flying tail, I
found the pitch control almost as
pleasant as the ailerons. Throughout the
speed range the elevator remained
pleasantly light without becoming oversensitive or twitchy. The light elevator
forces eliminated that bugbear of Skylark
pilots, obligatory retrimmjng on chaniing
speed. Trimming was by means of an
adjustable spring force and not terribly
precise, but this was of little consequence
due to the relatively low stick force/
speed gradient. From the limited impressions of the flight both stick free and
stick fixed static margins are positive up
to the 90 kt. rnax. speed achieved at a
pilot weight of 185 lb.
There appears to be two extremes of
gliders;
those
whose
areodynamic
stability margins are somewhat reduced
but which, in consequence, possess ex·
tremely good controllability and those
whose excessive stability and correspondingly poor manoeuvrability results in an
aircraft which is tiring to fly and
whose safety might be compromised by
lack of controllability in turbulent conditions. The Phoebus makes neither of
these mistakes. Light control forces are
achieved ,by intelligent aerodynamic
design of control surfaces coupled with
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the aforesaid well·engineered control run
mechanics. The Phoebus's stability
showed up clearly in that the aircraft
was not unduly disturbed in pitch or roll
in the fairly turbulent fhennal tops and
accurate circling flight could readily be
maintained using the very effective control response, a fact which presages good
cloud flying qualities. Overall, the mix
between controllability and stability
seemed to give pleasanter flying characteristics than most British and foreign
gliders, with the possible exception of the
Air 102.
Before taking off 1 had been anxious
to enquire whether the Phoebus had any
of the unfortunate super stall qualities
sometimes associated with T-tail aircraft,
but in the event I need not have worried.
With a standard straight approach to the
I g. ~tall reducing speed at 1 kt/sec. the
aircraft is becoming fairly nose-up and
in an unusual attitude at about 36 kt.,
which should give plenty of warning to
an adequate pilot. At about 34 kt. there
is a very slight buffet prior to the g
break which occurred with the -stick on
the rearstop at 32 kt. at the g break there
is a positive pitch rotation to about 25'30' nose down accompanied by a 30'
wing drop in either direction. From a
turn a similar nose and inner wing drop
occurs. Recovery is immediate on easing
the stick forward and preventing further
yaw and rudder. Generally, the stalling
characteristics are appreciably better than
the IS-metre Dart.
Since there was a lot of "down" about
it was not possible to make any sensible
judgement of performance, but the
manufacturers report 1: 37 from DVL
flight tests for the IS-metre version which
I was flying does not seem improbable (l: 42 for 17·metre). The
Phoebus accelerates rapidly from 44 kt.
to 90 kt. which was the fastest speed
reached. An inter-thermal speed of 54 kt.
seemed an easy natural gait and it was
noteworthy that the Phoebus was very
quiet throughout this entire speed range.
At 51 kt. the dive brakes, which are
mounted around 80% chord to preserve
laminor flow, lacked the effectiveness of
the barn door devices usual in British
gliders. Short landIngs demand an ap·
proach airspeed at the minimum. recommended 43 kt. with brakes out, when the
aircraft sits down and stops neatly. The

large rudder gives good sideslip controllability on those occasions when the dive
brakes need augmenting. A drag 'chute
is also available as an optional extra.
After landing there is no tendency to
ground loop and the aircraft must be
slowed by the effective wheel brake.
Summing up, the Phoebus as flown is
one of the most pleasant and controllable
motorless flying machines I have yet met.
The IS-metre version which forms the
subject of this n<lte is considered by the
German gliding clubs to be more optimised for high speed, whilst the 17-metre
with its measured 1:42 performance
obviously falls in the super-ship category, although at a markedly lesser price

*

than most of its competitors. ALa price
of £2,550 for I: 42 glide angle it could
well be considered the best buy from the
performance pilot's viewpoint. Whilst for
sheer pleasure of flying and good aero'
nautical design and engineering it is
second to nonc.
TecbDicaI Data
Span metre
A+B IS C 17
Wing section
Eppler 403
sq/ft. 141.5 151.7
Wing area
Empty weight
lb. 485 531
A.V.W.
lb. 772 825
fpm 128 108
Min. sinle at 43 let.
Glide ratio at 49 kt. (C 46 kt.) I : 37 I: 42

*

*

GLASS-FIBRE AND THE ENGINEER
By F. G. IRVING

DO hope that when our German
friends read Peter Hearne's article.
they will appreciate that the second and
third paragraphs a~ devoted to tilting
at windmills. There is, admittedly, a
degree of ignorance of glass·fibre gliders
in the VK, simply because there are very
few of them. But who are these people
who are so horrified at the absence of
ribs and suchlike? Those concerned with
engineering aspects of British gliding are
entirely prepared to accept a logicallydesigned structure-which is, in general,
what glass-fibre wings are-and pilots
will happily support themselves on any
structure which is known to work, often
in blissful i.gnarance of what lies withm. Incidentally, it is not entirely true
tb.at Spars ate otnitted in glass-fibre
wmgs.
Spar booms are replaced by lengths
of "roving" which looks rather like un~wisted string made of glass-fibre. This
IS distributed over a fair width on the
upper and lower surfaces of the wing, so
that one no longer sees bulky booms.
!he spanwise diapbragm webs are not
Just a ". . . sop to traditionalists", they
are put tbere to take some shear.
As Mr. Heame rightly sa.ys, and as the
1968 World Championships demonstrated, we are at the beginning of a new era.

I

Any novelty tends to have teething
troubles, and glass-fibre gliders have had
their share. It is unfortunate that, at the
time of writing, the only gl&ss-fibre
gliders in civilian hands in the UK are
all of types which have not been certificated in their countries of origin and are
currently only granted Permits to Fly.
Onc type has suffered flutter at a speed
below Vne (not Vd) in the hands of a
British pilot. Another type suffered two
flutter incidents in Poland at a speed
appreciably below Vne in the hands of
an Australian pilot. After modification,
it is now said to be satisfactory by the
makers. There is no doubt that these
troubles can, and will, be overcome. by
fairly straightforward R. & D., but they
exist in some types, and I doubt if the
pilots who have experienced flutter would
dismiss it as lightly as Mr. Hearne's
advisors.
As Mr. Heame observed, all·flying
tails with low stick forces can be very
pleasant. The trouble starts in a situation
he does not mention in his classification
of stability characteristics: when the
stick force and stick movement per "g"
al"C both very small, and there is a
tendency to oscillate in pitch slightly too
fast for the human servo to cope. The
results can be very alarming. The HP481

14c, before it acquired gearecl .tabs, came
well into this category as Nick Goodhart
will confinn. It is a pity we haven't got
a simulator for this condition. The third
type of glass-fibre glider in the UK is
about on the verge of this situation at
high speeds. This is not essentially associated with glass-fibre or high performanee, but rather with a reluctance to
make some straightforward modifications.
The preceding remarks, I would
emphasise, are based on three uncertificated types. The Phoebus and Libelle are
certificated in Germany, and there is no
reason to suppose (in the absence of
personal experience) that they are other
than entirely airworthy and pleasant to
fiy. Certainly, they are well spokenoOf.
Finally, readers should not take Mr.
Hearne's "liberal coats of resin" too
literally (I, too, have seen Phoebi being
rebuilt). The whole object, in laying up
structural glass-fibre, is to use the minimum essential amount of resin, and you
get a terrible structure if you are
"liberal". Bolkow's control and inspection looks very good indeed.

BGA NEWS
National CbampiOllSlUps, 19QJ
(i) The Open Class will be held at
Lasham from 17th-26th May (26th
May is Spring Holiday Monday) and
will be open to all types of glider.
(ii) The Standard-Sport Class will be
held at Dunstable from 7th-15th
June and will be open to 90% and
numeri~y higher handicap gliders
and all Standard Class gliders.
(iii) There will be 40 plaees in each
Class, entry to which is via the endof-I968 National Entry List (Rating
List as was). Except where indicated
in paragraph (iv) pilots may enter
for one Nationals Class only.
(iv) There will be ex/ra places in the
Classes as follows:
Open Oass
(a) Top 5 finishers in 1968 Sport Class
(handicap' placing list).
(b) 1968 British Team pilots.
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TDST
At last!
Tost winch cable ferrules and
clamping tools available ex-stock in

the U.K.
Cable ferrules 30/· per 100
Clamping tools
£13
Nose release
£7
E combi release (belly)
£13
Exchange, reconditioning and/or
modification service for releases.
Send for illustrated catalogue.

CRYSTAL

ENGINEERING LTD.
13 Pound
Bucks.

Cres~ent,

M.rlow,
Tel. M.rlow 5740

Sbmdlll'li-Sport CIa_

(a) Top 5 finishers in 1968 Open Class
(handicap placing list).
(b) Top 5 finishers in 1969 Open Class
(handicap placing list).
(c) 1968 British Team pilots.
Pilots who enter the 1969 StandardSport Class by this rule must fiy gliders
of 900/0 and numerically higher handicap
or Standard Class gliders. These pilots
will count at bona-fide entrants and will
have all the privileges of entry accorded
to the other 40 entrants.

EDtl)' Forms
OPEN CLAss-Apply to the Manager.
Lasbam Gliding Society, Lasham AeTodrome, Nr. Alton, Hants.
STANDARD-SPORT CLAss-Apply to the
Manager, London Gliding Club, Tring
Road, Dunstable Downs, Beds.
Entry forms ~n also be obtained from
the BOA, Artillery Mansions, 75 Victoria
Street, London, SW1. Completed entry
forms must be returned by 24th January,
1969.

1970 BritiIb Team SeIedioB
Immedia1cly following each Nationals
Class in 1969 a selection panel consisting
of the top 21 finishers on the handicap
placing list of the Class will select (in
order) 7 pilots for that class as follows:
(i) On 26th May, or as soon after as
possible thereafter, the top 21
finishers on the Open Class (handicap list) will mut to select the Team
pilots and reserves for the Open
Class at Marfa. This meeting will be
under the Chairmanship of the
Chairman of the Flying Committee
(who will not have a vote).
(ii) Each member of the panel will be
asked to write down the name of
his/her choice for the No. 1 Open
Seed. A panel member may vote for
any pilot other than himself/herself.
(iii) The Chairman will count the votes
against each name and if one pilot
has more than 50% of the votes, he
will be ,announced as the No. 1 Seed.
(iv) If no pilot receives more than 50%
of the votes on the first Yote, the
Chairman will ask: panel members
to vote on the two (or more if there
is a tie) pilots who received most

NATIONAL
COACH
rIM Btitith Glidinl Auoc.fion invites eppJi(etioM
for the poait;oo of HATIONAL GLIDING COACH
for an init"l period 01 3 to 5 years.

To be '"Penlib.. to 11,. Chair. . . cri the I.s.tructors·
Plnel, lUi.ty wortint with club eFl's. advising
the.. OR intructor tr.dning and n.,ina geHfan.,. H.
would ,Iso do

SO""

instrue'Of training hHftMlf·.nd

may be required to advise on club operations and
~d ....i..istr.fion. A car will be provided as there win
b. a f~ir amou"t of rrav4lring.
Tne 89p1iunt musl nold • B.G.A. full Instructor
Rating Of equi.... l.nt and haw consid.eble gliding
.xperience~ Aa PPl and practiCBI experience in

running a club ar. dfl....W..
St.rting MI.ry £1.800 pe, annum.
Apply
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soon as possible, to I

THE SECRET"RY.
BRITISH GLIDING ASSOCIATION.
7S VICTORIA SnEET. LONDON SW.1.

(lINt,ked "Confidential")

votes in the first vote, voting to continue as necessary until one pilot
receives more than 50% of the votes.
(v) This procedure will be continued
until seven pilots have been seeded.
(vi) On 15th June. 01' as soon as possible
thereafter, the top 21 finishers in the
Standard-Sport Class (handicap list)
will meet to select the Team pilots
and reserves for the Standard Class
at Marfa, using the same procedure
as detailed above, until seven pilots
have been seeded.
(vii) Names of seeded pilots will be announced after each of the two meetings as "subject to confirmation by
BGA Council".
NOTE.-The system requires an odd
number of selectors: if the number of
pilots attending a selection meeting is
even, then the lowest finisher present. will
lose his vote. In the event of a triple tie,
'etc.. the Chairman has discretion to reduce the panel by the minimum amount
to eliminate the tie.

•

•

•

•

•

•

AGM at Harrogate
Following the success of the 1966
meeting, it has been agreed to hold the
Association's AGM, including the Dinner
& Dance, at the Crown Hotel, Harrogate,
Yorkshire, on the weekend of the 25th
January, 1969.
It is hoped to run a small Gliding Trade
Fair in the hotel over the weekend. while
for those ladies who are interested we
have accepted an invitation from the
Curator of the Leeds Museum to visit
Kirkstall Abbey House Museum on Saturday afternoon, 25th January.
As usual the Annual Awards will be
presented at the Dinner. Tii:kets for the
Dinner & Dance f2 25. per person.
Bookings for the weekend and/or Dinner should be made direct to the Crown
Hotel for which the following terms have
been agreed:
Bed and breakfast per person per night
£3.
Saturday Luncheon and Sherry Party
£1 15s.
Dinner & Dance per person £2 2s.

FAI Collfereaee .... CVSM Meetiae
The FAl Conference which was to
have been convened in Prague is being
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held in London from 28th-30th November, both days inclusive. The CVSM
Meeting, normally held in Paris, will be
beld the day prior to the FAI Meeting
on the 27th November.

•

C~tioBs

•

•

We are sure that readers would like to
join us in extending our best wishes to
Magazine Assistant Nicky Wilcox (nee
Stothard) on her marriage to Nigel (London Gliding Club). She has been on the
staff of SAILPLANE & GLIDING for the last
two years and we are happy that she has
agreed to stay on with us.

•

•

•

N atioDaJ Coach
Ed Meddings, with great reluctance,
has decided to leave the BGA to take up
a development flying job with a large
instrument and autopilot firm, where he

Christm_ Gift. fnnn England'. lli
only AY~n Bookshop

I

l

The books, IMPS. p&.ns. photos you ~"t on
A... iI!lioR .re her. - we stock "othi_SI .tie I
Wo BUY SELL Of EXCHANGE
Tho•••d, of . . . .2'ft...."d bOleks ..... y. in stock.

Send for our FlU 22_110 c".lo9ue

Beaumont Aviation literature
11 Both Street. London, LC;1
Tel. CLErlco.....1I 9512
Open 9.30 •.•. 10 5.30 p.... doay

bQlJl:tlJII:iIlIlJll»l)JJ"INdllJl»l:IlIlJI~.

will be able to utilise his airline pilot
qualifications fully. I am certain you
would wish to be associated with the
BGA's thanks to Ed for the work he did
in the short time he was with us and wish
him every success in his new job. He will
be diffiC'lllt to replace.
R. A. NE.AVES.

REMINDER: AIlnual Award Claims must be in before 31st December

THE 1967 AIRT'RAFFIC CENSUS
By NICHOLAS GOOD HART

July last year all conscientious glider
I"Nowners
filled in the Board of Trade

All
days
38

Weekends
39

73
39
7

76
71
3

119

150

air traffic census forms giving deails of
the flying their lliders bad done during
the week from the 19th to the 25th of
that montb. The census aimect to cover
all civil aircraft flying in the UK airspace
and was the fourth one to be conducted
in the summer.
The results of the census have now
been published and are analysed below
from the gliding point of view.
Co-operation. 83% of ilider owners sent
in their returns compared with 70% of
British registered aircraft. An those wbo
did take the trouble. to complete the
cards can be happy in tbe knowledge that
their efforts helped to &lve gliding a good
name in tbe Board of Trade. On the
other hand, the 17% who did not bother
with tbe cards . . .

Controlled traffic
Uncontrolled:
powered fixed wing ...
~Ii~ers
..................
ehcopers ...............

Total trldfi(. The average occupaJ1cy of
UK airspace over land during the day
was as follows:

Whllt thue &guru mean.-In order to
derive much value from these figures
(and others in the report) it is necessary
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Total uncontrolled
Heights
feet
0-1500
2000
2-500
3000-4500

A
%

581
17
8

11 J

B

%
2

C

%
44
23

9

15
5~9500}
18
6
10000 & above
6
80
3
Col. A= glider, B == controlled, C=uncontrolled powered fixed wing.

to look back at the previous air censuses;
some of the results of these were summarised in S. & G. October-November,
1965. These fieures are requoted in the
table below with the 1967 figures added.

mine a trend rate but it is quite clear
that there is now far less traffic in the
control system below 10,000 it. than
there was five years ago.
It is still hard to say how fast gliding
July
July
July
July
1962
1963
1964
1967
Average number of aircraft in control1ed airspace
plus advisory routes over UK land areas during the
period 11.00-20.00 hours:
All days
22:9
25.6
30.0
37.8
Saturday and Sunday only
27.6
27.7
33.6
39.0
Percentage of total controlled aircraft below
47.8
10.000 fl.
48.3
42.5
19.8
Gliders as percentage of total uncontrol1ed traffic
at weekend
30.2
50.6
41.0
35.3
Number of hourly reports from gliders during the
census
1001
2993
1649
2466
With the figures now covering a span
is increasing, but taking the 1962 and
of five years it is possible to draw some
1967 figures the answer appears to be
conclusions:
20% per annum. I doubt if the figure is
Controlled traffic is increasine at just really as high as this as the weather was
over 10% per annum.
not !loo<! in the 1962 census.
Weekend controlled traffic is increasing
Despite the increase in gliding, it
more slowly (7%) and is not now sigappears to be decreasing as a percentage
nificantly dIfferent from weekdays.
There has been a startling reduction of of the total uncontrolled traffie. In other
controlled traffic below 10,000 ft. The words, powered fiying in FIR airspace is
figures are not steady enough to deter- increasing faster than gliding.

BOOK NOW FOR YOUR
C of A INSPECTION AND OVERHAUL
Skylark Wing Tip modification a speciality.
Glider Equipment and Instruments always in stock.
Kite 1 finished in Blue and Silver with basic instruments and
12 months C. of A. ·offered with good covered trailer, fully
wired and with spare wheel, £460 o.n.o.
In course of construction and to be finished to owners'
requirements: Two Jodel Baby Aeroplanes with VW engines
and long-range tanks.

SOUTHDOWN AERO SERVICES
LIMITED
LASHAM AIRFIELD, ALTON, HAMPSHIRE
Telephone: Herriard 359

HUSBANDS BOSWORTH - Alias HB
By JOHN DELAFIELD

s someone who for many years has
A
flown Standard Class, albeit within
League 1, I have been accused by some
of deserting the cause in flying a 17metre "hot ship". The truth is, though,
that it is hiih time I had a change, and
when the opportunity to fly a SHK in
this competition presented itself, I WaS
in no position to refuse! So, with that
apology cum excuse to my IS-metre
friends, I'll launch into this treatise on
the first-ever
British Open Class
Nationals.
The first thing which struck me about
the contest, even before it began, was the
thoroughness of the organisation. The
rather large envelope, sent to each competitor before the eontest beian, set the
scene for t,he hest orianised National
contest for many years. Because in it
one found joining instructions, landiBg
report forms, booking-in forms (which I
lost, of course), details Of the domestic
arrangements, rules, Strachan's interpretation of the rules, spare rules (in case
they were needed), and finally a glossy
brochure ()n the lQCal boom town of
Market Harborough.
Now on to the contest itself. The tasksetting was first class (I'm bound to say
that, of course!) and the way in which
tasks were altered, owing to the weather
n{)t reaching expectations whilst gliders
were still on the grid, proved to be entirely satisfactory. The use of a remotely
situated MeL man who lived in a tape
recorder and responded to the tasksetter's grunts, "Urns" and "Ems" also
proved highly successful. The innovations,
amongst others, were new to most competitors, but I am sure they will become
commonplace in the future. Computerised scoring was also new to roost of us
and once again I'm sure it is here to stay.
D"y 1 (out-and-return to optional
turning points - Cheltenham, Malvern
and Cirencester) was for the most part a
matter of staying airborne until the end
of the day. Quite early on during the
task I decided that with the thermal and
wind strength pertaining, it was most unlikely that. anyone would make it back
to base; Consequently it seemed like a
good idea to turn the furthermost turn486

ing point (Cirencester) and gain maximum benefit from the nort.h-east wind
and thereby ·gain as many distance points
as possible. It paid off.
DAY 2 (race to Bicester via Wellesbourne
Mountford) was
relatively
straightforward. Andy Gouj;th and I pairflew on this task and it certainly helped
in that we at least had a fairly relaxing
journey.
D"y 3 (race to Nympsfield) was most
interesting. It was rather a scrape away
from HB, but nearing Gaydon one could
see big cumulus clouds building to the
south-west. I resolved then to get a climb
in one of these, and after an incredibly
slow climb into clOUd and up to 4,000 ft.,
the lift suddenly shot up to 6·8 knots
and took me to 7,000 ft., from where the
calculator said, I'd make it easily. (I
didn't believe it but it was right.) NaVigation from Cheltenham onward was exciting, with visibility It to 2 miles; my
t-million map proved its worth.
D,w 4 (race to Dunstable via Caxton
Gibbet) seemed quite impossible, but
Bernard Fitchett made it by first-class
flying.
D"y S (out-and-return to optional
turning points near Nottingham) was
flown in very good thermal conditions
and was relatively straightforward. However, the late starters had some trouble
with medium cloud and wave which

John Delafield at Husbands Bosworth.

Task-board lor 31st August.
upset the convection. Very few of them
made it back. For me it was an unsatisfactory trip; I was far too aWaJ:e of my
existing lead in the contest and was excessively cautious, and so turned in a
mediocre time.
DAY 6 (race to Debden) was The Day.
I don't think any of us really wanted a
task-the wind was very strong, the BBC
forecast large cu-nims with rain and
general gloom, and 1 personally was very
happy with my existing lead. Nevertheless Ron the met. (who by now had
escaped from the tape recorder to visit us
in person) said it would be a good day
-and it was. So to Debden we were sent
and I was first off at I LIS. I resolved to
climb as high as possible in each large
cumulus, but in spite of this I fell to
earth around Bedford, bein!l unable to
cross a large gap between clouds. My
crew, Terry Slack, Tony and Kay Hayes,
Were magnificent and were with me on
landing. aod even had the tail off before
r was out 01 the cockpit.
:ro cut a lonjt story. short, we had a
bnsk drive back to HB, a leisurely rig
and a short wait for better weather before launching again at 15.15. I was quite
~appy that the task was still very much
on", but nevertheless it was a horrible
scr~pe to Northampton and it wasn't
until there that the weather picked up.
However. by this time there was a
mammoth rainstorm stretchil1l! fOT miles
across track in the Bedford area (doomed

again?) and the only way past it was up
and through it or to nip round the downwind edge of it clear of the rain. Being
disinclined to follow the latter course, as
I hate being downwind of track, the only
answer was to climb. New cells were
building on the north-west edge of the
main storm and one of these took: me to
10,000 ft. From there a further climb in
the main storm to 13,500 ft. gave enough
height to reach the goal-unless the
excessive quantity of ice the aircraft had
collected really ruined the performance.
As it turned olit, the SHK achieved three
miles per thousand feet and once again
I had height to spare at the goal.
I can never really describe the thrill
of that last glide-out. The air was crystal
clear and absolutely smooth. the goal
was visible 30 miles ahead and I knew
that I'd done it at last . . . it was 13
years since my first-ever glider flight, but
at last I'd won a Nationals.
The SHK is certainly a magnificent
glider apd performed well in comparison
with the plastk vultures. Of all these new
aircraft the Diamant 18 seemed' to be the
best performer, with a good rate of climb
and excellent glide angle. However, the
advantage of flaps only seems to be
significant when the lift is strong, aQd I
wonder whether they afford sufficient
advantage in our average British conditions to be really worthwhile. Time will
tell. To my mind it is most important to
be able to achieve a good climb under
all conditions; a very good glide angle
is no use to you if you are unable to
stay up!
FinaUy, sonie thoughts on the new
competition structure. I'm sure the
present concept, Sport and Open Class,
is right, but in time I feel it must expand
into three or morc classes, each containing a maximum performance spread of
10 per cent as measured by our handicapping scale. Per.haps then the time will
be right for a super-nationals or British
Team Possibles contest (call it what you
will) held every two years or so. But
there is another subject. Right now we
have a highly satisfactory scheme which
can be readily modified to suit future
requirements. I hope future Natiollals
will be as well run as this one was.
Thank you, all of you at HB, and
those who helped to make it suc.h a
success.
Please-when can we come again?
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BOOKER REGIONALS
By PETER SCOTT

LL who took part were agreed that
A
the Regionals held at Wyrombe Air
Park from 10th to 18th August was outstandingly successful, the more especially
as tbere were not many hours of really
good soaring conditions in the whole
nine days. Yet we dew on seven of them,
producing five contest days. Challenging
tasks were set by Arthur Doughty under
excellent overall organisation by Roger
Neaves a"S Contest Director, and his
splendidly efficient team.
SATURDAY, 10TH AUGUsT.-Task: lOO-km.
Triangle, Hampstead Noms village, Beck·
ley Radio Mast (N.E. of Oxford).
A clearance in the afternoon gave
promise that a short task might be possible, but conditions were weak and
faded away altogether by 17.30 so that
only one competition glider passed Y.
After much struggling in weak ,thennals,
a good many pilotS rounded the first
turning-point and 'headed out into a clear
sky. Thereafter there was some difficulty
in finding fields that did not contain
cattle or crops, and playing fields were
the most popular landing places. No contest.
SUNDAY, 11TH AUGUST.-Task: 122·km.
Out-and-Return to Burford Roundabout.
Very weak lift under leggy clouds
made progress against a lQ-kt. headwind
very slow at first. I had not gone far
when I became totally detached from
the clouds and dived for the Chinnor
ridge, 8 miles out. The wind was not
strong enough for ridge lift, but small
and weak thermals burbled up it at intervals. I arrived just below the top of
the Post Office tower, and remained airbome for It hours, being joined later by
others. In the late afternoon conditions
substantially improved. Having climbed
to 3,000 ft. again, I was able to proceed
with the 1iigbt, which from then on went
quite fast, with a, steady 8 knots, peakin&
to 10, under a gors-eous round cumulus
at the turning-point. At Whitney, Ken
Wilkinson flashed past in his Skylark 4,
still outward bound. Brennig James (hors
cOncours. Diamant 18) was back already
When I arrived at Booker. No other
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gliders managed to get horne, and only
four competition gliders passed Y and
they were also the only ones to pass X.
They were: Sc.ou (88-1). maximum 220
points; Barton (Olympia 463), 179;
White (Ka-6E), 163; and Wilkinson (Skylark 4), 101 points.
MONDAY. 12TH AUGusT.-Task: 21O-km.
Race to Swanton Morley via Pitsford
Reservoir (N.E. of Northampton).
The clouds were streeting but, surprisingly, across the wind, confonning with
crosswind gaps in the cirrus, and rnO$t
people found the going rather good
almost as far as Northampton, where the
air mass began to change.
Across the Fens progress was slower,
but the higher ground over west Norfolk
produced excellent conditions, just as we
began our final glides. The BS-l was first
at the goal, but soon seven more came
skimming in, including John leffries
plus navigator in the K-13. Navigational
tragedies overtook some of the field.
John Barrows took too northerly a
course and had to land at Sculthorpe.
Bill Wills also got too far to the north
and an agonising drama unfolded over
the radio as he headed south, against a
wind which had progressively backed
against him. He landed less than a mile
north of the goal. First, Scott, 77.1 km/h.
Second, Jeffries, 50.8 km/h. Third,
Davies (Ka-6cR), 53.7 km.
TRUJl.SDAY. 15TH AUGUST.-A warm
front had prevented flying on the previous two days. Task: 171.5-km. Race to
Ipswich via BegboroUgh brickworks (E_
of Woburn).
Cumulus was forming under a thin top
cover and thermals were distressingly
weak. From my first climb I set off hopefully and found nothing, so that 10 miles
out, over a Chiltern valley, I was about
to land. At JOO ft., with my hand ready
to drop the wheel, I was saved by a tiny
thermal, and with the guidance of first
one, later three Black-headed Gulls, I
crept back to launch height before daring
to explore for stronger lift. During the
day a few clouds developed quite nicely,
but they were mostly useless unless you
arrived at precisely the right time. The
BS-l came to rest rrematw;ely at RAF
Stradishall (where
was welcomed by
George Coatesworth). Ken Wilkinson
was the only one to complete the task,

but Astley, making his first cross-country
competition flight, narrowly missed
Ipswich .and landed well beyond it to
the north-east to claim second place in
a Skylark 30, and Philippa Buckley (Skylark 4) third. Eight &liders passed Y.
FRIDAY, 16tH AOOUST.-Task: 219,km.
-Pitsford Reservoir, Burford Roundabout, Booker.
With a south·west wind which fresh·
ened to 30 knots. at flying hei&hts it soo-n
became evident that this triangle was
going to become a distance task. The
Chilterns produced good conditions for
the first few miles, but encroaching top
cover set the pattern of the day witn
grey cumulus and weak to moderate lift.
In the afternoon, however, some of the
clouds were punching up to 10,000 ft.
and more, but they were widely spaced,
and enormous gaps had to be crossed. One
of these brought the BS·l to earth near
the first turning-point. From here I had
a grandstand view of the noble efforts
being made to get ~ound it and head off
into wind on the second leg.
Bill Wjlls, in his Olympia 460 roun~
at about 2,500 ft. and headed back to a
developing cloud. After three 01' four
turns he disappeared from view, and
less than five minutes later he came out
near its top, a tiny speck at more than

L.
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6,000 ft., plugging into the teeth of a
4O·knot gale. Two subsequent cloud
climbs against such a wind could get him
no more than about eight miles, but he
won the day handsomely, followed by
Grenet (Skylark 3F) and MacDonald
(Dart 17&).
SATURDAY, 17TH AUGUST.-Task: Cat's
Cradle with turning-points at Dunstable,.
Begborough, Bicester, Burford, Didcot
and Booker, starting from the StokeDchurch Post Office tower.
It was a day of frequent showers
spreading out into big black forbidding
clamps which at times seemed to be on
all sides.
Because of the strong north-west wind,
the dropping.,;one was eight miles up·
wind from base. A number of pilots
chose as their first leg the Dunstable
route, which followed tbe Chiltern edge
with its frequent offer of a banister to
hold on to. Most of those who did so
arrived at Dunstable at the same time' as
a heavy shower; ultimately it forced us
to land at the London Gliding Club.
Steve White (Ka-6E) had initially pushed
out to Bicester. returned with the wind to
Dunstable and passed over it with
enough height to glide out to !Jeg.
borough brickworks, near which he
landed.

R.: Juslin Wills, Philip Wills, George Scarborol/gh and Peter SCOfI.
Photograph by John Ellis.
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Meanwhile, Ken Wilkinson was going
upwind to Burford with ,dogged pertinacity and eventually he rounded this turning-point. His late evening cloud climb
and final glide were listened to with
bated breath by disconsolate pilots who
had already trailed back to Booker from
lesser flights. His arrival out of the sunset, just in time for the barbecue, was
dramatic and memorable, and marred
only by the CailuTe of the rest of us to
make it a contest day.
SUNDAY, 18TH AUGUST.-Task: I24-km.
Triangle, Sundon Cement works, Beckley
Mast, Booker.
Once more the strong west winds made
the Chiltern edge a feature of ma,ny
flights.
Those who were launched during the
passage of a shower rushed for the banister, and found themselves sinking inexorably as the rain killed the wind. With
six or seven gliders level with or below
the top of Chinno.r Ridge, conditions
became difficult and some landed. But
the sun came out, and the wind picked
UJ1 just in time to rescue the rest of us.
Ken Wilkinson reported his arrival on
the ridge to his crew: "Wendy-197-1
am on Chinnor Ridge at 1,400 ft."
"Thank you 197."
"197 from Mallard-welcome to Chinnor. I've been here for one-and-a-quaJ;1er
hours! .,
"Mallard from 197-1 can only commiserate with you."
A few minutes later, a strong thermal
blew up the ridge near the Post Office
tower. I climbed to 2,500 ft., nipped
round the tower to cross the starting line
which stretched down the hill to the
Lambert Arms on the A.40, and was off
on the race.
Brennig lames, (hors concQ11 rs, Diamant 18) landed near the first turningpoint and was calling his crew. All
attempts to relay the message from
"Brennig" to "Earth" that Brennig himself had returned to earth were unsuccessful. Last to try WaS Martin SethSmith who could only report back to
Brennig "Earth cannot be raised".
On the second leg between Thame and
Oakley aerodromes I did a shuttle service
for a while, ,gliding forward to Oakley
and drifting back to Thame again.
At last my patience became exhausted.
A rainstorm was advancing towards the

turning'point. If I wel'\t Quickly maybe
I couJd get there first. Beckley Mast
stands 500 ft. high, its top 950 ft. a.s.I.
As 1 approached it, I passed through 5
knots sink. The mast thrust upwards
menacingly. As I lurched round it, taking
my photograph in an untidy side-slip,
the altimeter read 1,100 ft. a.s.!.
Hard luck is a good standby when we
have to account for our incompetence in
gliding. But just occasionally good luck
comes into it too. I straightened up heading south of the homeward leg in order
to get out into the sun!\hine. I could not
have flown for more than half a mile
when I hit the centre of a 5-knot thermal; in a matter of six turns I had
enough height to get home.
Unhappily no one else reached Booker,
though Ken Wilkinson landed less than
5 miles out. This made him equal first
with 702 points for the day.
For ·everyone progress was desperately
FINAL RESULTS -

Book« Rqio_b
H'cap

Pi/ol(s)

I.
2.
3.

P. M. Seou
K. G. Wilkin.on
I. L. A. Eye",
S. G. Davies,
L. E. Beer
4. B. Keogh
5. M. Scth·Smith
6. J. R. Jcffri...
L J. Norman,
M. D. N. Till
7. S. B. Wills
8. R. C. 'Stoddart
9. Philippa Buekley,
A. G. Burne
LO. E. R. Belbin,
P. Grenet
11. A. J. BUrtOn,
J. Barrows
12. f. H. Knipe
13. R. L. Clarkson,
A. 'E. Stenhou5e
14. A. MeDonald
15. S. A. White
16. K. llarton,
C. C. Ryan
17. Ve.ra Wale.
18. J. S. A.tley.
A. L. Thurlow
19. D. Evans,
J. A. Shcnton
20. R. Cousin!
21. D. F. Greaves,
J.. Bu.hnell
22. R. B. Larkinson,
A. B. Adam.
23. B. H. Latimer',
24. D. N. J. WOod
H. W. Fletcher,
A. T. C. Gurney

slow against the wind, involving much
back-sliding. More hard struggling must
have been done on this day than on any
other in the competition. Eq.ual first, WHkinson and SCott. Second, Keogh (Skylark 4), and third, Stoddart (Dart 15).
It remains only to record that Bill
Wills had to concede the "Pants Prize"
to Martin Serb-Smith in their long~
standing perso.nal rivalry, and that this
was recognised by the presentation of 'a
pair of mini-pants to the winner.
From my angle the handicapping
worked very well, as it made a closefought competition which nevertheless
ended in the right way. I should not be
surprised to find that others think the
present handjcaps are too kind to the
hot ships. They could be right.
Finally, renewed thanks to all those
who made the flying possible for us, and
who gave us such a hospitable welcome
at Wycombe Air Park.
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FLYING & INSTRUCTING

CFI's CONFERENCE 5tb-4ttb ocr 1968
NCE again the conference was held
at Lasham and provided a useful
forum for CFI's and Instructors' Panel
members from all over the country.
This year we decided to put the empha~is on flying and great fun was had
by all flying K·13s, .Blaniks, Bocians, a
Capstan and a Bergfalke 3. Two motor
gliders, the Motorlalke and Falke, were
present and most CFl's were able. to
begin to realise the benefits and dra~
backs of using this kind of tool fOf traming. There is no doubt that the Volkswagen-engined SF-25B Falke is a great
advance in powered two-seater technology, the main criticism being in the
somewhat ·old-fashioned handlil)g characteristicS. Christian Gad, SCheibe's test
pilot, mentioned the possibility of a
laminar wing version within two years.
The Nelson-powered motor Capstan was
available, but unfortunately an une~pec
ted engine defect prevented it flying. It
was also unfortunate that the 1'-53 could
not be present at this gathering df CFl's,
especially so in view of the preponderance of Continental two-seaters_
The idea of providing mainly flying for
CFI's depended, Qf course, to a great
deal. on the we.ather. We were lucky and
even had some soaring, an elusive phenomenon in 1968.
Apart from just flying new types, visitors were able to get up to date on low
speed flying trairling, instrument flying
and aerotow training. Fun flying was
even available in the form of a Pirat,
kindly made available by the Polish
AFA.
The programme of lectures contained
a dissertation on Slow Flying by the
Chairman. Teaching Field Landings by

O
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Sq. Ldr.. John Delafield, better know~ as

the Natiot!al Open Class ChampIon,
Frank Irving's incredibly profeSSIonal
lecture on How to Spectacularly Disintegrate Your New Glass·fibre Glider,
Motor Glider Dev.elopments by Ann
Welch, and All Through Aerotow Training by Vie Carr.
.
DUring the discussion at the fimsh. of
the weekend. several views were put liorward as to how to improve the oonference. Generally the idea of more flying
was approved, but it was felt that mOTe
time might have been devoted to the dIScussion of CFI's problems. of which.
there seemed to be many. The COt!sensus
seemed to be that three days are needed
if a full flying aQd ground pr.ogramme
are to be arranged. This we will try to do
next time.
I would like to thank the following
people who made the conference a success. Ed Meddings, National Coach,. who
did .aII the ground work. Doncaster Sailplanes, Lonpon Sailplanes, Peter Clifford,
the RAFGSA, Bernard Thomas, Eric
Boyle and the Polish ~FA for theol~an
of gliders. Egon SChelbe and ChrIstIan
Gad, Peter Ross and Peter JefIers for the
Falke and Motorfalke, and Slingsby Air·craft. who had such rotten luck. Special
thanks to the Lasham Gliding Society
for laying on the facilities that are their
speciality. Commiserations. too, to Bill
SCull, Lasham CFI, who was overheard
trying to find suitable collective nouns
for CFl's. They were.n't very complimentary!
Finally. thank you, too, all the people
who took part, whether talkers or
listeners. We hope you learned something (we certainly did) and that you will
come again, for we cannot have toO
many of these sorts· of occasions.

StaIliDg and Spinning (not to mention
Autorotation)
One of the points made at the Confer,ence was that people are oonfused by
the difference between the recovery from
a straightf,orward stall, with or without
wing drop, and the spin. It was alleged
that the recovery, stated in these columns
in the August issue, was incorrect in that
a wing drop was autorotation, therefore
the full spin recovery action should be
tak.en. I sincerely hope that anyone who
has tried (and any iMtruetor worth the
name should try) large boots full of
rudder near the stall will be disabused
of this method of recovery from a stall
where the wing has dropped.
Before continuing it is probably necessary to define the difference between
stalling and autorotation .,or, to the less
sophisticated, spinning. I quote the
BLAC wManual of Flying and Ground
.Training" (the gliding equivalent of
which does not exist, unfortunately).
"Stages of Spin. When an aircraft is in
a glide, gliding turn, steep turn or some
aerobatic manoeuvre, any condition of
stall, whether or not the aircraft is under
high wing loading, may be the start from
which an aircraft may spin. The aircraft
does not go directly from the stall into
the spin; there is a transition period the
duration of which varies considerably
With different types of aircraft, and also,
with different conditions of stall in the
same type of aircraft. When a wing drops
at the stall, the nose begins to y,aw
towards the lower wing tip, and as the
angle of bank steepens, it will d.fop
sharply below the horium and the aircraft will begin a spiral descent. From
the spiral descent the aircraft will, if no
preventive action is taken, sUddenly pitch
downwards. the rate of rotation will increase· and increased loading will be felt.
The spin has now developed."
From the above, we can see that there
is.a distinct break between the incipient
spm or wing drop and the full spin or
auto!9tation. In the im:ipient spin stage
the recovery action should be to unstall
the glider by relaxjng back pressure on
th~ stick, or, if there is no back pressure
(g:hder out of trim) eas.ing the stick forWard while at the same time applying
enough opposite rudder to 'counteract any
yaw that is visible. In many gliders there
IS a distinct lag between the start of a

wing drop and yaw towards the lower .tip.
and the safest method of recovery under
these ci'rcumstances is to get the stick
coming forward first. This applies
whether the glider is flying straight ot
turning. Another quote from the BLAe
Manual:
"Rccoyer;Y from WiDl Drop. In the
case of an incipient spin the recovery
action may be modified slightly aceording to the type Df aircraft being flown.
In most aircraft the use of ailerons to
raise the wing will only accentuate the
stalled condition, whereas others retain
aileron control to below the point of
stall. The correct recovery, however, for
all aircraft is to apply sufficient opposite
rudder to prevent yaw in addition to the
normal recovery a.ction. Care should
be taken to ensure that the rudde.r
applied is no mOlie than sufficient, because the use of excessive rudder in the'
incipient spin rec.Qvery may cause an unintentional spin in the opJilOSite direction."
One of the reasons for the confusion
that has arisen is probably due to excessive practising of the spin off an overruddered turn with cross controls. In this
case large amounts of yaw have already
been induced before the stall and it 1S
obvious that large amounts of opPQsite
rudder have to be used to counteract. It
must be stressed that this is only one way
of enter.ing a spin and that there are
many other types. The fact remains, that
we are trying to recover with minimum
loss of height and to do this we must
get the glider unstalled as a prime consideration. There will be plenty of time
to level the wings with aileron and
rudde.r, after the glider is flying properly
again.
ROGER NE.WES.
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FIFTH GERMAN MOTOR GLIDER RALLY
Burg Feuerstein - 7th to 13th September
By PETER ROSS

HERE was a sense of purpose at the
T
Scheibe factory at Dachau on the
Saturday mornina;: we arrived; three cus·
tomers were taking delivery of their new
gliders and they represented a good example of the current Scheibe production.
One was a Bergfulke 3 tandem two-seat
glider, which is now produced with
Schempp-Hirth dive brakes in place of
the rather ineffective DFS type; another,
the 20th SF-25B Falke to be builtthis uses the same basic win~ as the
Bergfalke 3 but has a 45-h.p. YW-based
Stamo engine and side-by-side seating
and has replaced the Motorfalke in pro·
duction; and finally the SF-27M highperformance Standard Class single-seater
with funy retractable Hirth two-stroke
engine.
After helping to rig three Falkes,
we took off in formation from
Scheibe's bumpy little airstrip (which
seemed even shorter and bumpier on
a downwind take-off). being waved on
our way by Chris 'Wills and David
lnnes, who had met by accident in the
Hofbrauhaus in nearby Munich the
night before. Dav·id decided that his
RAF Britannia would be ineligible

for the rally, and Chris had a date with
a rescue party removing a stranded
German and a Ka-8 from a mountain
treetop at Unterwassen, but that is
another story . . .
The approach to Burg Feuerstein aerodrome is from the valley towards a vertical cliff edge which marks the. staIt of
the runway. There is simply no margin
for undershooting. The view from the
air was made more impressive by the
number of gliders to be seen. Motor
gliders continued to arrive both by air
and on trailers until there were 36, a
new record and more than twice the
number at any previous rally. They were
made up of nine of the new Falkes,
seven Motorfalkes, six RF-3's and 4's,
three Krlihes, two Ka-8's-one with a
Wankel engine and the other with two
Stihl to-h.p. single-cylinder engines which
took off under its own power-two K12's and one each of RP-5, Spatz (fitted
with one StihI engine), Motorspatz and
RW-36, the latter being the oldest and
the only one not to have the registration
starting with the letter K denoting that
it was rea;:istered after 1959, when the
preliminary motor glider regulations

The SF-27M.. engine retracted. (Photographs by P. JeUers)
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The SF-25 (wo-sealer in flight.

were published. Now. after nine years of
practical experience, they have been coofirmed.
The only really new production aircraft was the Sportavia RF·5, big brother
of the little RF-4 aod looking quite a
size compared with the others. The v,ery
simple wing-folding mechanism allows
the span to be reduced in seconds from
45 ft. to 29 ft. for parking. The engine
is 1700 c.c. and gives 68 h.p. at 3,600
r,p.m. It is based on the Volkswagen
and is being built by Sportavia themselves. On the RF-5 it is fitted with an
eleCtric starter and alternator, but a 1600c.c. version with mechanical starter will
be available for smaller motor glideB.
Production of the RF-5 is starting now

and deliveries are expected when certification is complete after Christmas.
New to the rally was the Schleicher
K-l2. These were pre-production models
of the ASK-14 now in series production,
and differ mainly in having a fixed air
cowling. Rudolf Kaiser had tried many
different shapes in an attempt to get rid
of a peculiar and annoying whistle. It
was finally cured by taping over the
hinge on the wing spoilers!
The feathering propeller was much
admired, but its soaring performance
could not be judged as it had to return
to the factory on Sunday, and someone
managed to bend the other one just before my turn to fly it.
The first morning was spent measuring

The Ka-8 WiTh Two STihl IQ-h.p. single-cylinder engines
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.A. The Blanik with detachable engine pod.
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~

Shown on /eft, the lA WA
42-h.p. motor unit mounred on Blanik.

•

The two-seater RF·5 with
Volkswagen engine.

time and fuel consumption to height and
sinking speed, but as there were good
tbermals about the figures may not have
meant a lot.. In the afternoon the performance was measured power-on round
an 80·km. triangle, the RF-5 being easily
the fastest. The SF-27M demonstrated its
climb-glide cruise technique, with 87
m.p.h. glide engine-retracted after climbing power-on at 50 m.p.h.
On Monday morning the weather
looked much better for soaring and the
organisers set a 56-km. out-and-retuFn, in
which I Was to share an SF-25B
FalJc,e with Christian Gad, Scheibe's
demonstration pilot and son-in-law.
After accounts of the internationals, a
56-km. task must sound quite pathetically easy, but when the outward leg is
set into a 15-knot wind and most of the
competitors have a gliding angle no
better than 1: 25, the story becomes quite
different. We were both determined to
stick: to the rules, which said we must tly
there and back without engine. land and
take off again and repeat the task Without power. Engine start was to mean the
equivalent of a landing.
We spent some time circling to ~ain
height without the engine (fuel to heJ~t
was also to be marked), crossed the hne
at the compulsory 800 metres, and were
soon iD a large thermal giving 1!-2 ffi.
lift with a gaggle of others. 1 was surprised to see an RP-3 circlin~ happily
above us witb engine off, and although
we were catching him slowly, he reached
c10udbase before us and was away. We
set off behind an SF-27M, which flew
straight ahead, scorning to do any more
than reduce speed in thennals, and was
soon lost to sight. We had almost been
blown back to the start line by now, and
our next glide took us over the town of
Ebermannstadt, where a very blue swimming pool seemed to remain for hours
in the same place below us.
The cross..country speed of a twoseater glider when the flying is shared between both pilots relates to the lowest
level of confidence of the two. When
there Was any doubt whether we should
;0 straight or deviate from course to a
likely cloud, we deviated; when it was a
question of a few more turns in weak
lift to reach cloud base or to press on, we
always· took the few more. ·After· one
hour we had gone halfway-there were
no other gliders in sicl1t and conditions
were g~tting worse. Morale was low.

Suddenly we ran into 3 metres lift and
the autobahn marking the turning point
was in sight. We daringly flew straight
ahead along a cloud street and there was
strong lift all the way. On rounding we
were heartened to see otber gliders behind us. Little did we know that they
were on their second trip!
Morale now high, we topped up with
some more height and still more daringly
set off to see if we could reach base in
a ~trajght glide. Having no calculator,
but with a IS-knot wind behind us, it
was clear long before the sum had been
worked out that we would get back
easily. Somehow it seemed wrong to have
fought for 1 hr. 42 min. to do 28 km.
and then be able to get back without
effort. The speed went up to 60 knots,
then on to 70, 80 and finally, with
Chr~stian pulling hard on the propeller
brake. we were doing 100 knotsactually keeping up with an SF-27M on
his final glide. This was it! We were
really in the race.
All of a sudden the wire broke and the
propeller spun madly. 1 had to reduce
speed rapidly to keep engine revs within
limits. At a subdued speed we completed
our circuit and landed. The return trip
had' taken 23 min. We shouted a greeting to the SF-27M pilot. A shoc.k for us
-he had done two trips to our one,
4S m~n. for the first and 42 min. for the
second.
Our second attempt got us to the other
side of the valley before thermals
stopped for the day, and we retrieved
ourselves by air from 300 fL over a
wood.
The RF-S flew back to Cologne on
Monday morning. A Czech delegation
showed pictures er a power,ed vers.ion of
the Blanik: with pylon-mounted 3-eylinder JAWA two-stroke engine. This will be
available as an add-on to existing
Blaniks.
The main impression we brought back
is that motor gliders in Germany and
Austria are now accepted oy both
authorities and pilots, and that their
numbers will now rapidly increase. As
reported in the OCtober issue of S. & G.,
a 537-km. flight on a SF-27M has been
accepted for a Diamond badge, and
thr~ motol" gliders flew in the Gennan
Nationals (one ho's concours), one SF27M finishing 21st out of 44 Standard
Class gliders.
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NATIONAL ENTRY LIST FOR 1969
HERE will be a total of 80 places in
T
National Competitions in 1969, 40
places in the Open CLasham, 17th-26th
May) and 40 places in the StandardSport (Dunstable, 7th-15th June). If
either of these competitions is oversubscribed, entry will be controlled by
the 1969 Nationals Entry List, rules for
the compilation of which were published
in SAtLPLANE & GUOING, August-September, 1968. The first 158 names on this list
are given below: pilots who believe their
rating scores to be wrong should write to
the Flying Committee, British Gliding
Association; Artillery Mansions, 75
Victoria Street, London, S.W.1, giving
details of competition ftown in, in 1967
and 1968.
In the following list, column 1 gives
pilots' order of ranking for entry into
1969 Nationals, column 3 gives pilots'
end-of-I968' rating points and column 4
gives details of the 1968 competitions
which have been used to arrive at these
points. The key to the symbols in column
4 is as follows (1968 competitions
throughont):
O-Qpen
S-Sport
A-Bjcester, Heat Size 38
B-Nympsfield, Heat Size 23
C-Wycombe,Heat Size 22.9
D-Lasham, Heat Size 21
E-Dart Comps., Heat Size 17.57
F-Northems, Heat Size 13
X indicates that the pilot flew in a competition in 1967 but did not compete in
Nationals in 1968 nor improved his
position by competing in a Heat in 1968
(hence points remain the same as at the
end of 19(7).
Numbers after the above letters in
column 4 indicate pilot's final placing in
the relevant competition after the operation of Rule 3(aXv) of the Entry Selection System if applicable.
"Heat Sizes" have been adjusted in
accordance with Rules 3(aXv) and 3(bXii)
of the Entry Selection System.
1968

Pos.

Name
I. Bunon, G. E.
2. Delafield, J.
3.=Cardlff, J. D.
3.=Strachan, I. W.
5. Goodhart, H. C. N.
6. Bums, Anne

500

PoinJs Camp.
835.0
X
804.0
0.1
S.3
763.9
S.I
763.9
X
762.0
O.
738.0

7. Tanner, L. E. N.
Dune-Drummond, A. J.
Gough, A. W.
Wheeler, J. H.
Greaves. C. M.
Hanneman. P.
Carrow. D. D.
Garrod. M. P.
Wi1liamson. J. S.
Scot!, P. M.
Withall. C. L.
Slater, i. W.
Atkinson. G. B.
Innes. D. S.
Watson, C. W. D.
Bentson, C. W.
G<:>ld!borough, J. B.
Shcphard. E. G.
Wilkillson. K. G.
Dimock, H, R.
Foot, R. A.
Smith. N. W.
Plumb, F. A.
JOlles, R.
Ilird, M.

8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
}2.

33.
34.
3"5.
36.
37,
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
SO.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.

ZolOv. D. V.

Blake. K. W.
Harris<>u. K.
Stanley, J. H.
Hood, L. S.
James, P. W.
Smith, M. J.
Davies. S.
E1lis. J. J.
Ince. D. H.. G.
Kahn. W. A. H.
Livesay, M. H.
Donald, C. C.
Watson, A. J.
Goldncy, P.
Keogh. B.
Lovell, C. D.
Orme, H.
Wills, T. J.
Bri<l>oun,e, R.
Fitchcll, B.
Cousins, R.
Burgess, P. G.
St. Pierre, A. H. G.
Williams, P. W.
Day, C. G.
Lilburn, D. W.
Pennycuick, C.
Fielden, 1. S.
Seth-Smith, M. P.
Will., P. A.
HansQII, D. F.
Zeallcy, T. S,
Jenycki, E.
Newall, R- W. B.
MorTison. S. A. J
Kcaron, N. W.
Smoker, J. L.
Robinson, E. J.
Jeft"rics, J. R.
Dunn. R. A. E.
Stcvcnson. J. N
Hale, R. J.
Wailer, F. F.
Wills"", B. J.
Walson, B. B. C.
Pozerskis, P.
McMuIIin, T. A.
Somcrville., A.

719.0
715.0
7/4.0
704.0
703.6
695.0
690.0
674.0
653.0
641.0
630.0
618.7
618.1
618.0
615.2
612.4
612.3
612.2
612.1
612.0
611.9
611.8
607.9
604.0
600.8
597.6
596.5
595.3
595.2
595.0
594.9
594.8
593.9
593.0
590.8
589.0
587.0
585.0
584.0
583.0
576.0
569.0
567.0
565.0
563.0
561.0
556.7
552.4
5SO.1
547.8
547.7
547.6
546.0

544.4

539.2
534.0
532.3
530.6
530.3
530.0
528.5
527.0
526.5
526.0
525.2
524.3
524.1
528.3
520.9
518.0
517.8
517.6
517.1
516.6

S.2
S.5
0.5
S.4
~.2
X
0.9
0.13
0.3
0,4
OJI

S.8
S.13
A.I
S.7
B.I
5.6
C.I
0.6
0.1
S.IO
A.2
0.10
E.I
S.14
F.I
S.9
A.3
S.lI
B.2
0.7
C.2
S.21
D.2
X

A.4

0.21
B.3
S.12
C.3
X
A.5
X
D.3
0.15
F.2
0.14
A.6
S.18
E.3
S.19

B.4

S.15

C.4

X
A.7
0.8

1).4

S.24
A.8
X
B.5
5.16
C.5
S.25
F.3
S.23
A.9

X

0.5
S.17
B.6
S.21

SI. Wills. S. B.
82. Re<lman, S. J.
83. S.ai""s. R.
84. Lane. P. D.
85. Warminger. A. H
86. Carr. V. C.
87. Paddick. G. R.
8S. Brownlow. B.
89. Welsh, J. H.
90. Bridson, D. S.
91. Findon. J. A.
92. Wilkinson. N. A.
93. Brook. G. F.
94. Johnson. M. W.
95. S,oodar,. R. C.
96. Fcakcs, R.
97. Evans. J. A.
98. =Scarborough, G.
98.=Przcwlocki, J. K.
98. = Barrc11, G.
101. Marrio.!, S. H.
102. Simll'OI1, C. R.
103. Marlow, T. W.
104. Neilson, P. J.
105. Buckley, PhiUipa
106. Ellis, C. A. P.
107. HOSg, H. J.
108. Purdie, P. G. H
109. S'ark, E.
1l0. Shc:pard, F. W. L.
lll. Tull, V. F.
111. Noaves. R. A.
113. Smi'h, R. 1.
114. Aus,in. D. G.
115. Grenet, P.
116. Wills, C.
117. Me<lland. M. R.
118. Morgan. K. C.
119. Kcrridge, D. C.
110. Frank. L.
121. Lyndon. R. J.
121. James. D. B.
123. Cole. R. T.
124. Riddell. O. M. R.
125. Pope, M. H. B.
126. Bacon, G. MeA.
127. Barrows, J.
128. Dobson. B. F.
129. Bobbin. T. G.
130. Meddings, E. J.
l31. Prestwich, R. H.
132. Neumann. G. S.
133. Honey, M.
134. Paul. 1.
135. Bowley, O.
136. Kronfeld, J. R. W,
137. Gee, M. I.
138. Watson, Palrida
139. Hill, M. B.
140. Whiffen, A. H.
141. Knipe, F.
141. Simoos, M.
143. Ma1'by. H. W.
144. Ismall, A. O.
145. Aldridge. K. R.
146. Stone, A. J.
147. McBroom. G. P.
148. Seallon, O. P. L
149. Stenhouse. A.
ISO. Wills. S. F. E.
151. Shipton, Pamel.
152,.-S'alford Allen, R. C.
IS_.=Hatch. O.
152.=Bailey. N. L.
155. Norlh. E. A.
156. Corbell, T. W. E.
I 57. M .cdonald A
158. Pumell. A.' D.'

514.8
513.0
511.0
509.0
5OS.5
508.0
500.5
493.0
4-91.0
489.0
487.5
486.0
479.8
473.6
473,4
473.2
473.1
473.0
473.0
473.0
469.5
466.0
459.5
453.0
452.6
452.2
450.6
449.0
446.3
443.6
443.3
443.0
442.1
441.2
441.1

441.0
440.0
439.0
431.5
424.0
421.0
418.0
416.7
415,4
413.7
412.0
408.6
405.2
404.1
403.0
398.0
393.0
392.9
392.8
391.9
391.0
382.2
373,4
369.4
365.4365.2
365.0
364.0
363.0
361.0
359.0
357.0
355.0
352.0
349.0
34S.5
348.0
348.0
348.0
347.5
347.(}
346.5
346.0

C.6
0.22
A.10
X

E..5

0.18
0.6
0.12
A.II
X
B.7
0.20
F,4
0.27
C.7
0.19
A.12
X
E.6
X
A.l3
0.23
B.8
X
C.8
S.26
A.14
0.17
D.8
S.30
F.5
X
B.9
S.31
C.9
0.24
A.15
S.36
E.7

With specialist equipment by Lucas which
overcomes all your charging and trailer
lighting problems.

, 15 ACR Alternator. 2 2TU Trailer
Signalling & Lighting Relay Unit,
3 L770 Stop/Tail/Flasher Lamp.
4 L740 Front & Side Marker Lamps,
5 Reflex Reflectors.

From lucas Agents or good garages enrywhert.

0.-

A.16
0.25

0.9
S.-

B.IO

0.C.lD
S.28
A.17
X
E.8
X
F.6
S.33
A.18
0.28

0.10
S.37
B.1l
S.35

C.1I

X
A.19
X
£.9
0.35
B.12
X

c.n

X
A.20

X

F.7
X
A.21

Electrical equipment

X

JOSEPH

X
C.l3

The Be5t Th.t you c.n buy.
LUCAS LTD'

BIRMINGHAM
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POLISH GLIDERS
...ORHA....IER.SA...ERGLIDING

HERE ARE .JUST TWO GLIDERS-BOTH
DESIGNE'D FOR PERFORMANCE FLIGHTS
UNDER VARIOUS ATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONS,

SINGLE·SEATER, FOKA 4 is lllig 11 . . . lIilII ... Ill... dill 11 0$11'1, ••d is dlsil••' fIE ~
fliehb 11IIII. IIIJ IlllHlSphlrit! Cllldilitos.
lIiIIllIIIII: 15 MU. AspKt rn: 18.5. Bat 1lIidi1ll rIIiI: 34
H... ucad.: 2lill killalRlS 11II8. flJill& wli&bl: 3861li~

TWO·SEATER, BOCIAN
DUI to as m.", f1iaht ,_litill under VllJinl IbermittondiliOllS, Boalll is SIillIbll f.
IIIIyp1S 11 ~ fIiItlb. .... piIIb' .....11 in lIndlll, lid ..... lIi aiIIIid
CIIIIJIl ClI.IIIII$, wbieb ..... tblllid.. idee! fir _
lrlinifta.

Mol SlIIR: 18 IRItr8S, AslIICI rllil: 1&.5. 8ISIlfiliAI ratio: 26
H..,. aCllll.: 2lIO IliPIIm 11II • • flrilll aeilht: 525 kilapmlS.

MOTOIMPORT
PRZEMYSLOWA 26. WARSAW, POLAND
Cables: Motorim, Warszawa.
Tel: 28-50-71

Sole Agent in U. K.
NORCO AVI.ATION LIMITED
BURRELL ROAD, HaYWARD,S HEATH, SUSSEX. Tel: 51771
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COMPETITION SCORING AND HANDICAPPING
By GERRY BURGESS
HE welcome introduction of handicapping to all British competitions
T
has virtually put paid to any possibility
of introducing a Wallington type of
method of scoring our future competitions; our refined handicap percentages
cannot be applied to placings.
The particular advantages claimed for
a placing system were its simplicity and
its tendency to produce a final placing
list which was similar to that provided
by conventional scoring methods. Having
had a hand in scoring two competitions
this season (and having given up at an
early stage trying to check scores when
competing in two others), I can well understand the search for a simpler system.
Few would argue with the suggestion
that our scoring system is COIllplicated,
but most would agree that it is reasonably fair in its results.
How can our scoring system be simplified and yet be acceptable to competition
pilots (and perhaps even professional
statisticians)? With the possible exception that we might consider dropping X
from all tasks, the present method of
scoring distance taSks can hardly be improved, but this is not so in the case of
speed tasks, the scoring for which is
tedious and complicated. The following
simplifying changes are therefore suggested:
(a) Let us stop squaring the speed.
_
(b) Use elapsed time in minutes and
decimals for calculating finishers'
speed marks.
(c) Let maximum speed marks awarded
to the winner always be 1000.

I

Cd) Distance marks to be scored by nonfinishers only.
(e) Distance marks for the whole course
(L-X) to be equal to the marks
scored by the slowest finisher.
(f) Retain Y for purposes of determining maximum daily points.
The suggested formulae would then

be:

For gliders which complete the course,
1000 E
marks= --e-'For gliders which do not complete,
Z(L-R-X)
marks=
L-X

Where E is elapsed time of fastest glider
e is elapsed time of glider considered
Z is the lowest value of
1000 E
e
L, R, X have the same meaning
as given in the BGA Competition Handbook.
If the above method is applied to the
1968 Open Nationals at Husbands Bosworth, the final unhandicapped placing
list is substantially the same as that
obtained by the present BGA system.
Pre!ClJt DGA sY'tem:
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. 8, 9. 10. 11, 12, 13, 14.
Propose<! system:
I, 2. 3. 5. 4, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 13, 8, 14. U.

The worst anomaly (if it is an
anomaly) which arises using this speed
Sl;:oring system would occur when very

-~

~

GIVE WEATHER FOR CHRISTMAS

1I!f~
!f

The popular monthly magoskte of the Royal Meteorological Society.
To help you solve your Christmas gift probI- we o~r 13 months
of WEATHER for the usual annual subscription of 36.. post fr_.
Just send 365. and your friend's name and address to W~her, 49 Cromwell Road,
london, S.W.7 and we will despatch the December 1968 issue on 16th December, with
your greetings and a note about your gift of w•.al1ur for 12 months of 1969.
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j
!f
!lit'

i

Forthco"'ing articles on Thunderstorms, Contrails and distralls, the Sportsmans' weather, Dep".s,
sions... W ••ther ecet1Ofnics, Historical snowfalls. GiMd twill' .te. and every month your own
long range •••
'orecasts .and w..ather log.
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few gliders finish a race in vastly different
elapsed times. For instance, if only two
gliders finished, one taking twice as long
as the other, and the nearest non-finisher
landed just short of the goal, scores
would be (40 competitors, 1000 points
day):
Present BGA system
Pr"posed SYSlem

1..,

2nd'

Jrd

ICOO
1000

963
500

949
499

In practice, this sort of thing does not
seem to occur. A check of races in
League 1 since 1961 in which between
two and ten ~liders finished shows th.at
on average the slowest finisher took It
times as long as the fastest (range: 1.33
to 1.67, seven races relevant).
Actual differences in scores wQuld thus
more typically be:
(a) Husbands Bosw{)fth. Open 1968,
race to Ny,mosfield (four finished);
i.., 2nd 3,d 41h 51h
Present system
Proposed system
Speed (km.h.l

846 818 816 804 689
846 710 706 638 586
81.8 68.8 68.2 61.7 (-)

(b) Husbands Bosworth. Open 1%8,
race ,to Sandiacre, etc., and return
(23 finished}:
1..,

Present system
Proposed system
Speed (km./h.)

121h 23,d 241h

1000 758 523 334
1000 795 524 5\0
7H 60.3 39.6 (-)

COSIM AND COOK
Variomelers and

Com~sses

PumeU Audio Units
Navigational Grids fined 10 old and
ne .. Cook Compasses
Multiple (4 Tube) Air Connllctor~ for
speedy instrumenl panel rigging
Burton Total Energy Units for
2 litre Capacities

i

and

Irving Venluries jlnd WilIer Trap.
Cosim !lest Speed Scale Holcleu
CQ$im Nose Pilots
Barographs Calibtated

leallets !,om:

Cobb.. Slater lust CO. Ltd.
"COS1M" WORKS, DARLEY DALE,
MAnOCK, DERBYSHIRE 064 2GG.
Telephone: D~RlEY DALE 2538

(2) As (I) but a further 20 gliders complete the race at slower speeds: the
scores of the 100% and 90% gliders
first considered now become 1000
IJI 11h 14th 21 ... 281h 29th
and 896 marks respectively, i.e.,
Present system
1000 850 756 713 629 252
Proposed system
1000 887 806 769 685 532
much closer to the result which
Speed (m.p.h.)
71.1 63.0 57.3 54.6 48.7 (-)
might be expected.
These three sets of results demonstrate
(3) Assume eight out of 40 gliders, each
the comparatively little difference which
with 80% handicaps, have completed
dropping speed-squarin& makes,. and also
a race and that 31 others have
give an indication of the improved con- .
landed short. One glider, handicap
100%, is still airbome w~thin gliding
tinuity in points scored by the pearest
distance of the goal. The pilot
non-finisher relative to the slowest
finisher if distance marks are scored in
knows he has taken about twice as
the manner proposed.
long as the winner and that thereAll the foregoing has referred to 00fore if he lands at the goal he will
handicapped scQring. Our present method
score about 860 marks (he always
carries a slide-rule in the cockpit and
of applying handicap percentages is built
his crew work in Intelligence). Being
into t.he scoring system in sUch a way
a clued-up pilot, he also knows that
that it can often be unfair. Take the
the absurdities of our handicap
following cases:
system are such that if he lands just
(1) Two gliders out of 40 complete a
race in the same elapsed time, one
short of the goal he will score 999
glider has a 9(}% handicap, the other
marks instead of the 860 marks for
finishing ... ridiculous!
100%. Under the present handicap
There seems to be a very simple
scoring system the 100% glider scores
answer to all this (provided We stop
1000 marks, the 90% glider scores
squaring the speed) and this is to work
990 marks, .an effective handicap
out scores unhandicapped and then
ratio of 100 to 99 instead of the lOO
simply apply the relevant handicap perto 90 which one might expect.
(C)
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League 1, 1963, race to Chivenor (28
finished):

centages to 'produce handicap scores.
There is only one snag about this: we
still have a system of R3:ting points
governin.g entry into Nationals and so,
for National Competitions only, it would
be necessary to apply the handicap percentages in such a way that parity is
maintained between the Open and Sport
Classes. The following method is suggested:
I. Open Class Nationals
(i) Let 80% be taken as a "handicap
factor" of 1000 (ie., BS-l, Diamant
18, etc.).
(ii) Other gliders in the Open Natjooals
would be given "handicap factors"
in proportion, e.g., Dart 17 at 90%
handicap would be given a "handicap factor" of 90% -;- 80% =: 1.125.
Ka-6E at 96~(, handicap would be
given a "handicap factor" of 96°,(, -;80% = 1.200. And so on for all
gliders in the competition.
2. Sport Class Nationals
(i) Let 90% be taken as a "handicap
factor" of 1000 (Le., Dart 17).
(ii) Other gliders would be given "handicap factors" in proportion, e.g.,
Ka-6E would be given a "handicap

factor of 96 %-;- 90% = 1.067. And so
on for all iliders in the competition.
3. Method of applying Handicap Factors
fi) Calculate uohandicapped s cor e s
using the method suggested in this
article.
(ii) To calculate handicap score. for a
particular glider, simply multiply
unhandicapped scores by the glider's
"handicap factor". Occasionally,
scores of over 1000 will result. but
this is not the end of the world.
If this method of applying handicap
percentages is used in conjunction with
the scoring system suggested in this
article for arriving at the handicap
placing list for the 1968 Open Nationals
at Husbands Bosworth. the tinal placing
list is substantially the same as that produced by present scoring and handicapping methods:
Present BGA meth<><ls:
I, 2. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. 9, 10, 11. 12.
Proposed methods:
1. 2. 4. 5. 3, 6, 8. 9, 7, 10, 12. 11.

At the beginning of this article I
suggested that we might consider eliminating X from our scoring system. We are
all aware that X is supposed to represent
the glide distance which can be a~hieved

'THREE COUNTIES
AERO CLUB LTD.
BIClckbushe Airport, Camberley, Surrey
(ON A30 TRUNK ROAl> -

A5 MINS. FROM LONDON)

"Special Courses for Gljder Pilots to obtain
Private Pilot's Licence
NorlTlal Courses for Private Pilot's licence
Night Flying...; InstruITl8l1t Flying - R/T
.Board of r rade Approved Courses 35 hours
Residential Courses available
Licensed Bar

C.F." Derek Johnson
YATELn 3747 (Managementl

2152 (Op.rationsl
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SAILPLANE AND ENGINEERING
SERVlCES LIMITED
Holtnfleld Road. Buxton
Derbyshire
Adjoining A53

R.ing Buxton 4365 NOW
C of A's
REPAIRS
REFINISHfNG
TRAILERS

Fu:Uy approved staff with
years of manufacturing experietu;:e in wood and metaL
FOR SALE
OLYMPIA 2
Spares, Tailplane
Rudder, Fuselage
Wing etc. Offers
from the competition launch height of
(normally) 2,000 ft. I should like to
suggest that we drop X altogether: the
adoption of the following would help to
reduce the necessity for retaining X:
(a) Launch height should generally be
1,600 ft. instead of 2,000 ft. (Added

advantages: quiclter turn-round of
tugs, safer in many weather conditions such as 2,000 ft. 'C1oudbase or
1,600 ft. inversion; cheaper.)
(b) No relight pennitted after a second
outlanding.
(e) Last launch to be set at, say, 4 p.m.
instead of the 6 p.m. normally
adopted. (Added advantages: less
frustration for start-line and finishline observers and competition organisers in general; some pilots
other than John D. (perhaps!) and
some crews would welcome this
change also.) Actual time of last
launch would, of course, be at the
discretion of the Competition Director and would depend on weather of
the day, etc.
(d) All pilots having a contest lal,lnch
who do not exceed 20 km. along the
course will be assumed to have landed at a point 20 km. along the
course (Le., tbe minimum value of
L- R will be 20 km, and the lengtb
of the course for scoring purposes
will be L and not L- X).
If simplification of scoring methods on
the lines suggested above is adopted,
,the end results will be much the same as
those obtained by our present complicated methods, and the necessity for
competition computer time will also
diminish.
And a good thing too t

A STANDARD CLASS CIRRUS
ARTIN SCHEMPP sends news of a
M
IS-metre version of the Cirrus
being produced by the Schempp-Hirth
firm.
It is of glass-fibre and plastie foam
sandwich eonstruction, as the present
Cirrus. The wing, though similar in plan,
has a slightly more noticeable dihedral
angle, and other obvious, differences are
a slight sweepback of tail surfaces and
rudder, and, above all, a T-tail (the
Cirrus started with a V-tail, which was
soon changed to the conventional type).
The machine will be supplied with
eIther fixed wheel or retractable wheel.
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Martin Schempp writes that the prototype is expected to fiy in February, 1969,
and that the fiJlll hopes to start series
production in the middle of next year.
Technical Data
Span, metres
Wing section
Wing area
Empty weight
A.U.W.
Glide ratio at 48! kt.
Never-exceed speed, kt.
Min. sink at 38 kt., ft./sec.

IS

Wortmann
sq./ft. 109
Ibs.419
lbs. 728
1: 37

119

1: 87

FINAL RESULTS: RAFGSA 8icesler 4th-13th Seplember
Open Cia..
H'cap
Pilol
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
I!.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

C. W. O. Watson
F. A. Plumb
J. H. Stanley
M. H. Livesay
H. Orme
A. H. G. St. Pierre
D. F. Hanson
S. A. J. Monison
F. F. Waller
R. Staines
J. H. Welsh
J. A. Bvans
S. H. L. Marrioll
H. J. Orme
M. R. Medland
R. J. [yndon
T. G. Bobbin
O. Bow~
H. W.
altby
Pamela Shipton
E. A. North
T. J. Slack·
C. A. Ha)'es

%
100
96
98
lOO
96
96
96
96
lOO
96
96
96
80
96
96
lOO
100
100
lOO
100
96
100
100

I

Sailplane

Ka-6cR
Ka-6i!
Skylark 4
Skylark 3
Ka-6E
J<a-6E
J<a-6.E
J<a-61!:
Ka-6cR
Olympia 419
K.-6"
Olympia 419
SHK
OlympIa 419
Ka-6E
Ka-6ca
Ka-6cR
MD-I
Ka-6cR
Ka-6cll
Ka-61!
M-lOO
Javelot

1000
1000
9~7

817
724
882
124
747
271
127
572
808
705
624
220
69
102
306
94~

77

682

367
0
191

2
860

3
1000

4
1000

48~

931
1000
888
812
951
951
973
900
893
951
951
750

8j9
927
931
923
785

154
714
6~0

73
596
294
596
860
222
341
749
137
514
111
135
135
160
80
70
0
265
30

660
900
896

327
712
910
743
83
299
118
24

~

1000

1000
837
644
617
765
1000
483
483
745
64
881
690
550
899
580
870
580
870 798
518
912
490 726
747
0
901
~77
604
318
170 631
74
~84
244 248
~31
348
117 517
424
0

6
1000

7
1000

TOlal
'points

~S6

~831

~83

~378
~3~

1000
860
801
981
649
740
891
926 922
766
794
1000 870
583
796
38l} 780
730
0
908

-

163
0

~82

731
592
0
731
352
438
46
0

-

586
662
649
254
295
0
319
~90

0
27
0

~643

5087
5002
4802
4582
4499
4384
4280
3872
3600
3512
3054
3027
2962
2816
2608
2269
1983
1090
669

T,\SKS: Oa.y 1-9O-km. ~oal race to Henlow via MIIA4~ junction. Day 2-98-km. Out-and-Return
via Long Marston sheds. Day 3-316-km. Out-and-Return via Mendlcsham A/'F. Day 4-79-km.
Out-and-Return via Olney Church. Day 5-127-km. Out-and-Return via Cheltenham Racecourse. Day 6
-141-km. Out-and-Return via M~/M50 junction. Day 7-95-km. Goal race to Husbands Bos,,'orth
via Chipping Nonon.

Club Ch,"
To/al

H'cap
Pi/ol

P. J. Kelly
R. Wishart
C. J. N. Waller
J. O. Benoist
M. Wilton-Jones
L. Barnes
J. Pigno1
A. T. Farmer
J. A. Bennell
T. R. F. Grant
C. Slack
J. A. El1erbeck,
Sarah Witson
13. T. R. Cawthome
14. T. 1. TIlomas
15. I. L Smithbelow IS (H.C.)
R. C. Stafford Alien
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

,"

0'

112
112
112
125
125
12.5
112
12;5
12.5
12~

125
125

Sailplane

l<a-8
J<a-8
Ka-8
Olympia 2
Olympia 2
Olympia 2
SF-20
Olyltlpia 2
Olympia 2
Olympia 2
Olympia 2
Olympia 2

1000

1000

1000

2.80

1000

1000

952

840
4
904
824
839
1000
4

655
592
602
485
134
1000

157
96
134
265
280
1~3

475
475
587
885
216

984
966
594
251
493
63
171
317
349
1000
73
496

200
243
169
164
0

403
715
992
384
512
576
480
433
499
412
1000

1000
1000
0
927
860
809
1000
305
809
0

684
858
864
939
915
13
952
609
12
I

192
419
423
80

305
809
728
423

7
7
13
1

1782
1749
1244

486

167

0

1222

84~

850
878
224
52J

~oo

12~

Olympia 2
Skylark 2
Skylark 2

54

108
108

107
523

134
93
138

349
259
0

74
10
126
79

114

T-49

~

0

0

3

-

-

Porn'~

4703
4231

4090

407~

4033
3614
3307
3227
3163
3042
2182
1811

~ASKS:

Day I-~g.km_ Goal ""'e 10 Henlow. Da.y 2-Frec Distance. Day 3-1 34.km. Out-and-R,tum
vIa St. NeolS Cooling Towers. Day 4--60-km. Out-and-Return via Edllehill. Day 5-77·km. Out-andReturn via Moreton-in-Marsh A/F. Day 6--88.~-km. Trianglo Si/verslone-Edgehill·Enstone-Bicl!Ster.
Da)' 7-58-km. Goal race to flusbands llosworth.

AWARDS-Th~ Geoffr.ey de Havilland
I:lying Foundation grants awards every
SIX months to recommended applicants
between 17 and 24 years. Latest recipie~ts include i\ndrew Baker, Wycombe
Air Park; Angela Smith, London Gliding

Club; and Elizabeth Douglas (second
daughter of Ann Welch). The first two
are awarded £50 each for a PPL course,
and Elizabeth £50 for a Gliding Instruc·
tor's course.
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SWISS DIAMANT - WORLD'S LEADING SAILPLANE

.,:

,. .

,.. . ~~
, ,

DIAMANT 16.5

...:-~~.

'

DUTY FREE

Diamant 16.5 £2,500 apprcox. Glide angle 1.42 at 55 kts.
Diamant 1 8..
£3,,050 approx. Glide angle t45 at 55 kts.
The superb finish and camber changing flaps give the highest
inter-thermal speeds plus the ability to climb with the best.
We were so sure of the superiority of DIAMANTS that we
reserved last year a large quota for delivery in January 1969.
Write for technical information, finance arrangements and
illustrated leaflet to the sole U.K. Agents:

THORPE AVIATION LTD.,

In Lincoln Road. Peterborough.

lel. 68818

Manufacturers:

Flug·undFabrzeugwerke AG, 9422 A1tenrhein, Switzerland.
DIAMANT la-FIRST U.K. 500 km. TRIANGLE.
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KRONFELD OIARY
First Wednesday elllC:b Dlonth at 8 pom.
Dec. 4 Ken Owen will talk Around
Computers
.. 18 CHRISTMA$ PARTY
Jan. 1 The Battle of Britain film-in
the making. By John Blake.

AVIA nON ART SOCIETY
HE ninth Aviation Art Exhibition
T
was held in the Kronfeld Club from
6th-19th November, when over 80
paintings on all aviation subjects were
exhibited. The special section this year
was for the best painting of a Tiger
Moth. and the Harry Cooper Memorial
Trophy awarded for the first time went
to Gerald Coulson .as winner of this
section. Winners are as follows:
The "Flight" TlWkard - ' for tbe best
over~l exbibit by a professional artist,
to M,ichael Turner; 2nd, Roy Noc.
kolds; 3rd. Roger Steel.
COMMBNDED-Gerald Coulson.
The Kronfeld OJaUenge Trophy-for the
best overall exhibit by a non-professional artist, to Norman Hoad; 2nd,

Edmund MiUer; 3rd, Brian Witbams.
The Gliilillg Prize-for the best painting
of a gliding subject by a professional
or non-professional a.rtist, to Brian
Witllams.
The Water Colour Prize-for the best
water-colour by a professional or non·
professional artist, to Kenneth McDonough.
COMMENDED-John Palmer.
Best First Eotry--Edmund Miller.
Among the photographs on the centre
pages are the winning paintings by Roy
Noclwlds, Gerald Coulson and Brian:
Withams..
If you did not have a l;hance to get
along t.o see this exhibition, many of the
paintings are still on view at the Kronfeld Club and the Society is, of cOU\"SC,
always prepared to arrange special commissions by its members at roughly catalogue prices, which range from ten
guineas upwards.
All enquiries should be addressed to
the Hon. Secretary, Mrs. Y. Bonham, 11
Great Spilmans, Dulwich, London,
S.E.22. Telephone 01-693 3033.

SOUTHERN

SA1LPLANES
WINTER IS HERE AGAIN!

NOW is the time to have your C of A
carried out.
Let us quote you for your particular
sailplane, powered glide:r or light
aircraft..
Competitive prices.
Professional workmanship.
Repairs, modifications and overhauls
i.n wood, glass-fibre and metal.
Write to: Ralph Jones, Southern Sailplanes, Thruxton
AirfIeld, Andover, Hampshire.
Tel. Weyhill 373
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GLIDING CERTIFICATES
DIAMOND GOAL
No. Name
Club
1968
2/269 A. R. B.
..
Hyde. Cornish
30.12.67
2/270 K. G.
Wilkinson Airways
12.4
2/271 T. 1. Thomas Heron
S.s
2(272 B. F. Dobson Bicester
5.5
2[273 R. Bradley
S. Command 12.4
2/274 D. C. Stevens Surtey &
Hants
28.7
2/275 R. L.
19.6
Fortescue Cambridge
Surrey &
2/276 M.. I. Gee
Hants
9.6
2/277 J. H.
BlackmoT'e NAE AC
28.7

GOLD C COMPLETE
No. Name
207 M. I. 'Gee
212 A. R. B. Hyde
213 K. G.
Wilkinson
214 B. F. Dobson
215 D. lones
216 J. H.
Blackmore

Club
1968
Surrey &
Hants
9.6
30.12.67
Cornish
Airways
Bicester
Moonrakers

12.4
5.5
5.5

NAE AC

28.7

GOLD C HEIGHT
Name
Club
P. H. Guest
London/Essex
N. J. Paine
Thames Valley
J. E. Rouse
Thames Valley

1968
24.1
9.3
11.3

GOLD C DISTANCE
Name
Club
1968
T. J. Thomas
Heron
5.5
R. Bradley
S. Command
12.5
D. C. Stevens
Surrey & Hants 28.7
SILVER
No. Name
2274 F. Bell
2275 A. Fidler
2276 Miss M. paul
22n G. J. Knight
2278 P. A. G. Leach
2279 N. Hook
2280 D. J. R"benson
2281 J. M. George
;;111

C COMPLETE
,Club
1968
Devon & Somerset 12'.5
Perkins
5.7
Buno," & Derby
5.7
London
6.1
London
5.7
Eagle
23.6
Bic:e.!er
9.6
Cambridge Univ.
4.7

No.
2282
2283
2284
2285
2286
2287
2288
2289
2290
219.1
2292
2293
2294
2295
2296
2297
2298
2299
2300
2301
2302
2303
2304
2305
2306
2307
2308
2309
2310
2311
2312
2313
23:14
2315

Name
R. R. Hawkes
D. A. Pretlove
A. Twigg
A. N.
McPhadcn
J. P. Manin
D. J.. Edwards
A. C. Parrott
D. RichardsOD
N. Rabouhans
A. L. Thurlow
M. Gay
M. J. Conway
A. E. Carr
D. M. Wart!
E. Drummond
Z. B. Czamecki
Miss E. Wiltshire
J{. G. Coumell
E. A. Perry
J. H. Tu,cker
G. P. Copping
W. J. White
M. B. Steven.
M. R. Shellon
J. H. ElIi.
T. Hammond
T. Heaslip
G. H. Bennell
M. J. Bell
J. R. R. Brewer
D. Murcoll
R. B.arnes
V. Lawson
I. A. Ronald

2316 D. Harker
2317 A. Shelton
2318 1. H. Bryson
2319 N. A. J.
Antrobu.
2320 F. A. Woods
2321 A. Ab"2322 C. J. Gowthorpc
2323 R. A. Huck
2324 L. Dawson
2325 P. A. Jones
23;16 R. C. M.
Collinson

Club
Lakes
Twn Rivers
Fenland

1968'
7.7
12.4
2.6

Surrey &: Hants
USA
Mendips
D\>net
Coli. of Aero.
CotSwolds
Thames Valley
Cotswolds
Bristol
Kent
Cleveland.
Eagle
Moonraken
Bath & Wilts
634 G.S.
Bicester
Soulhdown
London
RAE
Coil. of Ae,.,.
Burton & Derby
Coventry
Portsmouth Naval
UI.ster & Shorts

19.6
21.6
26.7
28.7
28.7
27.7
28.7
28.7
2..8
21.7
7.4
28.7
23.7
28.7
7.8
12.8
13.<1
6.5
5.7
12.8
ilLS
18.8
18.8
10.8
18.8
20.4
18.8
24.4
25.8
20.8
22.8

Coventry

Phoenix
Cornish
2 G.S.
Anglia
Northumbria
Imperial College
Newcastle &
Teesside
SGU
Ulsler & Shorls

18.8
18.8
5.8

Surrey & Hants
London
Imperial College
Yorkshire
Surrey & Hants
Dorset Flying
Moonrakcrs

6.7
21.8
9.9
18.8
3.9
11.9
5.7

Biccster

22.9

JOHN HULME
Swaffham Road,
Tel. Bottisham 323
Cambs.

REPAIRS, A.R.B. WELDING,
C's of A, OVERHAULS.
149 and 1218 HIRE

I

CHRISTMAS CROSSWORD
By PHILlP and JUSTlN WILLS

ACROSS
1. Test·tcam finds these means of transport disw
turbing. (5-4)
6. Elemental groan. (5)
9. Redg Derig (5)
10. Two of the three means of transport. (3-3-3)
11. Not a st"'ight sport. (7)
J 2. Associate editor! Come to my bathroom I (6)
15. Milton said 22 served like this. (4)
16. Lighrning conductor. Or rate-fixer. (6-4)
20. Tonk for pilots. (3-7)
21. See 13 and 19. (4)
23. Get that e~tra energy! (6)
25. Non.Y to smoke in Havana with this. (7)
29. Many think gliders aren't, but airships are.
(9)

30. Dangerous low scat. (5)
31. Result. (5)
32. Return the maid and steer off. (9)

DOWN
I.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
13.
14.
17.
18.
19.
22.
24.
26.
27.

28.

Is the Post Office putting its head in the
clouds') (4)
On side in a mix-up. (9)
A horse in a hurricanc is not alane. (6)
Thermal creation. (5)
Knocks up. (4)
Declare with some weight. (8)
Serious excavation. (5)
It took one to ~at us. (6-4)
Stringy 21. (4-6)
A beam. (4)
Everyone's Aunt Sally. (4)
ReIease latent hcat. (9)
Alphabetical 21. (8)
Exhortation to waiters. (3-3)
Naglillll instruments. (5)
"town which clearly doesn't take the pill. (5)
lnsen the fifth letter in pla.cc of the third,

~ed~r~n~:' ~~ms

aglinst flying

into the

unknown. (4)
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OBITUARY
WALT~,R

GEORGIl

· ROFESSOR
GEORGIl was the
P
pioneer of the science of soaring
flight meteorology-C. E. Wallingtoo's
book 00 the subject is appropriately
dedicated to him. He got involved in
glicling when the series of meetings on
the Wasserkuppe mountain, beginning
in 1920, were held to develop the art of
soaring. By 1'924 it was decided to form
a national organisation to run Gennan
gliding, with Georgii at its <head; it was
called the Rhon-Rossitten Gesellschaft,
after the two gliding scl'lOols which it
ran in the Rhon Mountains (Wasserkuppe) and at Rossitten in East Prussi a .
Another institution headed by Georgii
in the 19305 was the Deutsche Forschungsinstitut fUr ~geltlug (German
Research Institute for Soaring Flight),
housed in a buiIdini on the ed~e of
Darsmstadt airfield, and he lent same
of its office accommodation and staff to
run the international organis;ition IsTUs,
forerunner of the present OS1'1\'. This
DFS did much met~ologica1 research.,
especially into therrnals around the airfield, and developed some sailplane
types. When the Nazis came to power
and expected every institution to send
them a message of welcome, Georgji,
according to my information, t:efused to
do so. He ceased Ito be head of the
RRG but remained as head of the DFS.
Georgii's first book, "Der Segelflug
unci seine Kraftquellen im Luftmeer"
(Soaring Flight and ·its Sources of Power
in the Atmosphere), was published in
1'922; at that time he thou2ht thermal
soaring was impracticable (see S. & G.
February, 1964, p. 15). A few years ago
he published a much more comprehensive book on Meteoroligy for Soaring
Pilots, in which he said that all the
sources of lift have now been disc.overea
(though curiously he omitted the sell"
breeze front).
For those curious to know what
Georgii did before glidingilgot" him,
there is his autobtography. "Porschen
und Fliegen", published in 1954.. He was
a meteorologist in the German Air
Force during the first world war, wher.e
t"hey dubbed hi~ "ii' (~onl:!unce~ "eeee"). He describes a sltuatlon 10 the
Middle East wbere German and British
air bases were not far apart and their
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pilots observed the utmost chivalry tQwards each other (the German C.O.
suggested a social meeting on neutral
ground but the British CO. turned it
down). Later he became meteorological
adviser to the 'Squadrons which bombed
London; he describes an occasion when
they disregarded his advice and came to
grief in a storm.
In this book, Georgii unfortunately
gives no details of the actual research
done at the DFS, nor is there the
slightest mention of his family, though a
photo of 'himself and his wife appears
on the dust jacket, and he has a son
who took up another branch of meteorology and recendy attended a symposium ·at Imperial College on cloud
physics.
Prof. Georgii was a strong promoter
of international co-operation in glidipg.
Soon after the BGA was formed, he
came over to lecture to th.e Royal Aeronautical Society on the past ten years
of soaring in Germany, and went around
advising on sites-it was he wh~ recommended Duostable Downs 10 ,the London Gliding Club. He turned UJil at al1
the international meetings he could get
to, and if you introduced yourself to
him, yoU would be welcomed with an
affectionate arm round your should~r.
.But in the last few years his health became variable and he was rarely seen
around.
ALEXANDER SCHLEICHER

A

LEX SCHLEICHER, the famous
. sailplane manufacturer, is reputed
to have begun his career as the village
carpenter of Poppenhausen, down in the
valley below the Wasserkuppe. When he
looked up and saw ~Iiders floating
around the skyline, he knew what he
had to· do with his life. There is a story
of a very rough ride he had in the front
seat of one of his machines, the first
Rhonadler, when Gmenhoff, in the back
seat, suddenly saw the centre of the
wing part company from the four upright struts which supported it above the
cockpit, so that it was only held on by
the diagol1,al struts on either side. Meanwhile a haPPY Schleicher was making
entertaining comments on his native
landscape below, all oblivious et the
ghastly sight just behind his head, 'Where
the wing was bobbing up and down in
response to every gust.

But Schleicher survived to continue
bis useful career. His series of machines
with names beginning with ..RhOn·...
which he produced during the 1930's
to the designs of Hans Jaltobs. became
popular throughout the world of &liding. and the post-war "Ka-" series to
Kaiser's design had an even greater sale.
Gliding has lost .a great cha1'acter.
EOMUND SCHNEIDER

W

HEN the popular Grunau Baby
first appeared in 1931. it was
known as the Schneider Baby. But the
improved Mark n, produced the next
year, was named after Wolf Hirth's
well-known gliding school, near which
it was built, and it became almost cer·
tainly the most numerous and longlasting sailplane type ever knownSlingsby made and marketed it. and
Ell iotts w~re still turning out virtually
the same machine when the design was
nearly 20 years old.
After the war, Sl;1hneider was persuad.w by the Australian gliding people
to set up a factory there. In addition to
variants of the Grunau, he produced a
number of new types designated by local
names liKe "Kookaburra" and "Boomerang", always with type designations
"ES" followed by a number. But he became homesick and left to join Wolf
Hirth's factory in Germany, leaving his
son Harry in Australia to carry on the
good work.

A. E.

SLATER.

THIRTY YEARS AGO
INApril, 1938, British glider pilots put
upZ,046 miles of cross-country
soaring within a month-easily a record.
It started on Sunday the 3rd, when
Ph.ili.p Wills was trying out his new
Mmlmoa, acquired from Wolf Hirth.
Outstanding contributions to this: total
were made from the Cambridge Club's
camp at Huish and Inkpen, south of
Marlborougb, .and an Easter aerotow-·
Ing meeting at Ratcliffe aerodrome Dear
Leicester. From Leicester. Wills beat his
previous record. with I 10 miles into
G~ouce~tershire. and all! the same day
KIt. Nlcholson went 118 miles from
.H:ulsh to Bigbul'y-on-Sea. 'Next day

(18th) John Fox flew bis Rhonadler 144
miles from Inkpen to Fowey, and on
the last day of the month Wills capped
this with 209 miles from HesteD to St.
Austell, thus becoming the third Gold
C pilot in the world. Wills put up a
new British 'height record of 10,080 ft.
on Sth June.
The Nationals, were held that year at
Dunstable. One difficulty was to get
money from the public Who had a fI"ee
view from tbe Downs. Ashwell.cooke.
a founder of L.G.C.• got some firms to
buy the sole rights for selling various
commOdities' on the Downs. which we
did not own. On the opening daY, Bill
Murray and John Sproule set up a
world.'s two-seater duration record of
22 hrs. 13 mins. in a Falcon 3. Crosscountry flights included ooe by "Willie"
Watt to the Cazalet family's country
seat in Kent: they were ·out, but the
butler took charge of the situation and
he was well fed. The Ion,gest flight was
106 miles by Kit Nicholson.

* * *

FORTY YEARS AGO
The 1928 German National meeting
on the Wasserkuppe, the first one
which the writer attended, was notable
for the first cross-country flight to be
made in lift under cumulus clouds.
Robert Kronfeld. in his RhOngeist
(prototype of the Professor. the first
high· performance
quantity - produced
sailplane). went downwind to the Himmelclankberg and then worked his way
back under a line of clouds to the
Wasserkuppc-the first known use of a
cloud street.
A.ES.

..-~-.o
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Photo: Frank Itving

NEW SOARING PILOT
Ann & Lome Welch . Frank Irving
A concise, lively account of the very latest
in glider design, theory, performance
and flying skills by three who have been at
the centre of this rapidly evolving sport
for the last 20 years.
Particular attention is given. to competition
equipment and flying.
How to go fast, go high and stay up.
62 diagrams & graphs

7 plates Tables and appendices
SOs. net

JOHN MURRAY
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fBOOK REVIEW
Sir George Cayley (1773-1857). By C. H. GlBlJs-SMITH. A Science Museum
booklet. Published by H.M. Stationery Office, London, 1968. Price 3s.
HIS short biography of the inventor of the world's first man-carrying glider is
T
well illustrated with Cayley's own drawings of proposed aircraft-helicopters.
rockets and streamlined airships as well as gliders. and "whirling arms" for aerodynamic rc:seal'ch. Many of them were rediscovered by the author.
From the facts that Cayley built a 300-sq. ft. glider in 1809 in which a man could
do short hops, and yet it was not till 1853 (when he was aged SO) that he produced
the machine which first carried a man on a prolonged glide, it seems evident that
Cayley would have .got much further with aviation if he had not spread his inventive
activities over so many ·other fields in engineering-and also taken up politics. A
recent biography (reviewed hefe in August 1966, p. 309) suggeste!l as a cause that his
wife's difficult behaviour towards others distracted him and drove him to much
travelling; Mr. Gibbs-Smith, on the other hand, writes that his "happy a.nd lifelong
marriage added further security 'and stability to a background already conducive to
contemplation and research."
Oddly enough, Cayley seems never to have conceived the possibility of soaring
flight, although he watched the birds assiduously. He tealise(} that a fixed wing was
more practical than a flapping wing, !;lut his gliders never had an aspect ratio greater
than one, as he considered large-span wings, even if braced, to be "structurally
dangerous".
An outstanding feature of this book is the author's meticulous historical accuracy.
A. E. SLATER.

PARACHUTE TALK
Dear Sir,
Whilst still on my back in hospital, I wrote you an illegible note to preface Mr.
Eastley's ellicellent article "P.arachute Talk" in your last issue.
So I am now on record as believing that an accident ca,used by inadequate airspeed to cope with unexpected air conditions·, leading toa stall. gave me new knowledge. Actually, I knew even before 1st July, 1968, that if you stall your glider low
down for any reaS<lD, you are in dead trouble! For the word "me" SUbstitute the
word "no". Ouch!
It is interesting to note that in the picture in Irving's advertisement published
on the same page as their article (p. 372) the pilot's glider harness is fastened over
the metal clip of the parachute harness. If the pilot was in his shirtsleeves (which
he isn't in this prcture), quite a minor accident involving otberwise acceptable deceleration is going to drive the _central metal clip of the parachute harness through
his chest. I know, because it did-two cracked ribs. Moral, as Mr. Eastley says:
a protective pack behind the chest hook.
E.C.1.

PHILIP WILLS.

RADIO PROCEDURE
Dear Sir.
As i may have been instrumental in some degree for role N.M. 7.9 regarding
radio procedure during competitions, I feel .I must explain the main teasons why
the pilot Should initiate radio calls (ref. Oct.-Nov. S. & G. under "Radio Procedure").
(I) The primary purpose of Tadio is to advise' crews of position and progress.
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Only in exceptional circumstances will the crew require to send a mesSage
to the pilot (a road accident, for example). To a very large extent, therefore,
information is passed from air to ground.
(2) Chatter by pilots is bad enough, but crews are even worse. This was
patently obvious during the 1964 Nationals. Undoubtedly there has been
some improvement since then, but the proportion of inexperienced radio
operators will be far higher amongst crews than pilots.
(3) A pilot has more than enough to do during a cross-eountry flight, and it
could be extremely annoying to have one's concentration broken by a
crew pestering for information. The pilot must choose his time to work out
his position, decide what he is going to say, and then say it when it's convenient to do so.
(4) The best way to keep radio chatter to a minimum is to transmit "blind".
I instruct my crew to reply "Roger Green Flash" if I've been read, and
nothing else at all. If I don't get this reply, then I know I'm out of contact
and don't attempt a repeat unless the si.tuation is desperate. This should
only be necessary once, perhaps twice, during a single flight.
(5) It is the crew's responsibility to keep a constant listening watch, and to
position themselves as often as possible in favourable recept,ion areas. 1 fail
to see what use it is to the pilot to know whether his crew is in a favourable spot or not, as if he is faced with an out landing he'll transmit "blind"
(if he has any sense) regardless of the circumstances of the crew. I would
suggest that the need to call again and again is nearly always unnecessary.
(6) Finally, rule N.M. 7.9 does not categorically ban the initiation of calls by
crews. It implies that caBs will be made by the pilots, the reverse applying
in "abnonnal" circumstances.
HilNngdon, Middx.
MlcHAEL GARll.OD.
THE REACIIONS OF TOTAL ENERGY SYSTEMS
Dear Sir,
Looking through back copies of S. & G. I came across something I must have
missed the first time. The article in question is 'The Reactions of Total Energy
Systems", by E. Dommisse (S. & G .• Feb.-Mar., 1968), and the passage I take
e)(ception with is the following: "The reaction of the compensator diaphragm must
be a function of V 2 if it is to work correctly. This function is obtained from pitot
pressure. Unfortunately the expansion of tbe diapl1ragm is a function of the square
of its elastic resistance, and on test it is found that the diaphragm reaction to pitot
pressure is linear and not according to a function of V2. In this respect we have all
slipped up badly, and all systems, including ..."
Now. I do not pretend to be an expert in board instruments-l only sell and
service the things. According to calibration tables, it appears that you are indeed
right in stating that the diaphragm deflection is proportional to the pitot pressure
change. Taking the case of a compensator for a 425 cc. flask, the figures are 0.7 c.c.
deflection for a pressure of 20 mm. water, 1.4 cc. for 40 mm.. 2.8 c.c. for 80 mm.,
and so on to 7.0 c.c. deflection for a pressure of 200 mm.. water. Now, surely, Mr.
Dommisse, pitot pressure is proportional to tho square of airspeed, or am I slipping
up badly?
Also, the sailplane at 120 kts. has exactly twice the kinetic energy, and will
climb twice as much if pulled up to zero airspeed, as one at 60 kts. Should the compensation be proportional to the squar.e of air.speed. whilst the kinetic energy is
proportional to the speed directly?
As regards your statement that the compensated "ario reads climb durin~ an
abrupt pull-up from 120 m.p.h., something I have observed myself. perhaps this is
due simply to the diaphragm having bottomed out at some 80 m.p.h., as you state.
If this happens,
have no further compensation effect for the portion between
80 and ]20 and i you pull up to a speed of 40, the uncompensated portion accounts
for exactly half your gain.
From my point of claiming that kinetic energy is directly proportional to airspeed, it follows that diaphragm deflection should be proportional to that same air-

IOU
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speed, not to its square, as it appears according to our p=v' piece. In that case,
what happens to the UJiusable portion of speed below our minimum sink, and what
happens to our :zero reading system? It would call for a very complicated system
of calibrated leaks, or perhaps for an electronic system, such as the one described
in a later issue of S,"& G. We'll soon be devoting more time flying the instruments
than fiying the sailplane.
As the song says, it's all a compromise.
Toronto, Ontario.
V. A. BUDACHS.
POWERED GLIDING-The "Open Sesame"
Dear Sir,

Cagree completely with Mr. Warren's letter in S. & G., August issue. Our magazines echo his sentiments also. I recently joined the London Gliding Club and have
experienced the conditions he describes. As a gllost in yOllT country, I would not
criticise your methods.
In America our commercial operat€lrs are making progress. The August, 1968,
issue of Soaring has an article on Holiday Soaring School. I nave had considerable
experience with the Sky Sailing School in Northern California. We impatient
Americans have a small soaring movement basically because we cannot soar instantly.
Sky Sailing attempts to solve this as a full-time commercial ,operation. For an
Americag their prices are very reasonable, 58 for single-seater, 51~ for two-seater,
and 515 for a three-seater (2-32) plus two charges 53 to 55.
Les Arnold would be glad to use a licensed power glider but there aren't any
in existence. The other route is club or syndicate operation by amateurs. This has
the problems you describe,. In addition, Americans do not cO-1)perate as readily as
the British do, so we have instability and factionalism in these clubs.
Still another route is a cheap, safe, home-built glider which may have the best
hope here for the individualistic Americans. We ha'<\C another serious long-range
problem. How are the glider fields to support themselves? There is not enough
income now to do this. We will be moved funher and further into the boondocks..
Instead of waiting for a glider flight for hours, we will have to drive for hours.
Saratoga. California.
EMU. KJSSEl,
POWERED GLIDING
Dear Sir,
Recently published letters in SAILPLANE & GUOIN£; have suggested that;
(a) Too many pundits are trying to keep gliding dean by not accepting the
need for a self-launching powered sailplane,
(b) Hanging sundry engines '9n gliders is the thin .edge of the wedge.
Meanwhile, the BGA Motor Glider Committee has come up with its definition
of the Purpose of -the Motor Glider. the first sentence of which reads; "The motor
glider is an aircraft which extends and improves the sport of gliding and does not
.
detract from it."
As
erstwhile gliding instructor and a presently active competition pilot, may
I please make the following points;
(a) I whole-heanedly agree with the employment of two-seater motor gliders
for training purposes_ It rnakt;s sense.
(b) I would object strongly to any move .to introduce motor gliders into our
normal competitive gliding. The sport of "motor' gliding" is not, and
never will be, the same thing as the sport of pure motorless gliding, and
I cannot accept the suggestion that having a motor on board would not
detract from our competition sport as We know it today.
It is possible that the BGA COqlmittee has not so far considered motor gliders
from the point of view of tbeir use iD competitions. It is also possible that mine is a
minority view. Whatever the case, I hope the BOA will make a thorough sounding of
the gliding movement generally before taking under its wing any more than powered
glider training.
Mat/ow. Bucks.
GIlRRY BURGESS.
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SHEPLEY LANE,
HAWK GREEN,
MARPLE,
CHESHIRE.
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Protect your sailplane in the
best possible way with a
SPEEDWELL ALL-METAL
TRAILER. High strength, low
weight, easy handling, durability
YOU can have the best at very
reasonable cost
OVERHAULS
REPAIRS
MODIFICATIONS

Telephone: 061-427 2488
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Try us first for Skylark Wings
ifications

Ad"e,tise",en" with remUlflnce, s"-Id be HIf, ' " Chei,on heM LltI.., S Crawford SIreet. London,
.1 (01·93S 2814). Role 1/6 0 wo,d. Minim ..m 21/-. Box n..mbe,s 6/- eX"4. &plin to Box
umbers ,hoUld be un' to the uzme tUl4nu.

in ;mm'::':-:'p'••;on

BS-I
0 . .:
Glider Towing
Covered trailer. No instruments. At present in Gennany. Price DM 33,000 With
or without built-in Dittel radio. Price to
be negotiated. Box No. S.O. 306.
Lycoming 180 H.P. _ with starter
VERY SPIRITED Dart 17R No. 44.
Full electrics
Shock tested, one owner, 320 hours. C. -+--stiind~fift<~*W'l-e+-- '"l 0-..
of A. to October, 1969. £1,475. Alfred'
t. Cl""
Warminger, 9 Bracondale, Norwich.
Vac. pump
l
~
22876.
Balloon tyres
~
Hydraulic brakes
Ka
no. 372. Full pane
ok .......--R:Mfi·,~
~.
compass, new
ba
. Fullyautomated trailer.
t. £1,800.
2 year dub C. of AT~waytes,
es Road, C
s,
deal for towing or touring
Li
.: 64086.
4 seats
SHACKlETON AVIATION LTD. are
Enquiries to:
Europe's la'1'gest aircraft dealers. We
always have a large supply of singleF, Horridge,.
and twin-engincd aircraft £rom £650 upwards. Gliders, Cars, Aircraft taken in
c/o Lasham Gliding Soc,
part-exchange. Hire purchase available.
or ring Long Sutton (Hants) 258
All enquiries welcome. Head office: 175
ift the evening
Piccadilly, London, W.l. 01-493 2448.
Telex.: 263975.

Workmaster

I
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FOR SALE (continued)

1963 FOKA, only 100 hours, British
C. of A. trntH July 1968. Complete with
instruments and trailer, £1,395. Hire purchase terms available. Thorpe Aviation
Ltd., 177 Lincoln Road, Peterborough.
• 1001 e - ; - Barpi. iBt_ ~ ! •

Huge stocks GOVERNMENT SURPLUS
CLOTHING AND EQUJPMKNT. iDe. 1I)'iDa
suits from 250.; 8)'ina belmeIs. UlArab. out·
door dothinl. campinll. immense variet, of
miscellaneous CJt-oe--nman lIquipllMlllt. Eftr
so useful-you will be sure to find so_thinll
you need-and at a bArpln price lOO! SCad
TODAY for our 30-pqe CATALOGUE-8d.

post free or- please can at LAURENCI:
CORNER. 62-64 Hampstead Rd.. LoacIoa.
N.W.1. 2 mins. Euston. Warren St. It will be
well worth wbile! Postal ~ buy widI
eonfi~prompl dapsteh, refull4 lllUlraDtee. Dept. 00.

GENUINE reconditioned steel grey exRAF Flying Overalls. 47/6, postage
3/6. State height and chest measurements. RlIge selection of ca.mping equip·
ment, spec:ialist.5 in groul' camping. Tarpaulin & Tent Mfg. Co., 101·3 BrixtoD
Hill, London, S.W.2. TULse Hill 0121.
GLIDER TRAoILER, eX'Ministry, 2wheeJoed, internal measurements L. 28 ft.
w. () tt. 4 in., H. 6 ft. 10 in. plus tailplane additional height. Beautiful condition, £265. Details frpm: Agricultural
Vehicles, Boa~ Hill. Orlord. Tel. Oxf.ord 39600. Depot: Stanton Harcourt
Road, Eynsham, Oxon. Tel. Eynsham
559.
OLYMPIA 2B. Extended canopy, wing
roots faired. Much improved performance. Trailer, instruments, barograph,
new parachute. £800 o.n.o. Wright, Overton (Hants) 296.

WEIHE (Bent) Bubble canopy and control cables intact. Synthetic glue. Offers.
Wright, Overton (Hants) 296.
FERRANTI, Mk IV Arl. Horizon with
Invertor. £35 o.n.o. Shelton, 11 Hamilton
Drive, Swadlincote, Derbyshire.
CAPSTAN £1,150, Swallow £700, Skylark
2 with trailer £800, Skylark 2B with
trailer £900. Offers considered. For full
details contact Bill Dean, Pale Farmhouse, Chipperneld, Herts. Tel. Kings
Langley 3122, office 01-606 8888, ext. 235.
T.2lB with C. of A. and nose ballast mod.
New fabric. £8:50 o.n.o. Swallow with C.
of A. and complete new fa'bric. £815
o.n.o. A.F.C., Glidi.ng Section, Booker
Airfield, Marlow, Bucks.
SS-I Glide Ratio 1:45. competition
machine, in first·c1ass condition, price
DM 29.000 at Ulm. No instruments, no
trailer. Offers to Dr. H. Breitcnbach, 79
Ulm, Neuto~tr. 26, Germany.
SKYLARK 4 No. 30, based at Lasham,
3rd share including trailer, parachute,
barograph, oxygen. Wing mod. completed. £425 o.n.o. P. A. Hearne, The
Limes, Wateringbury, Kent. TeI. 385.
WEIHE Sailplane for sale. C. of A. to
February, 1970. Complete with. instruments, parachute and trailer. £495.
Home, Greensleeves, Bramley Corner,
Basingstoke, Hants. Bramley Green 420.
Ka-6CR with hinged canopy, fin aerial
and canopy port. £I,ISO. Competition
instruments and self-loading trailer also
available. To inspect at Dunstable ring
01-950 3824.

SKYLARK 3B in immaculate condition
and not requiring wing modification. Has
always been treated with care and' affection by owners. Price, together with wellbUilt trailer, £1,250. Walker; "Touchdown", Crescent Close, Olive~ Battery,
Winchester, Hants. Tel. 4715.

LONDON GLIDING CLUB has
following gliders for sale. C ta
£1,150; T-2lB, £900; Olympia 2B £580.
All machines with basic instru ent
current C.'s of A. and in very good 0'1' er
throughout. Details from the Manager,
London
Gliding Club, Dunstable
Downs, Beds. TeI. Duns. 63419.

SKYLARK 4. Perfect condition, instruments, oxygen. Radio and trailer all in
bargain price £1,400. K. R. Pearson &
Partners, IOl . SI. Matthews Parade,
N orthampton. Phone 33846.

SKYLARK 4 No. 197 with lightweight
trailer and easy rigging aids, parachute,
etc. Good competition record, no accidents. £1,400. TeI. Maidenhead 21223 or
21327.
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FOR SALE (continued)

SWALLOW and OLYMPIA 2B with or
without trailer. Apply: Secretary, Coventry Gliding Club, 42 St. Stephens Street,
Aston, Birmingham 6.
1963 SKYLARK 4 in excellent conditipn,
complet~ with in,stru~ents and traIler
with wmg modIfications. £1,400. P.
Pozerskis, 22 Kettering Road, Isham,
Northants. Te!' day fme: Kettering 5552.
After 6 p.m. BUTton Latimer 2963.
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MOTORFALKE two-seat motor glider.
Share in Booker syndicate. Enjoy soaripg
performance of Olympia 2B and ability
to avoid aero-tow Queue and to search
for lift out of gliding distance from base.
Box No. S.G. 303.
_
DART 15. Perfect condition. Wing Mod.
Well instrumented. C. of A. March '69.
• Ka-6E. excellent conditIon. Low hourslJ\5lingsby trailer. £1,375 o.n.o. W. RawTailored cove~s. lns~ruments,,' barOgraphN:lt'lings _ Stralton St. Margaret 3104.
parachu.te. Lightweight traJl~r. £1,750 ,Z:~-~=-o~~_":":"':-~~~=""'"-==--"':":"iI
O.n.O. lnce, 45 Eastwick, Dnve, Great, ART 17 (March 1966). One owner. No
B,ookham, Surrey. Te]. BOOkha.m. 27'84.
' prangs. Fixed wheel (foQlproof!). C. of
.
d C mA. April 1969. Immedi;lte delivery coma
SKYLARK 3D needs. wmg. mo. 0
plete with tailored, streamlined trailer.
plete Instruments, radiO, trailer. C. of A. £1 700. M. Garrod 2 Cr ss ath Radlett,
to March '69. Recent ID-year C. or A.
~rts
Q_ A (I.'
'
£900 0.0.0. P. Trenchard, 10 HamIlton 's.:.;:.:.:.:::..__:..:-.........x.il....;::::::::~~~=f~==_~
Road, Oxford. Phone .58431.
FOKA 3 (379). Fully instrumented, oxyG
f I
wh'te gen, barograph, parachute, new Ultr.a
reen use afie,
1,
radio trailer _ aircraft resprayed thIS
OLYMPIA 4~.
v.:i~gs. On~ lovmg o~r, ~xce ent cfo~- year.' £1,450 complete. Telephone: J.
dltlon, meticulously mamtamed. C. 0 . ' Rouse Radnage 2393
to March 1969. Its own green/white'
.
trailer, smart and very sound, and para- 1969 CALENDARS, featnring 12 fullchute also available. Cdr. M. P. Seth- colour photos of sailplanes by Alex
Smith, R.N~ The Triangle, Wildhern. Aldott 51.50 U.S. Pay by international
Andover, Hants.
money order; send address separately.
LlBELLE 301. Fibreglass open-elass Soaring Society of America, Box 66071,
I
ret rac'tabl e wheel , Los Angeles, Calif. 90066, U.S.A.
performance Sal'1 pane,
effective airbrakes, flaps and brake-c.h~te. SKYLARK 3F, Competition No. 180,
Private owner. In first-class conditIon. C. of A. ExceUent condition, maintained
Gliding angle 1: 39. With lightwe!.ght by B.G.A. senior inspector. NQ prangs.
trailer. £2,000 o.n.o. E. W. Loh, 5 Koln- Birch spar icserts. 650 hours, 350
Nippes, Postfach 165, W. Germany. Te1e- launches. Fully equipped including transistorised horizon, PZL and audio Crossphone Cologne 727456 or 415852.
fell. barograph, oxygen and trailer £1,250.
END of season bargains. One Ultra 3A4 Doug Jones, 24a Goldney Road, Clifton,
packset, £85. On~ Ultra 4A4 transis- Bristol 8.
torised l2-v. mobile, £85. Both brand
~
_
new. complete, one channel, £60. Few
WANTED
Hudson AM108 mobiles, 12-v. two channel., secondhand, overhauled, complete ELECTRICALLY operated gyroscopic
£50. S.A.E. C.W.O. Radio Communica- direction indicator suitable for Fourn:er
tions Co., 16 Abbey Street, Crewkerne, & Pye R/T Unit for use in car. Box No.
S.G.299.
Somerset.
RADIO outfit complete, Pye Ranger and
Bantam on 130.4, £110. Benton, Doncaster 52679.
'
. I 5/ p &. p
" . .' .
PIP-PI NS a11 Sizes ma:In y
2/6. Send S.A.E. for list. Box No. 5.G.
304.

~\.J

D

......

SCHEIBE FALKE. Syndicate at Booker
buying Falke two-seat motor glider,
Volkswagen engine, combines excellent
handling, soaring and aerobatic charaeteristics with ease of engine starting and
unaided taxiing. £10 per month and minimal flying rates. Box No. S.G. 302.
CONTINENTAL steel frame Skylark 2
or similar trailer. Strong rubberised
cover. Very good £80.. WilIiams, 4
Wheelers Way, Manorbeir, Pembroke.
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MEAN Scottish syndicate ~ave £500 cash
waiting for superb OlympIa, Skylark 2,
Ka 8, etc., complete with trailer, collect
anywhere. Box No. S.G. 300.
WANTED: copies of "Flight International" for the whole of 1967. A. E.
Slater, 9 Fitzwilliam Road, cambridge.

FINANCE for your glider or aircraft
purchase can be arran&ed by telephoning
or writin& to Colin Donald (B.G.A.
Instructor), Burghley Finance Company
Ltd., 177 Lincoln Road, Peterborough.
Te!. Peterborough 68818.

SlTUAnONS VACANT

PUBUCAnONS

COURSE INSTRUCTOR required for
1969 season. Full B.G.A. rating essential.
Salary according to qualifications. Secretary West Wales Gliding Association, 4
Wh~eJers Wa'Y, Manorbier, Pembroke.

SLOPE SOARING with a radio control
model sailplane is a fascinating pas~me
and a typical phase of aeromodellmg.
Read about this and other aeromodelling
subjects in Aeromodel1er and Radio Control Models and Electronics, the world's
leading magazines, publishe~ monthly,
price 2/6 each. Model & Allied PublJcations Ltd.. 13-35 Bridge Street, Hemel
H:mpstead, Herts.

COURSE INSTRUCTOR. Derbyshire
and Lancashire Gliding Club require resident I!1structor for.1969, April'September
inclUSive. Also Wmch Dnver for same
period. Applications giving details of experience to: Mr. R. A. Hare, 70 Ncwman
Road, Rotherham, Yorkshire.
FULLY EXPERfENCED Categorised
Gliding Instructor required for 1969 season by Coventry Gliding Club. PPL an
advantage. Apply: Secretary, 42 St.
Stcphens Street, Aston, Birmingham 6.
MANAGER, C.F.I,
required by
WYCOMBE GLIDING CENTRE
Qualifications: Proven management
capability, B.G.A full rating, P.P.L.
Salary will be if) the range of £1,700
to £2,000 per annum.
Apply to Chairman,
Wycombe Gliding Centre,
Wycombe Air Park, .
Booker, near Marlow, Bucks.
PERSONAL

THREE glider/power enthusiasts wish
to form powered glider (K-14) syndicate
mid·Sussex area. Others inten:sted apply
Box. No. S.G. 305.
SURVEY YOUR LIFE ASSURANCE
Glider pilot-Life Assurance Consulta.1lt
Will gladly advise pundits.
Te!. Wilcox at London NATional 4811.

Put yourself in the Picture. Ruy AIR
PIcrORlAL each month for the world
air view in pictures .and features. Reports
and photos of aircraft and sailplanes,
military aviation news, sJ)Otters' notebook, ete. Price 28. from your newsagent.
For free specimen c0l'Y send 6d. in
stamps to Dept. S.G. Magazines and
Publications Ltd., 2 Breams Buildings,
Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.
"AUSTRALIAN GLIDING" - monthly
journal of the Gliding Federation of
Australia. Editor:' Peter KilImier. Subscription: $3.60 Australian, 30 shiIliD;gs
Sterling or $425 U.s. and Canada. Wnte
for free sample copy, "Australian Gliding", Bolt 16S0M, G.P.O., Adelaide.
"SOARING"-official organ of the
Soaring Society of America. Edited by
Benuctt Muir Rogers. Add'ress: Box
66071, Los Angeles, California 90066.
USA. Subscription: $SJ)() outside USA;
apply to your P1>st office for a form.
NEW ZEALAND: "Gliding Kiwi"
Official Gliding Magazine of the NZ.
Gliding Association. Printed October and
alternate months. Write N.Z. Gliding
Kiwi, P.O. Box. 487,' Tauranga, New
Zealand. £1-4-0 sterling for year's subscription. (inclusive: of postage).

It will, of course, be un.urltO<Nl that th~ Brirtsh GI/dln, Anociatlon
for rh~ claims made by adv~"iw,s in uSailplolli! Qnd Gliding".

C11lIIIO'

«re'" rrsponslblllly
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CLUB NEWS

EPORTS ftom those of you living in the e:l;treme west and north of the country
R
.
indicate a nool too bad season, but far the rest of us it has been rather
disappointing. We look forward to a brighter 1969 and I take this opportunity of
wishing all contributors a Very Merry Christmas.
Copy and photographs for inclusion in the February-March, 1969, issue should
reach me, typed double spa~d, by the 4th December, and for the April-May issue by
the 12th February, to, my new address: 11 Great Spilmans, Dulwich. London, S.E.22.
.
Telephone 01-693 3031.
23rd October, 1%8.
YVONNE BONHAM (MRS.)
Club News EditQr.

BATH AND WILTS

BLACKPOOL AND FYLDE

ENERALLY it appeared that this
- year's thennal season was going to
depart without a single good day to
gladden the Keevil scene. We were saved
from the "slough of despond", however,
by the last of our soaring weeks turning
out to be the best of the three which we
have held this year.
Ron Lynch, who has just been confirmed as our new CFI, declared an outand-return Gold C attempt to Dartmoor
Prison. He didn't make the distance but
he did make Gold C hei~t with a climb
to 13,000 ft, as a consolation.
Geof. Bailey also thought he had completed his Gold with a good climb but
when it was checked against the calibration chart he was just 200 ft. short.
Everyone of the four Olympia 463
syndicate members climbed to between
8,000-10,000 ft. 0,1\ consecutive days.
With the com.bined Serviees using oUr
site more and more frequently OUr feeling of inse.cuTity grows. Commi,ftee members have been dashing off to survey
various previously unheard of ,parts of
the locale in an attempt to find" a suitable
site to make our permanent home. So far
without SUccess.
K.N.S.

HE thermals were consistently good
T
.' this summer, even at weekends, so we
have had more long 'flights than before.

G
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Roy Greason got both Bronze 'legs on
one day, within two months Qf his first
solo Two Silver heillhts have been confirmed; Tony Kemsley explored what
must have been a sea breeze front. while
Dick seed hung on to zero sink at 700'
ft. for 20 minutes, when out of it came
a strong core: which look him into cloud.
in ten minutes. Dick has just married
another club member, Lena Redmayne,
and we wish them happiness. Several
members have taken gliding holidays and
courses at other dUbs; Harry Hargreaves
flew his Silver distance from Compton
Abbas. Back. at home RQb Booth, Harold
Turner and Eric Ripley have gone solo.
Training launches were increased 10%,
and at less total cost, due to the use of
a diesel van for cable retrieving. This
runs well on central heat~ng fuel, at
about a penny a launch, and has set us
thinking about a diesel winch.

K.E.

BRISTOL
the photograph shows, we have
A scompleted
our new hangar, of which

The Bristol Club's new hangar.
we are very pnilud. Tony Pentelow and
his many willing helIJ(:rs havc givcn us a
fine addition, and our thanks are due to
all of them.
The weather at Nympsl1eld has been
very reasonable this se'ason and produced
14 solos, 10 C's, 7 Bronze Cs and 17
Silver legs; alas, 'no Gold or Diamonds
but not for the want of trying.
In addition to the club·s Tiger Moth
and Auster, Tony Gaze frequently uses
his fine Rallye Commodore to give aerotours to willing customers. Joe Grimes
and Ray Jefferies hope to provide us with
a fixed winch to help our launch rate.
Two new sailplanes based at the club
inclw;le Peter Scotfs BS-l and my
Diamant 16.5 to replace the Olympia
463.
We have lost Colin Pennycuick and his
wife to darkest Africa and hope they
will return in the not too distant future.
B..FW.

CORNISH
LTHOUGH we have had fewer
A
launches this year than last, we
have had more aerotows than ever.
Nearly half of the club's flying hours
came fro(l1 acrotows in spite of tlte fact
that we have a cliff which is soarable
from wire launches. We feel that, though
we have' not incrcued the quantity of
bunches this year, the quality of our
flights is increasing and next year some
of our courses will be by aerotow. If this
proves popular, the majority of the
courses will be changed to the aerotow
n1ethDd by 1970.
. This year has also seen an increase
In cross-country mileage by dub aircraft,
a fair proportion of it done on the
Btanik, giving pupils an introduction to
cloud flying and field landings. We have

had several sessions of field landing
practice at Newlyn Dawns, which is five
miles further inland than Pcrranporth,
and we are grateful tathe friendly
farmer for his permission to use his land
for this purpose.
Right now the days are getting shorter
and our thoughts are returning to cliff
soari,ng, fireworks and Annual Dinners.
]\. happy Christmas to you all.
lE.K.

COVENTRY
HE. bad weather has ,con1inued and
T
our Treasurer has been going round
with a very long face. It is reckoned that
the poor summer has cost us a loss of
one-third of our customary takings. Despite this, however, we refuse to get depressed, and in October about a dozen
club members, with six gliders, made the
long overland trek to Portmoak, complete with passports, in search of the
elusive Wave.
Lou Frank and Claude Woodhouse
have now made the grade to Instructor,
and the CFI is constantly pressllrising
senior non-rated instructors to get their
categories.
As part of our fleet rationalisation programme it has been decided to dispvse
of the Olympia and the Swall@w, and to
do our first sol@s on either the Ka-2 or
the Skylark 3, which move will, we hope,
cause our bank manager te smile at us
benignly, and also enable us to purchase
a further two-seater next year.
On the catering side we anticipate great
things. Those two club stalwarts Bill and
Elsie May have kindly agreed t<;> take on
a franchise for the catering and we are
confident. knowing this couple, that
within 12 months we shall be making a
take-over bid for Fortes!
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Finally, a fourth Tiger Moth has been
added to OUT tugging fleet, and in the
event, as Tiger Weary WiJlie has just
given up the ghost with a £350 engine
failure, the purchase would appear to
have been timely.
B.F.

CUMBERNAULD
HE summer season has veen very
T
good for training in the Glasgow
area and although on many days we had
winds from the east, our launch rate is
up for this period. Also membership has
increased and many A and B certificates

have been gained, Carol Meiklejohn
being the club's first lady to solo.
Clubs who use T-2IB's and especially
those who have to rig and de-rig each
day may like to know that special main
and strut pins are obtainable from the
manufacturers to ease this task. These
pins have larger heads than normal and
a hole has been drilled in each to take
a T-bar with a hooked end; they can
thus be inserted and elttra.cted very
easily. No more hammering, with the resultant damaged pin-ends, an.d no more

cut fingers from safety pins which have
turned and are difficult 10 remove.
T.J,G.

DERBYSHIRE AND LANCS.
RED COLEMAN S Harbinger is back
F
on site after a short absence, and
should being doing a "vulture frightener"
trip any time.
The new building extensions are progressing nicely through the paperwork
stages, and we await the forming ef an
Elsan Preservation Society.
OUI German Tost winch broke down
yet again, and has been out of use for a
month now, spitting oil everywhere. A
new large tractor has been acquired for
cable towing, as we tow out four cables
at a time on a spreader trailer. On the
short west wind run, when pushed, we
can achieve a launch a minute.
Tremendous interest is beiDg shown by
the Scout movement and we seem to get
visits every other week or.sanised by Don
Harris, i/c Educational Liaison.
After a long period without frivolities
we have just had a fancy dress party.

LIGHTWEIGHT GLIDER
PARACHUTE ASSEMBLY
TYPE EB62

A compact parachute assembly designed especially
for use by pilots of British and continental gliders and
suitable for canvas or pan type seats. Weight 18 Ibs.
For full details write to SERVICE MANAGER:

IRVING AIR CHUTE of G.8. LTD.

LETCHWORIH . HERTS' lel 6262 . Telex 82198
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Initially there appeared to be a credibility gap on this venture, but it turned
out to be well organised, well fed, well
decorated and very much enjoyed by the
bizarre multitude who attended (three
vicars?). Credit must go to Margaret
Hare and Ann Melville and their helpers.
The new Ka-8 has arrived and is being
C. of A.'d and instrumente<l.
Faint rumours are afoot tbat T-53's
are ~jng considered as T-49 replacements mstead of K 13's.. It would be nice
to buy British if it seemed a viable
proposition.

RE.

DEVON AND SOMERSET
T seems strange, reading through club
Isummer
notes in the last issue. that our
weather should invpke such
yaryi"!g adjectives depending apparently
m which part of the country one happens
to be located. This was also evidenced
by the ~ove from Lasham to Compton
Abbas In the course of the Regiol1als
which may prove to be a worthwhile
precedent.
We cannot complain about OUT corner
of the island, as this season has produced
some good soaring albeit local rather
than cross-country. Two Silver distance
legs can, however, be recorded for Pete
Stanley and Arthur Clapp respectively.
Barbara Fairclough upheld the hooour
of the fair sex by really assiduous
practice followin~ ber first solo. One
member. who shall be nameless, whilst
endeavouring to climb to Gold height
an:! taking two and a half houTs and
5.000 ft. in the Ka-6e was a bit chagrined
to fiod tbat in the meantime the twoseater. luId nipped up to 9,000 ft. and
back m half an hour!
A great deal of work has been put in
both on club trailers. to make them
weatherproof for the coming Winter. and
on those which will house two additional
syndicate Ka-6E's now being "retrieved"
from. Gennany. On a fine day the line-up
of aircraft is now quite impressive and
attracts many visitors to the site. The
control ~ubble, a picture of which
appeared m an earlier edition of S. & G.,
IS . also
an attraction besides b;:ing
emmently practical.
~t last the fruits of the labouring
bU'.lders are becoming manifest in tbe
VISible fonn of rafters and purlins for

t~e works~op and hangar, and negotiations are In progress for the acquisition
of the clubhouse. The technical arguments on the relative merits of different
types of floorin~ vie even with the mathematics of handIcapping!
A.E.R.H.

DUMFRIES AND DISTRICT
ASTERLY winds have c\lrtailed our
E
flying during September but even so
we are just ahead on last year's launches.
The best news for our solo members is
that we have a T-31 in the air again and
we are still trying to get a Prefect or
similar aircraft around the £300 mark.
By the time you read this we will have
held the Arts Ball, our biggest moneyrais:ng effort this year.
J.P.

EAST ANGLIA UNIVERSITY
HE UEA Gliding Club is now buildT
ing up its membership list again
following the arrival of the new intake
of students. Recruiting is going well. and
we are lucky in having two new members
who have flown at' other clubs. The old
hands have, for the most part, come back
looking very rusty (!). However, our
president. John Wood, has taken advantage of the summer vacation to ~o solo.
Congratulations to yet another mtrepid
Tutor pilot! Mike Cleaver brou!:ht back
a Bronze, and Steve Oakley is now the
holder of an RAF Commission.
Unfortunately the Norfolk Club have
been beset by bad weather and the only
cross-country. flights from Tibenham
were in Apnl and May. However, several
Bronze legs and first solos have been
achieved.
We are now all set for a good year
ahead, and have contacted Glasgow and
Strathclyde Universities; other university
gliding clubs can contact us at: Students'
Union. Wilberforce Road. Norwich,
NOR 88C.
M.Je.

KEN"T
we were an aqua club we would
I F. have
had a good season. With rain,

ram and more rain. not 10 mention low
c1oucl, strong winds. 00 wind or crosswinds. To cap it all our first-ever "At
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Hornc" day on 15th September was the
"day of the floods", which literally made
it a "wash-out" and quite a number of
members had some interesting stori~ to
tell of their road journey to and from
Chall6ck.
It's aJso been a record non-·event
season-hardly any first solos, hardly
any Silver C legs and hardly any crosscountries. Surely next year must be a
good one?
However, Sunday, 7th September, had
its moments and Dick de Las Casas took
the opportunity to fiy to Redhill in his
Skylark 4 for Silver distance; a good
effort considering the poor visibility and
indifferent cloudbase, which was never
more than 3,000 ft.
We now have a concrete floor in the
hangar, tbanks to our "resident" tug
pilot Stefan Kleczkowski and a few club
members, who spent the first week in
October laying it. This was paid for
entirely by club members. each contributing a donation of £4 minimum, after
much chasing by Geoff Avis.
The long-awaited new aircraft workshop is almost complete and our ground
engineer. Peter Kingsford, will be moving
in by the end of October, no doubt very
relieved at having a much increased
working area.
On the social side, our bar:beque on
Saturday, 7th September. provided an
enjoyable evening, although not so well
attended as usual-and it didn't rain!
M.H.

1%9. Previous holiday courses have not
resulted in an increase in fiying members.
and it was felt there was a great deal of
wasted effort. It is hoped to improve
facilities for mid-week flyini members,
especially during the summer.
Keith Chard, who has been on the
staff for two years, left us in October to
start a new job. We wish him well, and
will miss his booming voice and infectious laughter. He will, however, remain
a member of the club and manage to fly
his Ka-6E oace in a while.
Although fewer members flew in this
year's Nationals, results were up to the
standard of previous years. John Cardiff
excelled himself in the Sports Class flying
a Ka-8 and it will be interesting to see
how well he does next year fiying an
ASW-12! Carr Withall, in his first major
contest, came sixth in the Open flying a
Dart, closely supported by Mike Garrod
and Tom Zealley in 12th and 13th places.
A gradual change is taking place to the
club fleet, and within two years we expect to have three types only, all of these
Schleicher- aircraft. Our Prefects, Olympia and T-21's will be gradually phased
out. Our tug fleet is getting somewhat
ancient, but at the moment finances
virtually bar any improvement in this
field.
As Christmas is almost upon us again,
may we wish all clubs happy soaring
during 1969 and a hope that we shall
have more, not less, freedom in the air.
M.P.G.

LONDON

MIDLAND

E have had a somewhat poor
W
. summer season, but this seems to
have been universal. No spectacular

'YTE held our AGM on Sunday, 6th

flights have been achieved, the longest
this year being by Bob Smith to Port
Isaac, Cornwall. The best day of the year
occurred during the 5p<}rls Class contest,
most contestants completing a 300-km.
triangle.
Weekends in particular seem to have
been ill favoured. and as a result flying
hours are well down on last year. In
consequence, the financial situation is
anything but rosy. In conjunction with
considerable capital outlays, some belt
tightening has been found necessary. The
committee have been looking very hard
at the club operations to see where losses
'can be cut back, and some reduction in
course activities has been approved for
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\IV Octotler. This day marked Bob
Neill's retirement from the committee on
which he has served for more than 30
years. Last year he was vice-chairman
and was chairman for the 14 years prior
to that. Past, present and future glider
pilots owe him very considerable thanks
for his long service t,o our sport.
John Jefferson was elected as vicechairman and Gerry Roberts, John
Rickett and Paul Stevenson as general
committee members.
On the following Sunday we enjoyed
good hill and thermal soaring with
moderate wave conditions developing in
the afternoon. Several pilots reached
13.000 ft. a.sJ. inclUding Ken Rylands,
who thereby achieved his Gold height.
The season, although not outstanding,

has improved' from its very slow start in
March foIlowing the four months curtailment of out activities due to the foot and
mouth epidemic. The e1tperiment of staffing our courses entirely with professionals has proved successful. Our two
new Ka-13 two-seater.s have met with
all-round approval. Eight of our members have attended instructors' coursesall successfully.
Now for some winter wave soaring.
K.R.M.

NEWCASTLE AND TEESSIDE
ITH the arrival of the K·13 the flyW
ing list has suddenly become formidable with everyone ttying to sample
the delights of the new aircraft. With the
coming winter we will be able to SOar
the north ridge in comfort in this.
machine.
Our clJ.lbhQuse is nearin,g completion
and a series of indoor meetings are being
arranged for the longer winter evenings.
Anyone arriving at the top of earlton
Bank one Sunday at the end of September, w.as immediately pounced upon by
the North Riding police force, to be
asked if he had seen two gliders colliding
in the area. Happily this was a false
alarm started by a bird watcher. As a
result we had a ringside seat to watch
how a search, culminating in the use of
a helicopter, was organised by the police.
It is certainly very reassuring to know
what can be done should the occasion
rise. We only hope that the bird watcher
was not psychic.
N.M.I.

NORTHUMBRIA

IFconsternation
any of our members have caused
at your club with their

heel to toe "standard foot" measurement
around your hangar all will now be exp!ained. They were just seeing how much
bigger Our hangar would be. Our grant
chasing efforts have at last come to
fruition and we have got a SO per cent
grant from the Department of Science &
Education and a 25 per grant from
Northumberland County Council. The
hangar. with Town and Country Plannl':lg-approved sky-blue roof and grey
bnck walls, should be erected by the end
of the year.
-

Plans are being- made to form a' large
membership tug syndicate to offer aero,
tow facilities which the c1li1b, because of
the hangar project, could not at tbis
moment afford.
Sultan Bank has been reinvaded by
our Silver hunters_ This time: Ray Robson and Vic Lawson attained their fivehour durations. A few weeks later, Ray's
wifer, Sarah, became the second woman
gain an A and
in the club's history
B. She indulged in a little cloud flying, in
the process.
The collection of the Wills Trophy
from the Newcastle and Teesside Club
defies all our attempts. Our nearest miss
was when Fred Hinchley headed SE to
Carlton Moor. He won through to their
last line of defence; low cloud obscured
their site and he had to fly on to land
00 lower ground at Northallerton.
I.R.G.

'0

OUSE
E nearly did it last year, and we
W
nearly did it again this year. And,
though We did not bring back with us a
beautiful blue and white Ka-6E, we had
the consolation of knowin2 that two<
years running we had a chap in the
Lasham finals of the Wills competi,tion.
We were sorry for Bob Bowhill, who had
tried. so hard, and for Wilf Coulsey, our
indefatigable CFI, who, as last year, put
so much of his time and effort into the
training. But We at Rufforthare not
selfish, or greedy; we are proud to play
our part in the wider team effort of
national gliding. The object of the exercise was achieved. Although Bob was
pipped on his meterology and navigation,
he had the highest marks of all for his
flying.
It was stimulating to see I I members
of the Ouse G.C., wearing theit OGC
ties, down at Lasham in support of Bob.
They all had a wonderful time.
Despite mixed weather, we have done
a lot of flying th,is summer, and there
have been several individual achievements.
Work is going full speed ahead on our
new clubhouse. It will look very smart
wh.en finished. W.e have in the club a
wide. range of talent-men who can do,
as amateurs, highly-professional ,carpentry, bricklaying, etc. We owe much to
key men like Brett Atkinson, Stan Park,
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Barry Crocker and Les Powell. Even the
ladies have been seen mixing cement·and making a jolly good j~b of it, too.
Visitors arc impressed by the airfield,
the clubhouse, the fleet of gliders and
the happy, friendly atmosphere among
members. In seven years we have
al;hieved much.
A.H.S.

PERKINS
AD we.alher prevented Ray Stafford
B
Alien from carrying out the necessary aerotow che'cks, which had been
scheduled for the end of August, for
those pilots otllerwise liJualified. However, thank YQU Ray for the time you
spent with us-we enjoyed your Company, even though we di,dn't fly!
Owing to the difficulty of obtaining
spare par,ts our winch was u/s for weeks
but luckily aerotows were available.
John Hulme brought his can<>pied,
trimmed T·2IB for this as it is eas.ier to
handle on aerotows than ours. We hope
to arrange to use aerotows during the
winter months as well. Not having the
winch has meant that the EoN Baby has
been non-operational. although we have
several pilots about ready for their solo
flights.
J.V.L.

STAFFORDSHIRE
UR existence latterly has become
O
finely balanced between the precarious and the down-right disastrnus.
The Tiger was flown to Wolverhampton for a quarterly and its engine
seized up as soon as it landed there.
Now that it is back the tUl: pilots still
seem happy to fly it and club membiers
to have a tow behind it.
Minor trenches are being dug across
part of our airfield in prepantion for the
foundations of an industrial estate, but
our continuing search for a neW site
seems to be near,ing the brink of success.
The club Capstan suffered rather badly
during an outlandish outlanding but fortunately was repaired in time to return
to the club just afteT the departure of
OUt hired Capstan. so the ab-initios have
been kept reasonably happy.
We' have at present four lady members
who are qoalified solo pilots: SheiIa
Wood, Julie Ratcliffe, JUdy Graham and
Marion Aranyos.
R.B.L.
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TRENT VALLEY
INCE our AGM our social secretary,
S
Pat Harris, has. done wonderful
work organising dances and social evenings. Her latest money-spinner is a
weekly "Accumulator Totc Double".
Half the proceeds go to prize money and
the other half to the Glider Hangar
Project.
Our .flying field at Sturgate has three
concrete runways of .different compass
directions. The 'fleet consists of a T-JI.
'Grunau and two Olympia's. During a
course in September several A and B
certificates were gained.
E.H.W.

WESTCOTT (R.P.E.)
,\VlE begin on a note of sadness as,
W with deep regret, we announce the
death of one of our original members.
Eric Robertson, after a short illness. He
was the first' member to sol<> after the
club's formation and always led the way
when gliders needed pushing. Our sincere
sympathies to his wife, Margaret, and
his four daughters.
Stirling work is still being done by our
Kranich and recently it was to be seen
doing some pretty strange things, with
Roger Neaves in th~ front seat, as he
tested Jobn Berryman for his lull instructors' rating. Congratulations to John
on passing the test. Our thanks to Roger
Neaves for' giving us a day of his valuable time to make this possible.
Although the w,eather has been unkind
to Westcott this year, a few things have
been .achieved. Trevor Stevenson, Alan
I'Anson. Barry Croxton and Malcolm
Lassan gained their Cs, several Bronze C
legs were recorded and one Bronze completed by Roy ExelI.
Site difficulties make our present
launCh system and rate less than ideal
but plans are in hand to introduce tbe
reverse pulley method of launching.
After returning the borrowed Olympia
to Fan'iborough we acquired a modified
Swallow and finances have been stretched
to a parachute and barograph but. 'as
yet, no trailer. Inevitably we were caught
out. in mid-August by a couldn't-quitemake-it-back landing in a distant field
full of bullocks! Our grateful thanks to
Oxford G.C. who kindly came to our
rescue with a trailer at a very late hc)Ur.
D.R.G.

A

sLImmer course at the Yorkshire Club, with Instructor David Peitch (from Australia)
second left. Photograph P. Warren.

YORKSHIRE
E'RE now at the end of a pretty
good year. despite a lack of
westerly winds this summer, which cut
our ridge soaring days to less than usual.
About 20 successful courses have been
run at the club this year, including three
for instructors.
Our tug has now got its well-deserved
new engine; and two new syndicates have

W

*

*

SERVICE NEWS
BANNERDOWN
fir~t (fi~ure
IS

HE £10,000 prize for the
T
eight) man-powered flight
stIlI to
be won and an ingenious way of increas-

ing wing area in the interests of low flying speed has been adopted by a BAC
team at Weybridge. Quite simplY ~he
idea is to do without ailerons by maklOg
the whole wing change it~ angle of a~tack
differentially for control 10 roll, by pIvoting it at the root. This avoids giving the
ing a high degree of torsional stiffness.
he team found they could have pivot
hinges at the same cost in weight as
conventional aileron hinges, and thus a
rnuch li~hter wing structure is possible.
In the meantime, if anyone feels li~e
castigating Weather Willie for thIS

been formed, one with the K-13 and the
other with the Olympia 463. These, of
course, lessen the pressure on the club
Swallows.
David Lilbum, in his Skylark 4, flew
his Gold distance, 314 km., from Sutton
Bank to Clacton on the 11th August.
The club is open all the year round
and visitors will always be made welcome.
P.M.

*

season's ellecrable performance let them
read London Weather by J. H. Brazell,
where one learns of years with no
summer, snow in June, record floods and
fogs and the performance of a whole
heaven-full of saints alongside Swithin,
eluding St. Benoit for France, Bartholomew for ltaly, St. Luke and St. Martin
for UK and the Seven Sleepers for
Germany.
For us the last period has been one
more of consolidation t!:tan performance,
althou~h Pat Gibson has secured A and
B certIficates. lan Smith flew his Skylark in the Junior Inter-services, Terry
Carpenter crewed in the Nationals and
Gus Paterson and Mike Williams returned from Bicester with furrowed
brows, assistant categories ano unanimous appreciation of the ext~nt and
responsibilities of instructor dutIes.

P.H.
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EAST MIDLANDS
HIS season has brought the worst
T
gliding weathe.r for many years, but
strangely enough the clul). has done more
flying and gained more certificates than
ever before. We have flown well over
1,100 hours, from our site at Swind.erby,
from 6,000 launches and sent nearly 40
members on their first solos.
Dick' Feakes, who has been our CFI
and is posted shortly, pushed through
many radical improvements in club
organisation and has also fQund time to
do- more than his fair shal'e of general
fettling. The club will miss him.
In the competition field, East Midlands
has done very well; both lan Strachan
and John Delalield winnin~ the Sport
and Open Class Nationals respectively.
Also, Jack Harrison and Dick Fcakes
were placed near the top in these championships. We will be pushed to repeat
this success next year!
SteUa Benton, one of our WRAP
members, flew her Silver distance on .the
6th October from Swinderby to Boston..
This is certainly tlte latest in the year
that we have had a successful crosscountry. Perhaps the next cross-country
season will start correspondingly early.
J.D.

WREKIN
ONGRATULATIONS to Simon
C
Morrison ,on gaining eighth place in
the Open Class in the Inter-service competition at BicesteT, and to Kev Kiely
and Chas. Nightingale who both flew
their five hours at the Mynd.
John Ansley and DaveGreig have
taken over as aircraft and MT member
respectively. Harry Oxer resumes his post
as secretary on his return to the club.
The bus is being given a refit befere
the cold weather starts ltnd sholJld be
back on the line, providing hot drink and
food, before very long.
_
_
C.B.B. and P.H.

CRUSADERS (Cyprus)

the afea north and east of the site
though, away from the Nicosia Zone. We
should have radios very shortly, and by
the time this goes to print we hope to
have established cross-country procedures with Nicosia ATC/ATCC. Our
aim is to fly westward, along the edge of
the central plain to the high eODve.ction
of the Troodos range.
Our present cross-country area has
provided the' club with gOQd training and
several Silver C leas. John Se0tt and
Gerry Cooper completed their Silvers
and Dave SiIlet and Bob McMasters
have gained the latest legs. John has ~n
re-elected to another hard term as
treasurer, Dave has spent long hours on
our Swallow after it had a very heavy
landing (from a winch failure), and Bob
went solo, did his two Bronze flights and
got his Silver height in four weeks.
The days when club members had to
rig and de-rig the 'craft every weekend
are long past as we are a1l0wed. to use
the hangar which was built beside the
airstrip earlier this year.
After our 43 per cent increase in flying time last year we are ratber struggling
to reach our target of 1,000 hours (a
iilrther t2 per cent gf()wth) this yeal
The exigencies of the Service have denied.
us the use of the airstrip aliew times a.nd
have currently scattered many of our
RAF members, .including, the CFI, Tiro
Oulds. Bill DicksOIl, who is doing an
e-xcellent job as Deputy CFl, stoutly
maintains we will reach our target.
The Committee is investigating the
possibility of acquiring a K-13early next
year. In these days so far removed from
the old grolrlnd-slide' .training, ab-initios
can join the club in a three-year tour
progress. to dizzy heights withollt ever
leaving Cyprus: this' makes an advanced
dual-trainer most necessary for us to
offer full and balanced training.
M.LO.

LAHR (Germany)
(Cana4a Armed Forces)

HORTLY after I Wing, RCAP,
S
moved from i,ts base at Marville,
winter Low is sweep-T.HE.ing 'across Cyprus
France, to its present location at Labr,
.now,
our
soanng pattern a httle. Durmg the Germany, a spOrt aviation club was
~sional

chan~ing

summer, members have often gone inland with the sea-breeze front which
passes over our site in the mornings.
Cross-countries have been restricted to
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formed to promote an types of sport
flying, and the Lahr Gliding Club is one
result of this organisati,on.
Permission t·o start a club was con-

firmed in the summer and flyinl: commenced in mid-September. Our equipment consists at the moment of a Ka-7,
a Rhonlerche and a privately owned
Olympia Meise (ex-RAF Laarbruch). A
privately owned Pirat is expected any
ay. Launching is by winch, which we
expect to augment by car-tows.
Lahr' is the European terminu.s for
transport aircr!!ft, and on a normal
gliding day we may ~t four or five
Hercules or Dakota movements. with
probably a gaggle of Starfighters to
boot! Although we are grounded during
these movements, surprisingly little time
is Jost.
Apart from the CFI, only four out of
a total membership of 38 have previous
gliding experienc:e; how~ver, they inlude four Starfighter pilots, two transport pilots and about a dozen light air(;faft pilots. Nearly all aircraft and allied
flying trades are represented, so that
maintenance and ground school should
present no problems.
Gliding has been carrIed out at some
military flying, clubs in Canada, but the
ahr Gliding Club is the first t,o affiliate
with the Soaring Association of Canada.

Canadian Forces HQ in Ottawa recently
announced that gliding and soaring has
been officially approved as a military
sport. The order requires all dubs to
affiliate with SAC and approves assistance from non-public funds (i.e., profits
from canteens, etc.). It also approves the
use of mmtary equipment for "special
events" such as international military
competitions, although as far as I know
we have no military competition pilots,
and in Canada, at any rate, no one to
compete against!
The acceptance of soaring by CFHQ
should prove a tremendous boost for the
sport in Canada, although it may be
faced with a severe problem of instructor
shortage in its initial stages.
Perhaps the answer to this particular
problem has already been found by the
Air Cadet League of Canada, who have
recently added gliding training to their
activities. Their solution was to select
personnel with extensive power experience and send them on a three-week
instructors' course; all candidates passed
and the Air Cadets now have their own
nucleus of instructors.
ARTHUR KLlNGE.
-

·.w,.·.·..1.

pVERSEAS NEWS

We would be pleased to receive news for this section from every country in
the world where soaring is done-A. E. SLATER, Overseas News Editor.

C NADA
THIS is written as the season gradually
, draws to a close, and what a season
It has been! Not from the contest·flying
standpoint. but we certainly bave seen
considerable development behincl the
scenes, a substantial increase in the num'
ber of adherents and several new clubs
stablished.

We should not really complain about
our cOntest side, either. Full credits to
Chas. Yeates. of Beaconsfield, near Montre~ for placing ninth in the World
Contest-a plac;e he seems to ha.ve reserved for himself! He claims he's getting bored with coming ninth, but surely
it is better than tenth. Never mind, perhaps someone wJll unseat you next time,
push you up to, perhaps, sixth. One of
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these days we may be able to give our
team the support they really deserve. including transporting their sailplanes to
the contest.
The National Contest report appears
to have gone the way of all flesh. This
writer was hoping someone else would
write it, perhaps a competitor, but it was
not to be. The event took place at Rockton Gliderport, Ontario, under the management of Sosa Gliding Club. Longest
llights earned Diamonds for two competitors. and the eventual winner was
Peter Trounce. of Beaconsfield (that
place again), flying a Phoebus 17. Some
canny work there, even though he is no
Scotsman.
On the subject of new sailplanes,
several home-built HP-14's have had
their first flights this year, as have one or
two BG-12's and at least one Tern. New
factory-built sailplanes include a couple
of Phoebi (is that correct?), a Pirat,
which arrived too late to take part in
the Nationals, an ASK-13· and one or
two more orthodox types such as 1-26
and 2-22. A T-S3 has been on order since
last year, but has so far failed to
materialise-how about it, Slingsby's?
The fall wiJI see SOme tradItional
wave-flying, and mOst likely the fall of
some altitude records. What goes up,
must come down--except the Russian
rockets, and the prices.
ONTAERO.

FINLAND
HE gliding season for 1968 is now
T
over here and people are sticking to
their clubhouses, talking and thinking

big for the next season. The summer of
1968 will go down in history as the one
which saw the first SQO-km. triangles
flown in Finland by Matias Wiitanen in
Dtu and Juhani Horma in SHK; saw
Seppo Hamalainen raise the Finnish and
Scandinavian out-and-return record beyond the 600 km. mark; and also saw
the first motor-gliders in Finland, the
kind of aeroplanes which evidently are
here to stay.
The first motor-glider, which flew in
from Germany at the beginning of July.
was at least to our understanding one of
the nicest of its kind, the Fournier
RF4D, knowt;l here as the Tuuli.a.. The
excellent workmanship and very good,
handling characteristics of the Tuulia
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caused considerable interest also here,
and at the time of writing there are three
motor-gliders of the same type flying in
Finnish gliding clubs.
But also the Finnish aviation authorities, i.e., Ministry of Communications
and Public Works, Department of Civil
Aviation, took ouick notice of the new
kind of aeroplane and laid down rules
governing flying in motor-gliders.
The motor-gliders are classified as
gliders and so Finnish glider pilots can
fly them without power pilot's licence.
Before getting the motor-glider rating to
his licence, the glider pilot has to make
two half-hour flights in an aeroplane
with an instructor to get acquainted with
the behaviour of an Aeroplane with an
engine. After these two flights. one halfhour flight in a motor-glider and the
pilot is ready to get the motor-gHder
rating to his licence. The holder of a
power piIot's licence has to make at least
five flights in a two-seater 21ider beforeconverting to motor-gliders.
After experience gained during the
first summer e>f motor-gliders, it would
be too much to say that tlley have
brought a revolution to the Finnish
gliding scene, but the extra. ,colour they
bring to it cannot be ignored.
1. RAIVIO

FRANCE
MinioCootest at Aagen
HARD runway is under construction at Angers airfield; the ensuing
chaos forced the Aeroclub to abandon
plans for a fulf-scaJe contest (like the
Huit lours d'Angers) and a last-minute
Mini-Contest was organised instead.
In theory it was going to be an all
French-speaking Franco-BelgianatIair
until a lonely Dutchman (Aart Dekkers)
turned up to ruin things. He would have
won, too, had he not been persuaded to
share a little too fully in the celebrations
on the eve of the first contest day. Next
morning his, crew waited in vain. but he
did not turn up that day.
The 23 pilots takin~ part were of high
calibre; mostly members or reserves of
their Nat\Qnal Teams. Dekkers, Zegels,
Penaud, Mercier and Gavillet actually
flew at Leszno.
There was no ban4jcapping, and pilots
flying a Ka-6 or Edelweiss found it

A

rather discouraging to fiy against the
Diamant, Libelle, etc.
Day I.-I 72-km. triangle. The m~t.
failed to forecast a trough whi~h affected
the course and forced everyone down
"aux vaches", the winner landing at the
second tuming,-point.
Day 2.-Aart Dekkers (Holland) won
the 302-km. triangle set with an average
speed of 74 km./h. on his Diamant 18.
Day 3.-1 69-km. triangle. Everyone
went round at least once; pilots who
tried again found the conditions much
improved later in the day. Best speeds
approx. 80 km./h.
Day 4.-203-km. triangle_ All pilots
finished the task; the French team flew
at 180 km./h. along the second leg.
Day 5.-242-km. triangle. Conditions
were rather more difficult and about a
quarter of the pilots landed out. Others,
like Labar and Dekkers, had some rather
low scratches-SO metres!
Day 6.-160-lcm. triangle. Dry thermals,
not rising above 1,100 m. or so; () pilots
did not complete the task.
Day ?-I56-km. out-and-return. A day
with a great deal of strato-cu spread out.
Penaud got caught and had to land at
the turning-point.
Final leading resuUs
PIS.
Zegels (Belgium)
Libelle Std.
5767
Dekkers (Holland) Diamant 18
5753
Labar (France)
Libelle
5676
Girard (France)
Edelweiss
5177
SilO
Mercier (France)
Edelweiss 4
Penaud (France)
Edelweiss
SOU;
The ASW-12 flown by de Dorlodot of
Belgium was unfortunately broken by a
fellow-pilot to whom he lent it one
evening; de Dorlodot had to continue
on a Ka-6B.

M. MERCU!.R.

HAWAll
at DilIingham A,F.B., a
SITUATED
900-ft. strip some 40 miles N.W. of
Honolulu on the island of O"hu, this
clUb is fast becoming a popular venue
for visiting pilots. With a I,OOO-ft. ridge
flanking the runway and an almost co~
stan~ 10-15-knot trade wind. the ridgeSoanng is very good indeed. This has
be~n wen proven by the CFI Tom
W1nkler, who, on five separate occasions,
has exceeded 40 hours airborne-his last
chndurance flight being in eXceSS of 57
ours.

The equipment consists of a 1-22, 1-32
and two I-33's, with a Stintson L5 as
tug. Plans are in hand to operate from
Bellows AFB, on Windward Oahu; this
has a 2,000-£t. 28-mile ridge at right
angles to the prevailing trade winds, and
what must be the most consistent ridgesoaring anywhere in the world-an added
attraction being that it is only nine miles
from the centre of Honolulu.
If passing through, contact Tom Winkler, P.O. Box 2776, Honolulu (telephone
634938), and you will be assured of a
warm welcome.
PBTE. HANNBMAN.

SOVIET UNION
HE Russians have attributed their
T
lack of success in the World Championships to their using old machines.

Among the pilots, Zaitsev received
criticism. Neither Kunetsov nor Zaitsev
had ever been in an international contest before. It is hoped that new
machines will be produced for next time.
Three Blaniks and one A-IS attempted
a group fI.ight round a SOD-km. triangle
from the Central Gliding Club. In spite
of weak conditions, Anatoly Koval and
passenger Yevgeny Kretov completed the
task at 72 km./hr. The flight took
about eight hours and is a National
record as the first two-seater SQO-km.
triangle ever done in Russia.
ANO'THBR FAMILY FUGHT.-Qn 29th
May, Tamara Zagainova and passenger
Nina Tolmachenova, in a Blanik,
achieved a SOD-km. triangle at 69 km./hr.
-a new world record for women. On the
same day, her husband beat the National
record by flying round the 500 triangle in
an A-IS at 80 km./hr. This is 9 km./hr.
better than the previous record set up by
Rudyenski. It will be remembered that
Valery and Tamara Zagainov .flew 732
km. in two different machines together
from Orel to Volgograd two years ago.
First place among the women of the
North-East Zone Russian Federation
Championships was taken by Tamara
Posheonova, a student.
UICRIIINE CBAMPIONSHlPS_-The 16th
Ukrainian Champions~ips ,took place on
the DncI'I'opetrovsk airfield. There were
41 competitors in teams from Karkhov,
Odcssa, Kiev, Simferopol, Vil'lnitsa, Lvov
and Rovno. Tasks were:
(1) 104-km. triangle in good conditions.
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1st was Karl Liebknecht with I hr,
22 mins.; 2nd was Pilipchuk (Dnepro-·
petrovsk); 3rd, Mikhailov (Odessa).
(2) 31G-km. triangle in poor conditions.
Leonid Yerishko (Dnepropetrovsk) alone
got round, taking about seven hours.
(3) On the next day, the 31D-1rni. trio
angle was set again. This time ,there were
4·5·m. thermals, with clouds going to
2,300 m. 33 out of 41 pilots finished:
1st, Pilipchuk; 2nd, Yerishko; 3rd, Vach·
asov.
(4) 206·km. triangle. Storms and rain
hindered pilots. Best results were
achieved by: 1st, Vachasov; 2nd, Pilipchuk; 3rd, Ludmilta Kozyenko.
(5) Twice round a 104·krn. triangle. Ist,
Vachasov; 2nd, Litvin; 3rd, Saraev.
Overall 1st and new Champion of the
Ukraine is Pilipchuk, 4,864 pts.; 2nd,
Yerishko, 4,809; 3rd, Strelnikov, 4,586-.
Of the women, Ludmilta Kozyenko was
first.
Each pilot flew between 20·25 hrs. and
covered 1,000-1,100 kms. The Organising
Committee, which contributed much to
the success of the eompetition, included
)'evgeny Rudyenskoi ,of the National
Team.
Y. SYnox.
Translated alld conden'sed from
K,ilya Rodiny by C. WILLS.

SWITZERLAND
Diamant Flutter Problem Solved
FTER thorough research and numer·
_ ous tests, we can Sa¥ that the flutter
problem on the Diamants has been
licked.
The observation most frequently encountere4 in the 16.5 and 18 metrc
models, which in many cases was
apparco,1 mOrC as la vibra,tioo, has been
identified as wing-camber flap osciIlalions, which, incidentally, occurred
similarly on other fibre-glass sailplanes.
As a result of our flight test programme,
the cause of this trouble was isolated as
the torsional fleJcibility of the long,
narrow wing-camber llaps, in sev,eral
cases aggravated b~ a slight looseness of
the wins·fuselage conneetioo of this flap
drive mechanism. This looseness has
already been corrected ,in all ease~ we ~re
aware of. As a ,result of en~Ineenng
analysis, and proved in OUr flIght test
programme, three solutions have been

A
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found for remedy: (a) the installation of
counter'balancing wei~hts on the flaps,
(b) a new flap design with greater torsioual stiffness, and (c) ,the installation of
a more complex flap-drive mechanism
inside of the wing structure to restrain
and operate the flaps from both the
inside and outside ends.
We also received a couple of complaints of a vibration in the rear end of
Diamant sailplanes. Our flight test investigations have shown this to be a case
of rudder flutter, occurring on only a
limited number of .airframes. Apparently,
this flutter was an unwanted by·prodpct
of some of our attempts to mak.e the
Diamant series better sailplanes. Our investigations showed: (a) this rudder
flutter could occur only in Diamant sailplanes with verY low friction in the
rudder control system; (1:» it would only
occur unde.r certain conditions and when
at very high airspeeds; (c) jet would
usually not ,occur at an unless initiated
by the pilot or a peculiar type of a gust;
and (d) it could be prevented if the
pilot's feet were kept firmly on the
rudder pedals, and usually be stopped in
the same; way even after it had started.
Although our findings indicate that the
possibility of this rudder flutter is
relatively remote, we have developed a
rudder damper to absolutely prevent it.
According to the general practice in
the aviation industry, and our own
General Conditions of Guarantee, we are
liable to provide modifjcation kits for
these two items to all owners. We feel
that tliis minimal policy would leave
many of our clients dissatisfied, and it is
not in keeping with our policy of trying
to produce the best possible product, and
then stand behind it. We have therefore
decided to undertake the above two complete modifications of all existing Diamant sailplanes by our own staff and at
our own expense. For this reason, we are
recalling all Diamant sailplanes 16cated
in and aroullcl Switzerland io our factory for these mooifications. For the
others at a greater distance from Switzerland, we are sending members of our
staff to accomplish and/Of oversee the
necessary work, in some cases as far as
California and possibly Australia.
The Diamant 16.5 has now received
its Swiss type certificate, and that for the
Diamant 18 is under way.
FLue;· UND FAHRZBUGWERKE AG

Bristol Gliding Club
NYMPSFIELD, GLOUCESTER
We oH• • "cellftf therM. hill and wn'1 .toari"g at •
site on th. WIS.... ft edge of Ih. C.otswolds, N.r StrolllCl.
flee' include. Sky,,",k 11. Oly"",•• S_U_,"'oIoet •• d
Ouat 1,li""'9 Mechiltes. A.,otow;ftg a..litabJI.
ComfOll.bI. QVbhOUM, lirst·dess C;ant_n, Bunkho....
••d ler.
Summe, Glidio, Holidays let .b-initio Nao-IMaben.

Write to: BRISTOL GLIDING CLUB
NYMPSflELD. N,. STONEHOUSE. GLOS.
Telepho... UlEY 342

CORNISH GLIDING &flYING CLUB
TREVELLAS AIRAELD.
PERRANPORTH. CORNWALL
Gliding courses in modern fleet from
May 27th - B.GA categorised instructors - fine soaring -IQvely coaslal
airfield - ideal .for ,a different family
holiday.
Details with pl_ _ from: JUNE DANa
20 Sosvean Gardens. TrurO.

The Derbyshire and Lancashire
GUDING CLUB
Camphill, Great Hucklow, Nr. Tidas.....lI,
Derbyshire
Th. Club
thrM duel coolrol gild-., .nd oil...._ ....
t.ry, in'
..tiot. end high porI_ _ fadlIIioo •• d
ttailli.,,_ P,i
Owner, c.eMred rot. TIt. cOMfortabl.Ovb
House, Oorwitar. . . .d
an 01.
Reside.t S_.rd ••d S,_.,d_. A' CatoIphill _ _ IN
.11 those thin" which _k
Gldiftg Qub.

ea,..... .............

_pIoi.

Writ.

'.0 the s.c,....ry
for d as of M••bership .nd
Su .._
Cool,...
T.lephone rtdewroll 207

WINTER

PROGRAMMl

Holiday Cou..es until _k begin.i.g 7t11 Od""".

Ono wnk Ad......ed C........ bogl"'in9 V'h Nov_
••d 6th April.
9'doy App,......t in,,,.<Ion' C
begIn.ing
18th. Octobe" hI NoY_ber, 7th It\o,ch d 211' Morch.
Modern ,esid.....1 clubhou.. wi'h lIe.sed ...
Serld for .deIoa. 10 r

KENT GLIDING CLUB
Challoclc. Hr. Ashforcl. lCient
TeL Challock 307

--:.. -=--vLONDON GLIDING CLUB
Dunstable Downs, Bedfordshire.
Telephone: OLU 2 63419
Situated at the foot of the Chiltern
hills, and within easy reach of
London and the Midlands by roed
(just off the M 1). The Club has a
comprehensive fleet of dual and
solo aircraft, reliable launching
equipment inclUding fourtugs. This
famous site has plenti.ful therma/s
in summer and hill soaring with
favourable winds throughout the
year. Resident instructors, catering
every day (weekends only in
Winterl, licensed bar, accommoda·
tion and other facilities. Visitors
welcome.
For details of membership write to
the Manager (SG).

MIDLAND GlIDING aUB LIMITED
LONG MYND. SHROPSHIRE
Telephone: Llnley 206
BUNGEE LAUNCH???
Where else?

5 mile ridge - .frequent wave.
Excellent clubhouse, comfortable
bunkhouse, dining room - 3 meals a
day - snug bar.

5 day courses for ab-initios, advanced
pilots and private owners.
Club neet inc:ludes Ka 13s. 460s and
Swallows.
Associate membership

(1 month) £l

Further details from: H. HILTON,

22 Landsdowne Crescent,
Bayston Hill, Salop.
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WEST WALES

Withybush Airfielcl, Ha""rfordwe.t,

Pe.broteshire
Th. Club' is ~... t,.ny 'lfUllted 'or 0". 70 miles of
NlUo..1 P.,k coastline "" ... ill" uwapoUt bMCh.. and
••cellettt facilities- for oren air holiday...
G~ding Holiday C"o''''''1*' ...., woH dllriDg
.
launchi." fro", Ih,.,."...,., bY •• to-fow .IId • .,o-tow.
For .he begin..", i"IIruction 0" tkIe..by-Jid. Sling.y
T-21 .nd 1010 (1ft Pirat•• Otytllpia 463 o. Skylalk 11.
For th. ed'Hn«d, high pet'f~mance Ireiniftg on
C."ln. Aero·towJ by Tug........ S.riag Oft N, E. W
end S fuirr.g cliff•• Accommodetion· in fully liclltnted
rHid••11a1 ClobhouM. w»h '10.11. . .d f-'a de,.. ilor'"
wilh full interior JPf',ulg Jinol. beds.
Illustrated b.OC'hur. aDd del. ill fro.. Gliding SKI.IIIY,
Flying 'Control, Tol. HI"er'o,dwo.1 3665 o. 3156 or
T.nby 2705.
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DO YOU ONLY WANT TO fLY AT
WEEKENDS?
Of COURSE YOU DON'T t
with the

YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB
AT SUnON BANK
il is possible le SOAR on any day of the
week, at any time of the year •.. as well
as the good thermal soaring conditions that
are to be found o"e. the Vale of York in
the summer months. Excellent hill and
wa"e soaring in 1he lee of lhe Pennines
can be enio.yed during all months of the
year.
The, club specialises in holiday courses for
beginners and in advanced courses ..•.full·
time, prof.essional instructors afe employed.
Visitors' from other clubs are welcome ...
launching by .... inch or aero-tow.
The Clubhouse is fully residential and is
of a very high standard. There is a licensed
bar and catering is provided for all
meals ..• centrally-healed bedrooms, each
with hot and cold water! Visitors can bring
their wives and families to Sutlon Bank
confidently knowing that they too will have
an enjoyable holiday.
The Club is ideally situated for exploring
the rrnlgnificent scenery of tbe North
Yorkshire National Park.
Modern neet of training and high performance sailplanes.

For more information write to:

The Secretary.
THE YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB.
SUTTON BANK, THIRSK,.
YORKSHIRE.
Telephone: Sutton {Thirsk) 237

SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION
PORTMOAK, SCO·TLANDWELI"
BY KINROSS

Thames Valley Gliding
Club

Telephone: Scotlanclwen 243

BOOKER

THE WAVE SITE

Whether experienced or inexperienced
you will enjoy the facilities offered at
Rookel'.

Excellent Hill, Thermal and Wave
Soaring in beautiful surroundings
Comfortable ClubrOOMs, excellent
bedroom accommodation, full
catering and 'bar
Seven days per week
Balanced Club Fleet
Resident Instructor
Aero Tow Facil'ities

COURSE$ FOR BEGINNERS
AND OTHERS
JUNE TO SEPTEMBER

Training on Ka7 machines followed by
Olympias and .,arl), conversion to our
Skylark 3g'S.
The efficient all aerotow operation at
Booker coupled with the many gliders
available offers a uni<Jue service to
members throughout the )'ear, both
midweek and weekends.
Restaurant and Bar open at an times.

Visitors and visiting aircraf1 welcome
Write to the Seoretary for further
details

Write for details or better still visit us
at WYCOMBE AIR PARK, BOOKER,

ADVANCED lOOlClNGS NECESSARY IN WRITING

Nr. HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS.

LASHAM
(NA TIONAL GLIDING CENTRE)

Weekly elementary and advanced courses all year at inclusive rates. Modern
centrally-heated clubhouse, canteen and bar.. Accommodation provided. Full
time professional IIlstructors always available, club solo and two-seater
flylllg every day, private owners welcome.
Club Fleet for 1969
2 Capstan,s
2 ASK 13's
3 K 8B's
2 Skylark 11IF's
3 Skylark IV's"
2 Dart 17R's
Trailers for all aircraft, l-androver for retrieves. Aircraft available for weekly
hire, e)l;peditions and. contests.

LASHAM GLIDING CENTRE,Nr. AtTON, HANTS. TEt. HERRIARD 270

LASHAM GLIDING SOCIETY
SURREY & HANTS GLIDING CLUB

GLIDE AHEAD WITH A 'BLANIK'
HOLDER OF THE U.K. TWO-SEAT HEIGHT RECORD

* Unsurpassed two-seat perFormance
* Fully aerobalic - Flies equally well inverted
* Corrosion proof all metal manuFacture - Low maintenance costs
* High launches achieved through low drag and weight (Empty 650 Ibs.)
* Perfect for all .raining especially instrument F1'ying
* All purpose sailplane - ideal for club or syndicate
* Winch belly hook now filled
WELL PROVEN-OVER ONE THOUSANDSUILT
Delivered U.K. £2.,2.75

Duty £2.70

{including instruments}

(If applicable,

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
.OVERSEAS

ENQUIRI~S

H.P. FINANCE ARRANGED
WELCOMED

Distributor for U.K.• Eire and Canada:

Peter Cliffor. Aviation Umi.ted, Oxford Airport, Kldlington, Oxford.
Tel. Kidlingfon 4262

Cables: Cl if/air, Oxford

Sole Exporter for Czechoslovak Aviation Products:

Omnipal Limited, Washingtonova 11, Prague I, Czechoslovak·ia.

